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Abstract

This dissertation addresses a diverse range of topics in the area of physics-based
ground motion simulation with particular focus on the Canterbury, New Zealand region.
The objectives achieved provide the means to perform hybrid broadband ground motion
simulation and subsequently validates the simulation methodology employed. In particu-
lar, the following topics are addressed: the development of a 3D seismic velocity model of
the Canterbury region for broadband ground motion simulation; the development of a 3D
geologic model of the interbedded Quaternary formations to provide insight on observed
ground motions; and the investigation of systematic effects through ground motion sim-
ulation of small-to-moderate magnitude earthquakes. The paragraphs below outline each
contribution in more detail.

As a means to perform hybrid broadband ground motion simulation, a 3D model of
the geologic structure and associated seismic velocities in the Canterbury region is devel-
oped utilising data from depth-converted seismic reflection lines, petroleum and water well
logs, cone penetration tests, and implicitly guided by existing contour maps and geologic
cross sections in data sparse subregions. The model explicitly characterises five significant
and regionally recognisable geologic surfaces that mark the boundaries between geologic
units with distinct lithology and age, including the Banks Peninsula volcanics, which are
noted to strongly influence seismic wave propagation. The Basement surface represents
the base of the Canterbury sedimentary basin, where a large impedance contrast exists re-
sulting in basin-generated waves. Seismic velocities for the lithological units between the
geologic surfaces are derived from well logs, seismic reflection surveys, root mean square
stacking velocities, empirical correlations, and benchmarked against a regional crustal
model, thus providing the necessary information for a Canterbury velocity model for use
in broadband seismic wave propagation.

A 3D high-resolution model of the Quaternary geologic stratigraphic sequence in
the Canterbury region is also developed utilising datasets of 527 high-quality water well
logs, and 377 near-surface cone penetration test records. The model, developed using
geostatistical Kriging, represents the complex interbedded regional Quaternary geology
by characterising the boundaries between significant interbedded geologic formations as
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3D surfaces including explicit modelling of the formation unconformities resulting from
the Banks Peninsula volcanics. The stratigraphic layering present can result in complex
wave propagation. The most prevalent trend observed in the surfaces was the downward
dip from inland to the eastern coastline as a result of the dominant fluvial depositional
environment of the terrestrial gravel formations. The developed model provides a benefi-
cial contribution towards developing a comprehensive understanding of recorded ground
motions in the region and also providing the necessary information for future site char-
acterisation and site response analyses. To highlight the practicality of the model, an
example illustrating the role of the model in constraining surface wave analysis-based
shear wave velocity profiling is illustrated along with the calculation of transfer functions
to quantify the effect of the interbedded geology on wave propagation.

Lastly, an investigation of systematic biases in the (Graves and Pitarka, 2010, 2015)
ground motion simulation methodology and the specific inputs used for the Canterbury
region is presented considering 144 small-to-moderate magnitude earthquakes. In the
simulation of these earthquakes, the 3D Canterbury Velocity Model, developed as a part
of this dissertation, is used for the low-frequency simulation, and a regional 1D velocity
model for the high-frequency simulation. Representative results for individual earthquake
sources are first presented to highlight the characteristics of the small-to-moderate mag-
nitude earthquake simulations through waveforms, intensity measure scaling with source-
to-site distance, and spectral bias of the individual events. Subsequently, a residual de-
composition is performed to examine the between- and within-event residuals between
observed data, and simulated and empirical predictions. By decomposing the residuals
into between- and within-event residuals, the biases in source, path and site effects, and
their causes, can be inferred. The residuals are comprehensively examined considering
their aggregated characteristics, dependence on predictor variables, spatial distribution,
and site-specific effects. The results of the simulation are also benchmarked against empir-
ical ground motion models, where their similarities manifest from common components
in their prediction. Ultimately, suggestions to improve the predictive capability of the
simulations are presented as a result of the analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Seismic hazard analysis is the basis for determining design ground motions for seismic

design and assessment of engineered systems. Conventionally, empirical ground motion

models (GMMs) are utilised within seismic hazard analysis to provide estimates of ground

motion intensity measures. However, there are several intrinsic limitations of empirical

GMMs due to their simplified representation of the physics of earthquake-induced ground

motions. Physics-based ground motion simulation has advanced rapidly in recent years

and alleviates many of the limitations of empirical GMMs by explicitly considering the

earthquake source, seismic wave propagation, and local site characteristics in a region- and

site-specific manner. Therefore, simulated ground motions are able to explicitly model

phenomena such as rupture directivity, basin, and site effects, among others. As a result,

there has been a movement towards implementing ground motion simulations into seismic

hazard analysis and including simulated ground motions in databases of prospective design

ground motions (Bradley et al., 2017), the latter of which aims to alleviate the paucity of

large magnitude, near-source records in current databases (Ancheta et al., 2014).

Seismic velocity models are a key ‘ingredient’ of ground motion simulations as they

define the medium within which seismic waves propagate. Much like ground motion

simulation methods, the velocity models began as a simple representation of the Earths
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crustal structure but have become progressively more complex. Several velocity models

have been developed internationally, such as the Southern California community velocity

models (Magistrale et al., 1996, 2000; Kohler et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2014; Shaw et al.,

2015), Central United States velocity model (Ramírez-Guzmán et al., 2012) and Osaka

Basin, Japan velocity model (Kagawa et al., 2004); utilising extensive geologic, geophys-

ical and geotechnical datasets. Therefore, to achieve ground motion simulations in the

Canterbury region, which has been the primary focus of recent New Zealand ground mo-

tion simulation efforts, it is necessary to develop a realistic 3D Canterbury seismic velocity

model which explicitly accounts for the important geologic features which of the region.

Site characterisation is another important component of seismic hazard analysis as

the near-surface geotechnical profile can strongly influence ground motions observed at

a specific site. Factors such as soil type, strength, stiffness, and the presence of strati-

graphic layering can impact the amplitude, frequency content, and duration of ground

motions. The Canterbury region has a complex near-surface geology with interbedded

terrestrial gravel and fine grained marine formations, deposited during episodic glacial

and interglacial periods, respectively. Recent work on site characterisation of strong

motion stations across the Canterbury region has established the importance of the near-

surface geology on seismic response (Teague et al., 2015; Van Houtte et al., 2014; Wood

et al., 2011; Wotherspoon et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). The development of a near-surface

geologic model of the interbedded Quaternary-aged sedimentary formations will provide

one beneficial contribution towards developing a comprehensive understanding of recorded

ground motions in the region and also providing the necessary information for future site

characterisation and site response analyses.

Validation of simulated ground motions against observations from past earthquakes is

critical to demonstrate the predictive capability of both the adopted simulation method-

ology and input models. However, despite the intrinsic advantages of ground motion

simulation over empirical GMMs, there are still currently many limitations and simplifi-

cations in existing methodologies and input models which can lead to systematic biases.

The variability and biases in empirical GMMs have been investigated previously through

non-ergodic analysis, separating biases into source, path and site effects, both in gen-
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eral (Lin et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011; Kaklamanos et al., 2013) and also

specifically for the Canterbury region (Bradley, 2015). By applying the same analytical

framework of residual decomposition to ground motion simulations, the prediction biases

and their causes can be identified and recommendations can be made to improve their

predictive capabilities for use in predicting future earthquake-induced ground motions as

a part of seismic hazard analysis.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this dissertation, which seek to address the needs and potential

improvements of ground motion simulations in the Canterbury region as a first step toward

broader application in New Zealand, are the following:

(i) Develop a 3D Canterbury seismic velocity model to be utilised in hybrid broadband

ground motion simulations which explicitly represents the regional geology.

(ii) Develop a 3D model of the near-surface interbedded Quaternary-aged stratigraphic

sequence in the Canterbury region to provide insight on recorded ground motions

as well as benefit future site characterisation and site response analyses.

(iii) Perform empirical and physics-based hybrid broadband ground motion simulations

to directly compare their relative predictive capabilities for a large set of small-

to-moderate magnitude earthquake events. Through examination of repeatable,

systematic effects, identify avenues for further improvements in the physics-based

ground motion prediction.

1.3 Organisation

Chapter Two presents a 3D model of the geologic structure and associated seismic

velocities in the Canterbury, New Zealand region. The model is developed using geosta-

tistical Kriging with an extensive dataset comprising depth-converted seismic reflection
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lines, petroleum and water well logs, cone penetration tests, and implicitly guided by

existing contour maps and geologic cross sections in data sparse subregions. The model

explicitly characterises five significant and regionally recognisable geologic surfaces that

mark the boundaries between geologic units with distinct lithology and age, including

the Banks Peninsula volcanics. Seismic velocities for the lithological units between the

geologic surfaces are derived from well logs, seismic reflection surveys, root mean square

stacking velocities, empirical correlations, and benchmarked against a regional crustal

model, thus providing the necessary information for a Canterbury velocity model for use

in broadband seismic wave propagation.

Chapter Three presents a 3D high-resolution model of the Quaternary geologic

stratigraphic sequence in the Canterbury, New Zealand region. The model is also de-

veloped using geostatistical Kriging utilising high-quality datasets of 527 water well logs

and 377 near-surface cone penetration test records which were quality-assured through

rigorous screening processes. The model represents the complex interbedded regional

Quaternary geology by characterising seven boundaries between significant interbedded

geological formations as 3D surfaces, including explicit modelling of the formation un-

conformities resulting from the Banks Peninsula volcanics. To highlight the practicality

of the model, an example illustrating the role of the model in constraining surface wave

analysis-based shear wave velocity profiling is illustrated along with the calculation of

transfer functions to quantify the effect of the interbedded geology on wave propagation.

Chapter Four investigates systematic biases present in the (Graves and Pitarka,

2010, 2015) ground motion simulation methodology and the specific inputs used for the

Canterbury region through simulation of 144 small-to-moderate magnitude earthquakes

in the Canterbury, New Zealand region. By decomposing the residuals into between- and

within-event residuals, the biases in source, path and site effects, and their causes, can be

inferred. The residuals are comprehensively examined considering aggregated characteris-

tics, dependence on predictor variables, spatial distribution, and site-specific effects. The

results of the simulation are also benchmarked against empirical ground motion models,

where their similarities manifest from common components in their prediction. Ulti-

mately, suggestions to improve the predictive capability of the simulations are presented
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as a result of analysis.

Chapter Five discusses the key contributions of this dissertation in the field of

ground motion simulations with particular focus on the Canterbury, New Zealand region.

Here the key contributions, their limitations and implications are critically evaluated.

Subsequently, recommendations of future work to address these limitations and further

advance the efficacy and predictive capability of ground motion simulations is presented.

This dissertation has been written as a collection of chapters which are intended to be

stand-alone publications. Hence each chapter is self-contained including their respective

introductory and concise literature reviews.
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Chapter 2

Development of a 3D velocity model

of the Canterbury, New Zealand

region for broadband ground motion

simulation

Lee, R. L., B. A. Bradley, F. C. Ghisetti, and E. M. Thomson (2017). Development of a
3D velocity model of the Canterbury, New Zealand region for broadband ground motion
simulation, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America. In press.

2.1 Abstract

A 3D model of the geologic structure and associated seismic velocities in the Can-

terbury, New Zealand region is developed utilizing data from depth-converted seismic

reflection lines, petroleum and water well logs, cone penetration tests, and implicitly

guided by existing contour maps and geologic cross sections in data sparse subregions.

The model, developed using geostatistical Kriging, explicitly represents the significant and

regionally recognisable geologic surfaces that mark the boundaries between geologic units

with distinct lithology and age. The model is examined in the form of both geologic sur-
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face elevation contour maps as well as vertical cross sections of shear wave velocity, with

the most prominent features being the Banks Peninsula Miocene-Pliocene volcanic edifice,

and the Pegasus and Rakaia late Mesozoic-Neogene sedimentary basins. The adequacy of

the modelled geologic surfaces is assessed through a residual analysis of point constraints

used in the Kriging and qualitative comparisons with previous geologic models of subsets

of the region. Seismic velocities for the lithological units between the geologic surfaces

have also been derived, thus providing the necessary information for a Canterbury velocity

model (CantVM) for use in broadband seismic wave propagation. The developed model

also has application for the determination of depths to specified shear wave velocities for

use in empirical ground motion modelling, which is explicitly discussed via an example.

2.2 Introduction

The 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (CES) produced severe ground mo-

tions which caused widespread geotechnical and structural damage throughout the Can-

terbury region (Bradley et al., 2014; Kaiser et al., 2012). The 3D geologic structure

in the Canterbury subsurface was likely a salient factor in the observed structural and

geotechnical damage, based on identified ground motion basin edge and wave guide ef-

fects (Bradley, 2012a; Bradley and Cubrinovski, 2011). The development of a 3D model

of the Canterbury geologic structure and associated seismic velocities will provide an

improved understanding of its contributions to the severe ground motions observed in

the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence as well as improving predictions in fu-

ture events. The principal objective for this chapter is the creation of a Canterbury

velocity model (CantVM) for use in broadband ground motion simulation. However, in

addition, such a model can also provide valuable information on the subsurface structure

for applications such as geologic structure and restoration analyses (Ghisetti and Sibson,

2012), and depths to significant shear wave velocity horizons (e.g. depth to 1.0km/s shear

wave velocity, Z1.0) for use in empirical ground motion modelling (Abrahamson and Silva,

2008). This chapter omits a detailed treatment of the interbedded nature of the shallow

Quaternary deposits in the coastal Christchurch region of Canterbury, which is detailed
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in the following chapter.

Many geologic features in the Canterbury subsurface influence wave propagation and

resulting surface ground motions, such as regional sedimentary basins and a high-velocity

volcanic edifice produced by Miocene-Pliocene volcanism (Bradley, 2012a; Browne et al.,

2012). Although the geologic structure of the Canterbury region has been investigated

in the past, the quality or scope of investigations were unable to provide a region-wide

framework for a consistent 3D model applied to the whole stratigraphic column (e.g. Hicks

(1989), Ghisetti and Sibson (2012), and Jongens (2011)). However, recent studies and ex-

perimental surveys coupled with previously documented results have provided the means

to produce a new 3D model of the Canterbury geologic structure which is constrained by

high-quality data. Figure 2.1 presents a simplified stratigraphic column of the Canter-

bury region, summarizing the main geologic units and their relative ages in millions of

years (Ma) (Forsyth et al., 2008). The Canterbury stratigraphic sequence displays a com-

plex setting caused by variations in lithology, depositional environment and ages of the

basin-infilling units (Brown and Weeber, 1992; Forsyth et al., 2008). However, in order

to produce a robust velocity model from the available data, the geologic units considered

must have significantly different lithology and contrasting seismic velocity impedance ra-

tios such that they are prominently evident in seismic reflection lines, used as principal

constraints for building the subsurface geologic model. The sequence of geologic units

explicitly modelled are herein referred to as the Quaternary, Pliocene, Banks Peninsula

volcanics (BPV), Miocene, Paleogene and Basement. The Late Cretaceous unit and Mt

Somers volcanics are assimilated into the Paleogene unit for the model due to insufficient

constraints to explicitly model them at present. As noted in the Figure 2.1 caption, the

use of these unit names is for brevity, and since unit boundaries are identified lithologically

they do not represent the true geologic age boundaries.

Previously, only the geologic Basement and Pliocene units (of the modelled units in

this study) had been explicitly examined in 3D across the Canterbury region. Hicks (1989)

and Ghisetti and Sibson (2012) both produced 3D interpretations of the geologic Basement

for the wider Canterbury region and Jongens (2011) developed a 3D interpretation for

the base of the Quaternary sediments which is analogous to the top of Pliocene surface
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Figure 2.1: Simplified stratigraphic column detailing the general geologic sequence of the Can-
terbury, New Zealand region. Included are the considered geologic units, equivalent formations
and inferred ages in millions of years (Ma). The Banks Peninsula volcanics were emplaced dur-
ing a time interval between the Miocene and Pliocene while the Mt. Somers volcanics generally
overlies the geologic Basement. ∗Note: The units and unit boundaries are principally defined
from a lithological perspective, hence the use of age-related unit names, used for brevity, rep-
resents the predominant age of the lithological unit, and unit boundaries are not synonymous
with geologic age definitions.

developed in this study. The scope of existing models were generally limited to onshore

components and often utilized low-quality data in areas where high-quality data were not

available at the time of development. While the existing models were adequate for the

purposes of their development, the CantVM presented subsequently aims to: (1) expand

the scope of previous models by utilizing more extensive datasets, including those offshore;

and (2) remedy several limitations of the existing models by utilizing high-quality data,

including recently obtained seismic reflection lines.

In this chapter, the details of the new 3D velocity model of the Canterbury region

that explicitly characterizes five geologic units, across both onshore and offshore regions,

is presented. The model spans the majority of the Canterbury Basin in preparation for

subsequent large-scale ground motion simulations (e.g. South Island-wide modelling),

however a smaller subdomain (shown in subsequent figures) has been utilized with the
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objective of modelling ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake

sequence. An application utilizing the 3D CantVM to investigate the depth to 1.0km/s

shear wave velocity, Z1.0, and its correlation with 30m-averaged shear wave velocity, Vs30,

is also presented.

2.3 Summary of adopted datasets

Figure 2.2 summarizes all data sources used in the development of the CantVM and

also presents the model domain. The adopted datasets for modelling the Canterbury geo-

logic structure comprises both direct field measurements, such as several dense networks of

seismic reflection lines, petroleum and water well logs, cone penetration test (CPT) data

and geologic maps of surface outcrops, as well as derived data (inferred geologic inter-

pretations) such as existing geologic elevation contour maps and supplementary geologic

cross sections in areas where a lack of field measured data can lead to a geologically incon-

sistent model via the application of Kriging alone. The newly constructed geologic cross

sections were specifically prepared for extending the new model into areas with scarce

subsurface data as shown in Figure 2.2. The seismic reflection lines provide constraint

over the majority of the area relevant to the 2010–2011 CES simulation domain (although

to a lesser extent onshore) and are therefore the model’s principal constraint. However,

water well logs, BPV elevation contours, and CPT shown in Figure 2.3 have the most in-

fluence on the modelled BPV subsurface near its surface outcrop. Petroleum wells, water

wells and CPT records provide depths to geologic units they encounter at their locations

to constrain the geologic surfaces detailed in subsequent sections. The BPV elevation

contour map, developed by Brown and Weeber (1994), provides elevation depths to the

top of the BPV. Offshore isopach points shown in Figure 2.2, which were derived using

isopach contours provided by Mogg et al. (2008) and bathymetry, also provide depths to

the geologic unit tops in the southeast offshore area. The entire isopach maps provided

by Mogg et al. (2008) were not utilized as the area is of low engineering importance.

The geologic cross sections shown in Figure 2.2, developed based on outcrop data from

geologic maps and available subsurface data, such as seismic reflection lines and well logs
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previously mentioned, infer the likely position of the horizons used in the model in areas

with scarce subsurface data. Bouguer gravity data obtained by Bennett et al. (2000) was

also quantitatively used to infer the general structure of the geology Basement and BPV.

Collectively, the adopted datasets provide modelling constraints which span the modelled

area. As the seismic reflection lines are the principal constraints of the CantVM, details

of the seismic reflection lines utilized are elaborated upon in this chapter. The other data

sources were largely utilised as they were provided and therefore no further elaboration

is made regarding them.

Seismic reflection surveying is a geophysical method which utilizes the reflectivity of

geologic unit boundaries as a result of impedance contrasts, to produce seismic images

detailing the subsurface properties and structure (Ashcroft, 2011). Seismic reflection lines

are acquired in two way travel time (TWTT) and therefore must be depth converted.

Table A.1 in Appendix A presents the details of the seismic reflection surveys and their

associated lines utilized in this study. Additionally, Table A.2 in Appendix A presents

the list of petroleum well logs utilized in this study which were correlated against the

seismic reflection lines for both their interpretation and also interval velocity calculations

(detailed in subsequent sections).

Figure 2.4 illustrates the steps required to process a migrated, uninterpreted seismic

reflection line in TWTT into an interpreted depth-converted seismic reflection line. Fig-

ure 2.4a shows the uninterpreted 99-103 line of the Indopacific IP256-99 survey located

in the Rakaia River area, which crosses the BPV, in TWTT, a common starting point

for the seismic reflection line processing of this study. Figure 2.4b shows the interpreted

99-103 line where marker horizons have been traced along the identified prominent re-

flectors. Faults are also identified from the structural offsets observed in the reflection

line. The next step is to depth-convert the reflection lines, where geologic units bounded

by the marker horizons are converted to depth by multiplying the TWTT interval by

representative interval velocities. The interval velocities used for the units of the model

represent an average value calibrated for seismic lines that are tied to the available explo-

ration wells, and have been tested against the measured depth of the corresponding unit.

These values clearly provide a simplified description of the interval velocity, that can be
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Figure 2.2: Summary of all data, both from direct field measurements and derived (inferred
geologic interpretation), used in the development of the Canterbury velocity model (CantVM).
Areas where geologic units have outcropped are shown as solid polygons. Details of the petroleum
wells, whose names are abbreviated in the figure for brevity, are provided in Appendix A. The
location of the seismic reflection line shown in Figure 2.4 is annotated. Seismic velocities in the
region are obtained both directly at the Kate-1 well (‘KA’ in the figure), and indirectly through
the depths of geologic horizons in petroleum wells and the corresponding TWTT from seismic
reflection.

adequate for units with relatively uniform lithology (e.g. the Oligocene limestones, the

Miocene volcanics, the Cretaceous volcanics), but can be more approximate for some units
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Figure 2.3: Spatial plots of data specifically constraining the Banks Peninsula volcanics (BPV):
(a) CPT datasets utilized; and (b) well logs identified by Brown and Weeber (1994) as encoun-
tering the BPV edifice and the Brown and Weeber (1994) elevation contour map for the BPV
top surface [not including CPTs previously shown in part (a)]. Colours indicate elevation from
the respective colour scales.
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that indeed display lateral variations in lithology (e.g. the Miocene unit). The resulting

errors cannot be easily quantified without additional subsurface data and stratigraphic

logs. The resulting interpreted, depth-converted reflection line is shown in Figure 2.4c.

Figure 2.4 also highlights the intersection of the 99-103 line with the 98-004 and 98-001

tie lines from the Indopacific IP256-98 survey. Some existing seismic reflection lines were

already available in the public domain as interpreted and depth-converted, with these

interpretations originally made by petroleum industry companies (Schlumberger Geco

Prakla/Indo-Pacific Energy (NZ) Ltd., 1998, 1999, 2000). Because the stratigraphic sub-

divisions used by the oil industry were not necessarily the same as those required for

this study, such lines have been reinterpreted for this study, as well as updated based on

available new information on stratigraphic sequences in the region. The resulting depth-

converted marker horizons from the seismic reflection interpretations were subsequently

used as constraints for developing the geologic surfaces of the velocity model.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of interpretation and depth-conversion of the 99-103 line from the In-
dopacific IP256-99 survey located in the Rakaia River area including the location of two tie line
intersections with the 98-004 and 98-001 lines of the Indopacific IP256-98 survey, where checks
are carried out for consistency between the lines. The Banks Peninsula volcanics are identified in
the reflection line. (a) The uninterpreted reflection line in TWTT to show the common starting
point for seismic reflection line processing for this study; (b) the interpreted reflection line in
TWTT with marker horizons and faults; and (c) the depth-converted interpreted reflection line.
All lines have 5x vertical exaggeration.
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2.4 Geologic surface model methodology

From the adopted datasets presented in the previous section, it is possible to con-

struct 3D surface models which identify boundaries between geologic units with distinct

character (e.g. lithology, facies, age). The 3D surfaces developed characterize the extent

and elevation of the top of each lithological unit (i.e. Pliocene, BPV, Miocene, Pale-

ogene and Basement units as detailed in Figure 2.1). All available geologic data were

taken into account for the development of the surfaces to ensure the model adequately

represents the existing regional geology. The following two subsections discuss the salient

features of the regional geology and the Kriging interpolation method employed in the

model development, as well as some inherent limitations.

2.4.1 Considerations of regional geology and model limitations

Stratigraphic sequences are deposited during geologic time intervals that are grouped

in a chronological time scale subdivided into eras, epochs and periods (see Forsyth et al.

(2008) for the Canterbury region). During time, the sequence of sediments that is de-

posited within a sedimentary basin generally displays variations in lithology that depend

on multiple factors and for the New Zealand region are clearly related to the tectonic set-

ting of the depositional areas during the transition from an extensional margin to a strike-

slip and transpressive margin along the present-day Pacific-Australia plate margin (King,

2000). In the South Island of New Zealand, terrestrial sediments of Late Cretaceous

age were followed by Paleocene-Eocene terrestrial to shallow-marine sandstones and silt-

stones, Oligocene shallow-water limestones, Miocene marine sandstones and mudstones,

and Plio-Quaternary marine to terrestrial conglomerates and gravels. The purpose of the

geologic surfaces in the CantVM is to define units with contrasting velocities. Consider-

ing the Canterbury regional geology, illustrated in Table 2.1 (where the CantVM column

details the units explicitly modelled, the Period and Epoch columns detail the respective

geologic ages each unit consists of, and the remaining columns detail the regional for-

mations), and the most prominent reflectors in the seismic reflection lines, the surfaces
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identified for the CantVM separate units with contrasting lithology that were deposited

through geologic time, as described above and in Figure 2.1. Though the proposed units

provide a simplified sequence that does not incorporate the finer scale details of lateral

variations in lithology, nor the time transgressive nature of depositional surfaces through-

out the study area, they nevertheless capture the relevant changes in sediment nature and

supply during the tectonic evolution of the region since the Late Cretaceous, associated

with marine regression and increasing input of clastic sediments from the uplifting South-

ern Alps through time. The uppermost geologic unit, of predominant Quaternary age,

is composed of alternating terrestrial gravel and marine sediments (Brown and Weeber,

1992). In this study, all Quaternary sediments are included into a single unit. However, a

detailed treatment and characterization of the Quaternary formations is provided in the

following chapter. The unit of predominantly Pliocene age, bounded by the top Pliocene,

BPV and Miocene surfaces, is almost exclusively comprised of the Kowai Formation, a

brown weathered, greywacke-clast conglomerate with sandstone, siltstone and mudstone

with scattered shellbeds and carbonaceous layers. The BPV unit consists of high-velocity

basaltic and trachytic lava flows in the upper regions, and rhyolite and andesite lava flows

in the deeper regions. The unit of predominantly Miocene age is less well defined than

the Pliocene unit, consisting of laterally variable, blue-grey, calcareous, sandy siltstone

and brown, calcareous sandstone, locally with limestone or minor fossiliferous greywacke-

clast conglomerate. The adopted unit of predominantly Paleogene age embodies several

formations deposited during the Oligocene, Eocene and Paleocene. The Oligocene sedi-

ments are widely represented by the Amuri Limestone Formation across the entire region.

The Eocene and Paleocene sediments generally consist of quartzose sandstones. The

Late Cretaceous units have been grouped together with the Paleogene unit (as shown in

Table 2.1) due to insufficient constraints for an explicit representation, and also primar-

ily consists of quartzose sandstones of the Conway and Broken River formations which

are widely represented in the region. The Mount Somers volcanics, generally located in

southwest Canterbury, consists of flow-banded, porphyritic rhyolite but their subsurface

position is too loosely constrained for an explicit representation and therefore they also

have been grouped together with the Paleogene unit. The geologic Basement, generally
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represented by the Torlesse Composite Terrane, consists of grey, indurated, quartzofelds-

pathic sandstone greywackes and is reasonably consistent throughout the region (Forsyth

et al., 2008).
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The CantVM developed in this study is principally focussed on explicitly representing

the sedimentary geologic horizons and Basement interface, which represent important

impedance contrasts in the context of ground motion simulation. However, the Basement

structure, including the Moho, are considered in the model in a different manner. The

Moho, which exist at approximately 20km depth (Eberhart-Phillips and Bannister, 2002;

Henrys et al., 2004) is not modelled parametrically but is instead implicitly modelled

within the Basement data of the Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010) regional crustal model

discussed in a subsequent section.

The late Miocene-Pliocene BPV (11-6 Ma) (Forsyth et al., 2008), located south of

Christchurch city represent a geologically significant feature (Hampton, 2010; Ring and

Hampton, 2012; Sewell, 1988) which must be considered in the velocity model of the

Canterbury region. These volcanic rocks have a significantly higher velocity (i.e. a mod-

elled P-wave interval velocity of 4000m/s, developed in a subsequent section) than ad-

jacent sedimentary geologic units (i.e. modelled P-wave interval velocities of 2100m/s

and 2500m/s for the Pliocene and Miocene, respectively, developed in a subsequent sec-

tion) which results in high impedance contrasts causing reflective wave phenomena such

as basin waveguide and edge effects (Bradley, 2012a; Frankel et al., 2009; Graves et al.,

1998; Joyner, 2000; Lee et al., 2009). The top of the BPV is well constrained while the

base of the BPV is to a lesser extent as many subsurface investigation techniques are

unable to resolve the geologic structure through to the base of volcanics, or are difficult

to carry out in the highland areas of Banks Peninsula itself. For the model, the base of

BPV serves the same purpose as the top of the Miocene and are therefore combined since

the top of the BPV is explicitly modelled separately (as shown in Table 2.1).

The Canterbury area is seismically active as a result of being in close proximity to

the Australian and Pacific plate boundary (Campbell et al., 2012; Ghisetti and Sibson,

2012; Sibson et al., 2011). There are many documented faults in the Southern Alps and

Canterbury foothills, that are inherited from multiple episodes of tectonic deformation

over time, with some of them still active in the present-day stress field. However, as the

2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence has amply demonstrated, not all the active

subsurface faults are necessarily well defined and mapped. Although all major faults are
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structurally important for geologic models as they eventually bound units with contrasting

lithology and control the location of structural highs and depressions, they have not been

specifically incorporated in this first version of the CantVM. Estimates of the horizontal

and/or vertical separation of subsurface units along individual faults are in fact extremely

difficult to quantify in the 3D model, especially because many regions lack the critical

subsurface data. Estimates of separation at surface are also generally difficult in the

region of the Canterbury Plains, given that many faults are buried under the sedimentary

alluvial blanket. The largest faults in the area may reach maximum vertical separation of

several hundreds of metres up to 1-2km, but separation generally decreases upwards and

decays laterally along the fault surface (Barnes et al., 2016; Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012).

In all cases where seismic lines and geologic cross sections intersect the major faults, the

model incorporates the change in elevation of the surfaces imposed by faulting, though

the effect is generally localized along the fault surfaces and is smoothed out away from it,

therefore offering some resolution of the control exerted by the faults. Further discussion

of this limitation is given in the discussion and conclusions section of this chapter.

2.4.2 Interpolation method

Kriging, a generalized least squares regression algorithm for geostatistical interpola-

tion, was utilized to develop the geologic surfaces based on the aforementioned datasets

using the Move geologic modelling software under academic license provided by Midland

Valley. The Kriging method is linear, unbiased, and more conservative with estimation

of minima and maxima compared to other interpolation methods (Isaaks and Srivastava,

1989). An exponential transition model, which determines the Kriging algorithm’s spatial

autocorrelation, was used for the theoretical variogram as it was found to provide the best

fit to the adopted datasets amongst considered transition models. Variogram parameters

(i.e. nugget, partial sill and range) were specifically developed for each surface based on

the field measured data used as constraints. The theoretical exponential variogram pa-

rameters were determined by first obtaining an initial fit to the experimental variogram

up to 20km using a least squares approach, followed by modifications (determined via
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Table 2.2: Theoretical variogram parameters for each geologic surface.

Geologic Surface Range (km) Partial Sill (m2) Nugget (m2)

Pliocene 22.5 45000 0
Banks Peninsula

volcanics
15 40000 0

Miocene 120 170000 0

Paleogene 165 320000 0

Basement 90 1200000 0

visual inspection) to the variogram parameters to provide more emphasis on shorter lag

distances and providing moderate fit to larger lag distances (i.e. 20-40km) if possible,

the exception being the BPV, which was fitted for lag distances up to 10km as it was

Kriged over a smaller domain. Table 2.2 presents the adopted variogram parameters and

Figure 2.5 presents the variograms used for each of the geologic surfaces. It is noted that

isotropic Kriging is utilised in this application despite expected anisotropic behaviour in

specific subregions as the surface trends have not been explicitly quantified. Sensitivity

analyses were performed throughout the determination of Kriging parameters and differ-

ences between Kriging parameters in these cases were found to not significantly affect the

output surfaces.

The modelled geologic surfaces were Kriged onto a rasterized grid of 1.0km x 1.0km

spacing which was chosen to balance the resolution of the interpolation with the spatial

density of the underlying data. The exception to this was the BPV surface which was

Kriged onto a finer grid of 200m x 200m spacing due to the higher density of well logs

and CPT data near the BPV outcrop where the subsurface slopes of the volcanic edifice

are steep. As the interpolation grid points do not necessarily coincide with the data used,

the exact elevations of the constraints are not precisely honoured but a weighted average

is assigned at the grid points instead.
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Figure 2.5: Experimental and theoretical exponential transition model variograms utilizedin the
Kriging, including the fitted regions, for the: (a) Pliocene; (b) Banks Peninsula volcanics; (c)
Miocene; (d) Paleogene; and (e) Basement geologic surfaces.
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2.5 Geologic surface models

This section examines the geologic surfaces produced from the Kriging process de-

tailed in the previous section. Figure 2.6 provides a 3D isometric view of the resultant

surfaces in the domain utilized for several ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011

CES which highlights their stratigraphic sequence. Detailed examinations of the devel-

oped geologic surfaces are presented here by evaluating elevation contour maps. It is also

important to note that the top of the model is bounded by the ground surface topography

with the sea area taken simply as 0m elevation. The exclusion of bathymetry has mini-

mal consequences as the sea area, at the length scales considered, are of little engineering

significance.

2.5.1 Geologic surface elevation contour maps

Figure 2.7 to Figure 2.10 present surface elevation contour maps (relative to mean

sea level) of the marker surfaces of top of Basement, Paleogene, Miocene and Pliocene,

respectively. The constraints used, as shown in their respective legends, are plotted along-

side the elevation contours to provide perspective on which areas of the Kriged surfaces

are well constrained. The topographic-shaded areas plotted (primarily around the Banks

Peninsula and Southern Alps range front areas) are the respective geologic unit outcrops

utilized. Additionally, the surface traces of mapped faults are also plotted (Stirling et al.,

2012).

The top Basement surface elevation contour map (as shown in Figure 2.7) shows a

number of structural features. Two of the most apparent features are the two regional

depressions that host Paleogene to Neogene sedimentary basins, the Pegasus basin east

of Kaiapoi and the Rakaia basin in the Rakaia River area. The Pegasus basin is highly

constrained by the Green Gate (Velseis Processing/Green Gate Ltd., 2006, 2007), OGS

Explora (GeoSphere/Green Gate Ltd., 2005) and Kaharoa (Barnes et al., 2011) seismic

reflection surveys which essentially cover the entire offshore Pegasus Bay area. The Rakaia

basin is relatively constrained by the Indopacific Rakaia River lines obtained across several
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Figure 2.6: Isometric view of the modelled geologic surfaces overlying the domain utilized for
ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence highlighting their
stratigraphic sequence. The smaller extent of Banks Peninsula volcanics is displayed on the
basemap and the Banks Peninsula volcanics surface can also be explicitly observed between the
Pliocene and Miocene surfaces. The top of the Quaternary represents the ground surface and is
therefore omitted for clarity.
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surveys (Schlumberger Geco Prakla/Indo-Pacific Energy (NZ) Ltd., 1998, 1999, 2000). All

these geologic data show the closure of these basins against the ‘saddle’ structural high,

possibly controlled by easterly oriented faults (Sibson et al., 2011). The location of the

Banks Peninsula Miocene volcanic edifice above an inherited structural high of the base-

ment (Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012) and the mapped outcrop of basement units in the Banks

Peninsula region (Sewell, 1988; Sewell et al., 1993; Hampton, 2010; Ring and Hampton,

2012) are further elements in support of the identified structural saddle. The Basement

surface (as well as the other surfaces) shows the bulge associated with the double volcanic

edifice structure where the Lyttelton and Akaroa volcanoes lie (Sewell, 1988; Sewell et al.,

1993). The elevation of the Basement in the Lyttelton structure is inferred to reach a

higher elevation than in the Akaroa structure as constrained from Basement outcropping

at Gebbies Pass as a result of the Gebbies Pass fault system (Forsyth et al., 2008; Ring

and Hampton, 2012). The saddle structure of the Basement surface between Rolleston

and Darfield is less constrained by existing data, but is consistent with the inferred pres-

ence of an easterly trending high delineated by strong gradients in the Bouguer gravity

anomaly, as identified by gravity surveys (Hicks, 1989; Bennett et al., 2000). The faults

controlling this structure are poorly identified in the subsurface, but possibly played a

role during the 2010-2011 Canterbury seismic sequence (Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012). The

Basement surface also exhibits a high level of complexity in highly constrained areas, such

as the Pegasus Bay area. The higher level of complexity is a reflection of the high level of

detail interpreted in the constraints, particularly the reflection lines. The top Basement

surface is particularly complex due to many faults occurring in the Basement structure

which do not extend to the younger units (Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012). In the context of

the Basement surface it is noted that smoothly varying elevations in regions of low data

constraint likely miss important Basement topography due to unmodelled faulting.

Figure 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 illustrates the top of Paleogene, Miocene and Pliocene surface

elevation contour maps, respectively, which mirror several features of the top of Basement

surface such as the Pegasus and Rakaia basins, the structural high at Banks Peninsula

from the Miocene-Pliocene volcanism, and the saddle structure between Rolleston and

Darfield. One significant difference between the these surfaces and top Basement surfaces
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is the anticline structure, the Cust Anticline, located at the Oxford area (Barrell and

Begg, 2013; Mahon, 2015). These surfaces have a prominent structural high in the area,

constrained by the Indopacific Ashley River survey and Arcadia-1 well log, resulting in

outcrop while the top Basement surface exhibits a local geologic depression.

Figure 2.11 presents the top of BPV surface elevation contour map. The top of BPV

surface is directly observed in several well logs, inferred in several CPT, and interpreted in

seismic reflection lines. The BPV is also directly observed at its geologic outcrop. Brown

and Weeber (1994) developed geologic elevation contours for the top of the BPV which

was also utilized in the development of this model. At the location of these data, the

top of BPV is well constrained. Conversely, the eastern side of BPV is only constrained

by an inferred geologic cross section and is therefore not well constrained (but is also of

low engineering importance). The two volcanoes, Lyttelton and Akaroa, form an overall

conical structure as proposed by Sewell (1988). The general slopes on the northern, eastern

and southern sides of Banks Peninsula are steep while the western side has a more gentle

dip. This is due to the subsurface topography that the volcanic structure overlies, deeper

basin structures on the offshore sides, and a raised saddle structure on the western onshore

side. The western extent of BPV is also further controlled by these topographic effects

as the saddle structure is on the edge of the deep Rakaia Basin on the western side.

Figure 2.12, provides a close up of the BPV top surface near the Port Hills where the

well logs and contours (Brown and Weeber, 1994), CPT data (Jeong and Bradley, 2017b;

McGann et al., 2017), and geologic outcrops (Forsyth et al., 2008) were used to constrain

the steep subsurface slopes. The developed surface contours adjacent to the outcrop

resemble the outline of the outcrop, following the surficial valleys and landforms. The

sedimentary deposits which lie unconformably on the BPV edifice south of Christchurch

results in large impedance contrasts as a result of the large stiffness contrast between the

high stiffness volcanic rock and adjacent low stiffness sedimentary deposits. The base

of BPV is less well constrained than the top of BPV as it is only observed in seismic

reflection lines, and inferred in gravity surveys and geologic cross sections (Forsyth et al.,

2008).
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Figure 2.7: Top of Basement surface elevation contour map with petroleum wells, seismic reflec-
tion lines, geologic cross sections, mapped faults and the locations of the cross sections presented
in the vertical geologic cross sections section.
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Figure 2.8: Top of Paleogene surface elevation contour map with petroleum wells, seismic reflec-
tion lines, geologic cross sections, mapped faults and the locations of the cross sections presented
in the vertical geologic cross sections section.
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Figure 2.9: Top of Miocene surface elevation contour map with petroleum wells, seismic reflection
lines, geologic cross sections, mapped faults and the locations of the cross sections presented in
the vertical geologic cross sections section.
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Figure 2.10: Top of Pliocene surface elevation contour map with petroleum wells, seismic reflec-
tion lines, geologic cross sections, mapped faults and the locations of the cross sections presented
in the vertical geologic cross sections section.
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Figure 2.11: Top of Banks Peninsula volcanics surface elevation contour map with petroleum
wells, seismic reflection lines, cross sections and mapped faults plotted. The zoomed in area
plotted in Figure 2.12 is also shown.

2.5.2 CantVM geologic cross sections

In addition to the presented elevation contour maps of the geologic unit top surfaces,

additional cross sections of the geologic units and their corresponding shear wave veloc-

ities (Vs), are presented here to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the trends and

thicknesses of the various units simultaneously. Four cross sections, whose locations are

shown in the surface elevation contour maps (e.g. Figure 2.7), are presented here while

a complete set of cross sections are included in the Appendix B. The velocities for the

Quaternary unit are prescribed from a regional 1D velocity model while the Pliocene,

Miocene, BPV and Paleogene units are prescribed velocities derived from subsurface data

utilized in this study. In particular, the BPV unit includes a thin weathered layer for

the top 100m of the unit where the velocities are lower but linearly increase to the char-

acteristic interval velocity. The weathered layer was prescribed based on judgement as
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Figure 2.12: Close up of the top of Banks Peninsula volcanics surface elevation contour map in
the Port Hills area with water wells, CPT, seismic reflection lines, cross sections and mapped
faults.

preliminary calculations suggested that the velocity contrasts between the BPV, and the

Quaternary and Pliocene were excessively large at their boundaries. The Basement unit

utilizes velocities from the 3D regional crustal model from Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010).

Figure 2.13a and 2.13b present cross sections of constant longitude, Lon5 (172.4°) and

Lon6 (172.7°), respectively. The most apparent feature encountered in the section Lon5 is

the presence of the BPV ring plain (Arthur, 2013) which overlies the Miocene unit. The

BPV ring plain has significantly higher velocity than adjacent geologic units and includes

the aforementioned weathered layer on its top 100m. Lon5 crosses the Ashley River

area, explicitly showing the deep Basement structure, and also the Cust Anticline in the

younger units identified in the Indopacific Ashley River reflection lines and Arcadia-1 well.

Between latitude values of -43.8° and -43.5°, the Basement and Paleogene surfaces exhibit

an elevation increase which corresponds to the structural saddle between Rolleston and
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Darfield. The Pliocene and Miocene surfaces do not exhibit the same elevation increase

as their saddle structures are located slightly further east of the transect’s location. Lon6

crosses the Lyttelton Volcano in the Banks Peninsula area where all units have raised

elevation as a result of the uplift caused by the offset of the Gebbies Pass fault system

that elevates the units in outcrop.

Figure 2.14a and 2.14b present cross sections of constant latitude, Lat2 (-43.4°) and

Lat5 (-44.0°), respectively. Lat2 explicitly crosses the Rakaia Basin and BPV edifice,

specifically the Akaroa volcano at its eastern edge, and illustrates the BPV’s spatial

extent in the western direction due to favourable topography in underlying units. The

Rakaia Basin, deepest around 171.9°, is most apparent in the Basement structure but also

apparent in the overlying younger units as well. The western end of Lat5 is in Basement

outcrop while the eastern end lies in the Pegasus Basin. Lat5 has a Pliocene outcrop at

172.6° near the Kowai-1 well in the Ashley Forest area, which was also identified from the

Christchurch area Geological Map at scale 1:250000, where the Quaternary formations

are onlapping against the top Pliocene (Forsyth et al., 2008). The cross section shows

steep subsurface slopes near Basement outcrop with some abrupt changes in depth which

correspond to implicit characterization of range front faulting. Both cross sections show

that the Basement structure is notably more complex and faulted compared to the younger

units.

An additional five cross sections in an oblique layout are plotted in an isometric

fence diagram in Figure 2.15 to highlight the spatial relationship of all geologic units

simultaneously across the Canterbury region. The Rakaia Basin is shown along cross

section 1 and the southwestern end of cross section 5 where the geologic units dip into

a regional geologic depression. Cross section 2 passes through the Basement outcrop at

the Southern Alps range front, along the saddle structure and through Banks Peninsula,

explicitly detailing the BPV edifice. At the Lyttelton Volcano, the Basement unit outcrops

at Gebbies Pass, as mapped by Forsyth et al. (2008). Cross section 3 passes through the

Cust Anticline in the northwest, and the Christchurch central business district (CBD)

and BPV in the southeast. As the Christchurch CBD is located in close proximity to the

BPV outcrop where the slope of the volcanic edifice is steep, the depth to the relatively
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Figure 2.13: Cross sections of the Canterbury geologic structure and corresponding shear wave
velocities: (a) Lon5 (172.4°); and (b) Lon6 (172.7°). 20x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure 2.14: Cross sections of the Canterbury geologic structure and corresponding shear wave
velocities: (a) Lat2 (-43.8°); and (b) Lat5 (-43.2°). 45x vertical exaggeration.
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stiff BPV is extremely variable and can have significant implications on site response. The

offshore Pegasus Basin is shown along cross section 4 and the northeastern end of cross

section 5. The Basement structure along cross section 4 includes several faults which

were interpreted in the dense network of seismic reflection lines constraining the area.

The structural saddle can be observed in cross section 5 around its intersection with cross

section 2, most evidently in the Basement structure. Cross sections 1–4 also show the

large variations in subsurface slopes which occur at the range front, relatively gentle in

cross sections 1 and 2, and steep in cross sections 3 and 4, which are strongly dependent on

the faulting present. The large variation of unit thicknesses across the Canterbury region

is also apparent, although the Paleogene unit is noted to be relatively thick throughout

the majority of the Canterbury region.
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2.6 Assessment of surfaces

In this section, a thorough assessment of the developed model’s geologic surfaces

is carried out through a residual analysis of specific point constraints (petroleum and

water well logs, and CPT) and qualitative comparisons with previous models. Such an

analysis is necessary because the use of geostatistical Kriging does not explicitly enforce

that the surface elevations honour the underlying data, instead yielding a conservative

estimate of minima and maxima to provide a surface without excessive extrema (Isaaks

and Srivastava, 1989). As a result, it is insightful to understand the differences between

the Kriged surfaces, underlying data, and previous models.

2.6.1 Residual analysis

The residual analysis of point constraints quantifies the level of agreement between

the Kriged surfaces and underlying point constraint data, and hence validates the integrity

of the model surfaces. The residuals are calculated by subtracting the Kriged surface

elevation from the measured elevation at each respective data point location for each

relevant surface.

δi = zi,Data − zi,Surface (2.1)

where δi is the residual at the ith location, zi,Data is the data elevation at the ith location,

and zi,Surface is the surface elevation at the ith location. All petroleum and water well log,

and CPT residuals have been plotted here in order to be open about the inconsistencies

which occur as a result of the numerous datasets utilized.

2.6.1.1 Water well logs

Figure 2.16 illustrates the histogram of residuals between the developed top of BPV

surface and the utilized Brown and Weeber (1994) well log data. The residuals based on

the well logs have a mean of -4.29m and standard deviation of 26.31m. The relatively
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Figure 2.16: Histogram of the Brown and Weeber (1994) well log residuals illustrating the
difference between the Kriged Banks Peninsula volcanics surface and the data utilized in its
development.

small mean suggests there is no practically significant bias in the developed surface across

the well log residuals. Maintaining small residuals in this Kriging application is difficult

for several reasons such as the steep topographic slopes making elevations very sensitive,

the high density of wells in specific areas (highlighted in Figure 2.3), and differences in

datasets utilized where conflicts occur. The most common conflicts occur between: (i)

well logs, which measure the elevation of the BPV at its location; (ii) elevation contours,

which model the macro features of the top of BPV surface; and (iii) geologic outcrop

data, which can result in relatively large residuals. However, rather than discard the

data that are conflicting (and therefore artificially making the resulting model appear

more precise), the larger residuals are included in the analysis for transparency as they

arise from inconsistencies rather than gross issues with the model. Most importantly,

the overall aim of the developed model is to capture the macro features of the geologic

structure rather than the micro features which may cause localized disparities. That is, the

developed regional model is not a substitute for site-specific investigations to constrain

details at a specific location. With the aforementioned factors in mind, the well log

residuals presented are considered to be acceptable.

2.6.1.2 Cone penetration test records

Figure 2.17 illustrates the histogram of residuals between the top of BPV surface

and CPT-based elevation data presented in McGann et al. (2017) and Jeong and Bradley

(2017b). The residuals have a collective mean of 0.95m and standard deviation of 14.64m.
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Figure 2.17: Histogram of the McGann et al. (2017) and Jeong and Bradley (2017b) CPT-based
elevation data residuals illustrating the difference between the Kriged Banks Peninsula volcanics
surface and the data utilized in its development.

Separately, the McGann et al. (2017) CPT have a mean of -2.94m and standard deviation

of 5.25m, while the Jeong and Bradley (2017b) CPT have a mean of 2.03m and standard

deviation of 16.28m. Both collectively and separately, the means and standard deviations

are small, suggesting there is no bias and the spread is reasonable. The Jeong and

Bradley (2017b) CPT are very closely spaced within the Heathcote Valley area which

results in larger residuals as the chosen Kriging spacing of 200m x 200m cannot accurately

accommodate such high-density data located significantly closer together than 200m.

2.6.1.3 Petroleum well logs

Figure 2.18 illustrates the residuals for all relevant modelled surfaces relative to the

data at the petroleum well locations (see Figure 2.2). The mean of the residuals for

each geologic unit are shown as the large circles while the individual residuals are shown

as the various smaller symbols with different shape unique to each well. It should be

noted that not every geologic unit considered was encountered in each of the petroleum

wells, the BPV was only encountered once in the Leeston-1 well, and in general deeper

units are encountered less frequently. The mean residuals generally increase in size with

unit depth, with the exception of the Basement surface, with the Pliocene, Miocene,

and Paleogene having mean residual values of -22m, -55m, and -64m, respectively. The

Basement has a mean of -42m but is only encountered in three wells compared to the

Pliocene, Miocene and Paleogene which are each encountered in six or seven wells. The

standard deviations of the surfaces follow the same trend, with the Pliocene, Miocene, and
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Figure 2.18: Petroleum well log residuals for each geologic unit considered illustrating the dif-
ference between the Kriged surfaces and the data utilized in its development. Each well is
represented by a unique symbol allowing for well specific trends to be identified.

Paleogene having standard deviations of 50m, 69m, and 112m, respectively. Meanwhile

the Basement has a standard deviation of 52m. The BPV surface is only encountered in

one well which has a residual of -23m. General reasons for the differences between the

well measurements and the Kriged surface are: (1) they are located on or near seismic

reflection lines which have variable depth along their length and also many more points

constraining the model than the single point at the petroleum well; and (2) reflection

lines are depth converted using the regional average velocity and therefore have some

conflict when directly compared with the petroleum well log depths. Considering the

elevation values at which the surfaces exist, the residuals are considered acceptable. The

largest positive residual of the Pliocene, Miocene and Paleogene surfaces correspond to

the Arcadia-1 well located in the Ashley River area. The Arcadia-1 well is located on

the Cust Anticline structure near a local maximum with steep slopes which can cause

significant variations with minor horizontal perturbations resulting in a lower surface

elevation compared to the direct well measurement.
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2.6.2 Comparison with previous models

A qualitative comparison of the Kriged surfaces against previous geologic models

(available in their respective references) specifically highlights improvements of the new

model, as well as similarities and differences between them. Hicks (1989) and Ghisetti

and Sibson (2012) both developed 3D models for the top of the Basement structure of the

Canterbury region and their interpretations are compared to the top Basement surface

developed in this study. Jongens (2011) developed a 3D model for the base of Quaternary

sediments which is analogous to the top Pliocene surface developed in this study. There

has been no documented or published 3D models for the BPV, Miocene or Paleogene

units to date and therefore no qualitative comparisons can be made.

Key factors which contributed to the differences between the models were the quan-

tity and quality of underlying data, interpolation techniques, and resolution of the 3D

regional geology at the time of development. The Kriged surfaces were found to be

similar to previous geologic models in areas where the models were constrained by the

same underlying data while areas which were constrained by different underlying data

between models were often different. For example, the new top Basement surface model

and the Ghisetti and Sibson (2012) Basement model are both constrained by high-quality

seismic reflection lines in the Rakaia Basin and Cust Anticline areas, and therefore appear

very similar in these areas. On the contrary, the Hicks (1989) model is solely based on

Bouguer gravity data and therefore appears different to the new top Basement model in

areas where the limitations of gravity data are prevalent (e.g. where the assumed over-

burden density is significantly different to the real density of the overlying sediments).

The Jongens (2011) base of Quaternary sediments model utilized several low-quality BP

Shell Todd seismic reflection lines (Kirkaldy et al., 1963) in areas which have since had

high-quality reflection surveys take place. As the newly developed model is mostly con-

strained by high-quality data across a wider area, it is expected that the model is an

improvement on the characterization of the regional geology over the previous geologic

models examined.
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2.7 Seismic velocities of geologic models

Seismic velocities (P- and S-wave velocities) and densities of the geologic units con-

sidered have been determined from well logs, reflection lines, a regional crustal model and

empirical correlations. Seismic velocities and density are important for many applica-

tions including broadband ground motion simulations and depths to specific shear wave

velocities for use in empirical ground motion modelling. The various data sources provide

velocities for their relevant depths but often only provide one of three required parame-

ters, P- and S-wave velocities (Vp and Vs), and density (ρ). Where only one parameter

is provided by data, empirical correlations are utilized to provide the other required pa-

rameters. The following subsections provide details on the various sources, methods and

empirical correlations employed to determine the velocities utilized in the CantVM.

2.7.1 Seismic velocities in well logs

Well logs generally provide information on the depths which geologic units are en-

countered, but also sometimes provide travel time or velocity data obtained from velocity

surveys. The Kate-1 well had a checkshot survey carried out by Schlumberger Wireline

Services (Styles et al., 2008) which provided depths, TWTTs, and subsequently interval

velocities calculated using the equation:

Vn,int = 2∆d

∆TWTT
= 2(dn+1 − dn)

TWTTn+1 − TWTTn

(2.2)

where Vn,int is the interval velocity of the nth unit, dn is the depth of the top of the

nth unit, and TWTTn is the TWTT of the top of the nth unit. No other well logs had

direct Vp measurements.

Figure 2.19 presents the interval Vp data provided at the Kate-1 well (Styles et al.,

2008). Unique interval velocities are provided at every shot interval of approximately

50m. Using the stratigraphy data detailed in the well log (Styles et al., 2008), the interval

velocity data can be segregated into the various geologic units considered, as shown on the
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right side of Figure 2.19. It is noted that Figure 2.19 illustrates some depth dependence for

the Miocene unit. Such dependence was however only observable in this single unit at the

Kate-1 well because other units have small thicknesses (in which the variation in interval

velocity between checkshots is larger than the depth-dependence, e.g. for the Paleogene

unit at the Kate-1 well), and such velocity information is not present at the other wells.

As a result, representative average velocities for each unit were simply determined. From

a macro point of view, the differences in velocities between units offers some extent of

depth dependence. Although there is no depth dependence of velocities within each unit,

the deeper geologic units are consolidated, such that the effect of confining stress is less

important than for unconsolidated sands and silts. This limitation and its implications

are elaborated upon in the discussion section.

2.7.2 Seismic velocities from co-located seismic reflection and

well sites

Several seismic reflection lines were used in conjunction with stratigraphic data from

petroleum well logs which penetrated the considered geologic horizons to determine char-

acteristic interval velocities. Several well logs were located along (or near) seismic re-

flection lines, as shown in Figure 2.2. At the locations corresponding to the wells along

the seismic reflection lines, the TWTT data for each marker horizon was extracted and

then compared to the stratigraphic depths provided by well logs. The depth and TWTT

intervals were then used to calculate the corresponding interval velocities. However, it is

important to note that there were difficulties regarding compatibility between the resolu-

tion of geologic definitions in the well logs and seismic reflection lines (i.e. not all strata

in well logs were useable for this reason as well logs followed an age-based definition while

seismic reflection lines identified lithological changes), which contribute to variations in the

observed velocities. Figure 2.20 illustrates the Ealing-1 well located along the Indopacific

00-218 reflection line and the corresponding petroleum well log presented by Geological

and Nuclear Sciences Ltd. (GNS). The marker horizons of the seismic reflection lines are

matched up with the stratigraphic depths from the well log providing the interval TWTT
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Figure 2.19: Interval P-wave velocities obtained from checkshot velocity surveying at the Kate-1
well (Styles et al., 2008). The interval velocities are attributed to their respective geologic units
based on straitgraphic data provided for the Kate-1 well from PR3929.

and depths required to calculate the interval velocities. The Ealing-1 well was correlated

with the Indopacific 00-218 line, the JD-George-1, Chertsey-1 and Leeston-1 wells were

correlated with the Indopacific 98-001 line, and the Arcadia-1 well was correlated with

the Indopacific 99-107 line. The Kowai-1 well was correlated with a seismic reflection line

not used directly in the model development.

Overall, only one characteristic velocity was determined for each geologic unit for

the wider Canterbury region by averaging the velocities calculated across all petroleum

wells considered. The implementation of region-based velocities was not practical due to

the small number of petroleum well logs with intersecting reflection lines relative to the

variations in regional geology. Table 2.3 presents the derived interval Vp which are used
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Figure 2.20: Interval velocity determination from seismic reflection lines and well logs. The
TWTT at each marker horizon at the well location along the seismic reflection line is compared
against the stratigraphic depths presented in documented well logs allowing the calculation of
interval P-wave velocities.

for the depth conversion of seismic reflection lines and utilized as the seismic velocities

in the CantVM, and also their corresponding coefficient of variation. Additionally, the
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Table 2.3: Mean interval velocities and densities of geologic units in the Canterbury region, the
coefficient of variation in Vp estimated based on variability from the multiple well log data is
given in parentheses.

Geologic Unit
P-wave Velocity

(m/s)
S-wave Velocity

(m/s)
Density
(gm/cc)

Quaternary 1750 (5%) 457 1.78

Pliocene 2100 (6%) 677 1.95
Banks Peninsula

volcanics
4000 (15%) 2282 2.39

Miocene 2500 (15%) 984 2.09

Paleogene 2850 (13%) 1281 2.19

Late Cretaceous 3000 (13%) 1413 2.22

Mt. Somers volcanics 4400 (15%) 2597 2.45

Basement 5500 (10%) 3302 2.618

corresponding Vs and ρ, calculated from correlations detailed in a subsequent subsection,

are also presented. Vp corresponding to the BPV and Miocene units were not as well

constrained as other geologic units in the CantVM as a result of less measured data for

the BPV and the aforementioned difficulties in strata resolution for the Miocene (hence

their larger coefficients of variation). To ensure robust seismic velocities are utilized in

the CantVM, additional evidence from Barnes et al. (2016) was considered in determining

the Vp for these two geologic units, as detailed in the following subsection. It is noted

that, in general across the region, the individual geologic units are relatively thin and

hence the omission of a depth-dependence in the velocities for each unit is considered as

a second-order error.

2.7.3 Root mean square stacking velocities

Interval Vp calculated by Barnes et al. (2016) using root mean square (RMS) stacking

velocities were used as additional evidence in determining the interval Vp for the less well

constrained geologic units in the CantVM, the BPV and Miocene units (sufficiently high-

resolution RMS stacking velocity data were not available for the remainder of the reflection
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lines). Dix’s equation (Dix, 1955), shown in equation 2.3, was utilized to calculate the

interval Vp, and is derived from the geometry of down-travelling rays that are near-vertical

and incident on a series of flat and parallel layers:

Vn,int = [
(tn+1V

2
RMS,n+1 − tnV 2

n+1)
tn+1 − tn

]
1
2 (2.3)

where Vn,int is the interval velocity of the nth unit, tn is the traveltimes to the nth

reflector, and VRMS,n is the root mean square velocity of the nth unit. Barnes et al. (2016)

computed interval Vp values of 4000m/s and 2510m/s for the BPV and Miocene units,

respectively, which are practically the same as the values adopted in the CantVM.

2.7.4 Empirical correlations between P- and S-wave velocities

and density

In order to completely define the CantVM, Vp, Vs and ρ must be defined at all points

in the model. However, the field measured datasets available often only define one of

the three required parameters. In particular, seismic reflection lines only provide Vp and

currently no measured Vs data is used directly in the CantVM (although Vs profiles from

surface wave analyses will be included in the future). The exception is the NZ regional

crustal model of Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010) (EP2010), used for the Basement structure

of the CantVM, which provides all three required parameters. In order to generate all three

parameters at every point, empirical correlations are employed. In particular, the Brocher

(2005) correlations and Nafe-Drake equation (Ludwig et al., 1970) are utilized in the

CantVM and are compared against the fully defined EP2010 regional crustal model to

benchmark their applicability for the Canterbury region.

Figure 2.21 compares the Vs–Vp and Vp–Vs correlations with the EP2010 regional

crustal model down to a depth of 23km below mean sea level, which roughly corresponds

to the extent of applicability of the correlation. The circular symbols represent the EP2010

regional crustal model data points and the thick line represents the Brocher (2005) corre-

lation. The filled area, labelled Brocher (2005) data envelope, represents spread of data
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used by Brocher (2005) in developing the correlation. It is important to note that the

data from the EP2010 model has less scatter than the Brocher (2005) data envelope. The

correlation matches the data well at all velocities shown with the data from the EP2010

model mostly contained within the regression data envelope. At higher velocities, some

data falls outside the envelope but this data corresponds to points at 23km depth which is

located in the basement structure defined by the EP2010 regional crustal model and will

not utilize correlations anyway. At lower velocities, the data appears to deviate slightly

from the correlation but still remains within the regression data envelope. This minor

deviation is acceptable given the uncertainty inherent in both the data and correlations.

Therefore the Brocher (2005) Vs–Vp and Vp–Vs correlation appears valid for the Canter-

bury region. Figure 2.22 compares the Nafe-Drake equation (Ludwig et al., 1970), which

predicts ρ from Vp, with the same travel-time tomography data (Eberhart-Phillips et al.,

2010). The correlation appears to systematically underpredict the tomography by roughly

2% but matches the trends observed in the data well. As density is not a particularly sen-

sitive parameter, the correlation is considered valid for the velocity model. Despite these

minor inconsistencies in the correlations with New Zealand-specific data, we note that

these empirical correlations are principally used for sedimentary soils with Vp <4km/s

which naturally will have higher uncertainty as a result of an absence of data.

2.8 Application of the developed Canterbury veloc-

ity model for depths to constant shear wave ve-

locity

As alluded to previously, the developed CantVM has several applications for geologic

and seismic problems utilizing the model’s geologic structure and associated seismic ve-

locities. The primary application for the CantVM is 3D ground motion simulations which

utilize realistic crustal models in seismic wave propagation. The CantVM is currently

being utilized in ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake se-

quence (Razafindrakoto et al., 2017) and also large-scale South Island-wide simulations
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Figure 2.21: Brocher (2005) correlations compared against gridded data from the Eberhart-
Phillips et al. (2010) New Zealand regional travel-time tomography crustal model: (a) Vs–Vp;
and (b) Vp–Vs. Circles represent the regional crustal model data and the thick line represents the
correlation. The filled area represents the data envelope used by Brocher (2005) in developing
the correlation.
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Figure 2.22: Nafe-Drake equation compared against gridded data from the Eberhart-Phillips
et al. (2010) New Zealand regional travel-time tomography crustal model. Circles represent the
regional crustal model data and the thick line represents the correlation.

such as the Alpine Fault rupture (Bradley et al., 2017).

In addition, a Z1.0 map is derived from the developed velocity model to demon-

strate its practicality. In practical applications, Z1.0 essentially identifies the thickness

of near-surface sediments which can strongly affect observed ground motions and site re-

sponse (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008). Z1.0 is an important parameter in empirical ground

motion modelling, commonly used in ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) to

predict intensity measures such as peak ground acceleration (PGA) and spectral acceler-

ation (SA) (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008; Bradley, 2013). The

following subsections present an investigation comparing published empirical Z1.0 corre-

lations with Vs30 data from the Canterbury region, demonstrating the limitations of the

correlations in a regional application, and the development of a Z1.0 map for the Canter-

bury region derived from the CantVM. It is important to note that in areas where only

a thin lens of BPV exists and could possibly be underlain by softer sediments, the Z1.0

values obtained may not provide a reliable effective thickness of near-surface sediments.
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2.8.1 Comparison of regional Vs30 and Z1.0 data against empirical

correlations

Z1.0 is a parameter which is commonly estimated using empirical correlations with

Vs30, as measurements of Z1.0 are significantly less common than Vs30 (Kaklamanos et al.,

2011). Calculated Z1.0 values can be subsequently used in empirical ground motion mod-

elling via GMPEs. Below, an investigation comparing commonly used empirical Z1.0 cor-

relations to Vs30 and Z1.0 data from the Canterbury region is carried out. The empirical

correlations considered are the Abrahamson and Silva (2008) (AS08), Chiou and Youngs

(2008) (CY08) and Chiou and Youngs (2014) (CY14) correlations. The AS08 correlation

was developed from analytical site response models while the CY08 and CY14 correla-

tions were developed using the Southern California Community Velocity Model version

4 considering the NGA-West and NGA-West2 databases, respectively. The regional Vs30

data considered are values extracted from the recently developed Vs30 model by McGann

et al. (2017), which is primarily derived from CPT records, and Vs30 estimates at strong

motion stations (Wotherspoon et al., 2014).

Figure 2.23 presents the comparison of the empirical correlations, and the regional

Vs30 and Z1.0 data. The correlations are significantly different from one another at Vs30

less than 200m/s, but begin converging to similar values at Vs30 greater than 300m/s. The

regional Vs30 and Z1.0 data are subcategorized based on whether the Z1.0 is constrained

by the depth to the top of BPV or Miocene units (as both are modelled to have, at least

roughly, Vs ≥1.0km/s). The Vs30 model data in urban Christchurch constrained by the

BPV have a large range of Z1.0 values as the Vs30 model domain extends across the sloped

BPV edifice. Despite the range in Z1.0 resulting from the BPV edifice, the Vs30 values are

relatively similar, between 150m/s and 250m/s, as the top 30m of sediments are similar

across the urban Christchurch area when the BPV top surface is greater than 30m below

the ground surface (generally consisting of the Christchurch and Springston formations,

and occasionally the Riccarton Gravel) (Brown and Weeber, 1992). The average Z1.0

for this subcategory is roughly 460m which is closest to the CY14 correlation. The Vs30

model data which are constrained by the Miocene unit have Z1.0 generally deeper than
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the data constrained by the BPV, and also a smaller range. The average Z1.0 value for the

Vs30 model data constrained by the Miocene unit is roughly 700m which fits reasonably

well to the AS08 correlation. The strong motion station data, constrained by either BPV

or Miocene, do not closely follow any of the correlations considered and appears to only

have weak dependence on Vs30. The location of the strong motion stations extend across

the wider Canterbury region, and hence encounter large variations in geologic structure,

which may be one cause of the lack of adherence to a single correlation. The observed

large variations in Vs30 and Z1.0 data reflect the variations in regional geology, and suggest

that empirical correlations which provide a single Z1.0 value dependent on Vs30 alone are

unable to accurately predict Z1.0 consistently across the Canterbury region.

2.8.2 Depth to 1.0km/s shear wave velocity map

With the development of a regional velocity model for the Canterbury region, it is

possible to directly obtain Z1.0. Figure 2.24 presents the Z1.0 map developed from the

CantVM. Due to the lack of depth dependence in all layers except the Quaternary and

Basement units, the Z1.0 map is essentially constrained by the top of the BPV where it

exists, and the top of the Miocene where the BPV does not exist. Z1.0 in areas where

the Miocene (or older units) is exposed in outcrop (plotted as topography-shaded areas)

are located at the ground surface. As a result, the depths shown by the map reflect

many structural features present in the BPV and Miocene surfaces, such as the BPV

structural high, the Pegasus and Rakaia sedimentary basins, and the saddle structure.

The Cust Anticline is also represented in the surface at roughly 172.4° longitude and

-43.3° latitude where Z1.0 is shallow. As Christchurch city is located near the BPV

outcrop, the Z1.0 values vary significantly across the Christchurch urban area (from 0m

to roughly 700m) which can cause significant variations in site response. Although the

Z1.0 map can provide values which reflects the regional geology, and is an improvement

over empirical correlations, it is emphasized that this is a regional representation and

site-specific investigations should still be considered where appropriate.
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of regional Z1.0 and Vs30 data from the recently developed Vs30 model
by McGann et al. (2017) and strong motion stations (Wotherspoon et al., 2014) against three
empirical correlations, Abrahamson and Silva (2008); Chiou and Youngs (2008, 2014). The data
classification of BPV or Miocene indicates which geologic unit that Vs =1.0km/s is bounded by.

2.9 Discussion and conclusions

A 3D velocity model which explicitly characterizes five geologic units with contrasting

lithology deposited through time from the Late Cretaceous to the Quaternary was devel-

oped for the Canterbury, New Zealand region utilizing a high-quality dataset consisting

of several dense networks of seismic reflection lines, well logs, and geologic contour maps

and cross sections. The residual analysis of well logs and CPT was found to be acceptable

provided the unavoidable regional and data modelling difficulties, and considering the
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Figure 2.24: Modelled depth to 1.0km/s shear wave velocity (Z1.0) map of the Canterbury region.
Z1.0 is equal to the top BPV surface where it exists and the top Miocene surface otherwise due
to the assumed velocity dependence.

model was developed with the overall aim of capturing the macro features of the geologic

structure. The largest residuals were a result of inconsistent and spatially dense data.

Seismic velocities for the modelled units were developed from well logs, seismic reflection

surveys and empirical correlations, and benchmarked against the regional crustal model

developed by Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010). The model has several applications, such as

depths to constant shear wave velocity horizons as demonstrated in this chapter, as well

as ground motion simulations. The source code for the Canterbury velocity model can

be obtained from https://github.com/ucgmsim/Velocity-Model. The compiled code
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takes domain parameters (e.g. domain origin, spatial extents, resolution, etc.) as inputs

and provides P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity and density binary files for the generated

domain.

The 3D CantVM developed in this study has several key limitations which have been

briefly mentioned previously, but are discussed here directly. These limitations are: (1)

the use of supplemental subsurface constraints that are based on the interpretation of the

geometry of units at depth (using the projection of surface constraints) in a set of geologic

cross sections in areas where there is a lack of subsurface surveys; (2) the exclusion of

explicit modelling of several geologic units which are instead grouped together with other

CantVM units; (3) the smoothing of localized changes in elevation caused by faulting for

the Kriged surfaces; (4) the simplified attribution of average seismic interval velocities

in the units across the entire modelled region; and (5) the lack of depth and overburden

pressure dependence of velocities within each geologic unit. The result of these limitations

is a reduction in the accuracy of the model representation of the real geologic structure

and geophysical properties in the relevant subregions. Examples of affected subregions

include areas without field measurement data constraints, where assimilated geologic units

have significant thickness in reality, where there is an abundance of significant faulting,

and where velocities vary and deviate significantly from the averaged interval velocities

used. However, the specific issue of grouping the Paleogene and Late Cretaceous units

together for the CantVM has little significance as the regional average velocity difference

between the two units is only 150m/s and the effective media concept utilized in many

wave propagation codes (which essentially averages velocities across a spatial grid) should

mitigate this issue, especially as the Late Cretaceous has relatively small thickness. The

principal result of the model inaccuracies in ground motion simulations is likely to be a

reduction in the quality of seismic wave propagation in these subregions. Such inaccuracies

can be better understood by explicitly examining the errors in seismic wave propagation

via the comparison of observed and simulated ground motions. In particular, the residual

errors obtained from many small-to-moderate magnitude events (an independent data

source) can be used in an inversion process to improve this initial CantVM, labelled as

version 1. The importance, therefore, is that the initial model developed here provides
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an adequately realistic representation of the modelled region, in light of available data,

despite the limitations present, so that formal inversions can rapidly converge to a more

accurate representation of the real geologic structure.

2.10 Data and resources

Seismic reflection lines and wells related to petroleum exploration were obtained

from the online New Zealand Petroleum and Minerals (NZPAM) website, https://

data.nzpam.govt.nz/GOLD/system/mainframe.asp (Last accessed April 2015). Water

well data was provided by Environment Canterbury, http://canterburymaps.govt.nz/

(Last accessed September 2015). The Canterbury QMap can be obtained through GNS

Science, http://www.gns.cri.nz/ (Last accessed June 2015). The CPT data was obtained

from the Canterbury Geotechnical Database (now known as the New Zealand Geotech-

nical Database) https://www.nzgd.org.nz/ (Last accessed February 2014). Topography

digital elevation models were obtained from the Land Research Information Systems,

LRIS, portal (https://lris.scinfo.org.nz/) (Last accessed June 2015).

Figures were prepared using Generic Mapping Tools (http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/)

and the geologic surface development was carried out using the Move geologic modelling

software suite (http://www.mve.com/).

The latest version of the Canterbury velocity model can be obtained from https:

//github.com/ucgmsim/Velocity-Model.
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Chapter 3

3D Models of Quaternary-aged

sedimentary successions within the

Canterbury, New Zealand Region

Lee, R. L., B. A. Bradley, and C. R. McGann (2017). 3D Models of Quaternary-aged sed-
imentary successions within the Canterbury, New Zealand Region, New Zealand Journal
of Geology and Geophysics. In press.

3.1 Abstract

A 3D high-resolution model of the Quaternary geological stratigraphic sequence in

the Christchurch and wider Canterbury, New Zealand region is developed utilising high-

quality datasets of 527 water well logs and 377 near-surface cone penetration test records

which were quality-assured through rigorous screening processes. The model, developed

using geostatistical Kriging, represents the complex interbedded regional Quaternary ge-

ology by characterising the boundaries between significant interbedded geological forma-

tions as 3D surfaces including explicit modelling of the formation unconformities resulting

from the Banks Peninsula volcanics. The model is examined in the form of both geological

surface contour maps and vertical cross sections, where the most evident trend identified
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is the easterly dip caused by the dominant alluvial deposition of terrestrial sediments.

The adequacy of the modelled geological surfaces is assessed through a residual analysis

of the underlying data used to constrain the surfaces where the comparison was found to

be favourable. The developed 3D interbedded Quaternary stratigraphy model has several

applications for hydrologic modelling, earthquake-induced ground motion simulations and

seismic site characterisation. For the latter case, the role of the model in constraining

surface wave analysis-based shear wave velocity profiling is illustrated along with the cal-

culation of transfer functions to quantify the effect of the interbedded geology on wave

propagation.

3.2 Introduction

The 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence produced severe ground motions

which caused widespread geotechnical and structural damage throughout the Canterbury,

New Zealand region (Kaiser et al., 2012; Bradley et al., 2014). The complex Quaternary

geology underlying the Canterbury region was likely a salient factor in the observed struc-

tural and geotechnical damage, as the soft sedimentary deposits resulted in both basin

and nonlinear near-surface soil response effects (Bradley and Cubrinovski, 2011; Bradley,

2012b,a). The development of a 3D high-resolution model of the Quaternary geological

stratigraphic sequence in Christchurch and the wider Canterbury region will therefore

provide an improved understanding of its contributions to the severe ground motions ob-

served in the 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence as well as improving predictions

of future events which can cause strong ground shaking (local moderate magnitude earth-

quakes, e.g. Mw 5.5–6.5 similar to the 22nd February 2011 event, or larger, regionally

significant events, e.g. Alpine Fault ruptures). In addition, such a geological model can

also provide valuable information for hydrologic modelling, seismic site characterisation,

seismic site response analyses, and earthquake-induced ground motion simulations as a

part of the wider Canterbury velocity model (CantVM) (Lee et al., 2017).

The Quaternary geological stratigraphic sequence of the Canterbury region has a

complex interbedded nature with alternating terrestrial gravels, resulting from fluvial de-
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position from the Southern Alps, and marine sediments deposited in times of marine

transgression (Talbot et al., 1986; Brown and Weeber, 1992). Figure 3.1 illustrates the

formations which comprise the Canterbury Quaternary stratigraphy. Previously, docu-

mentation of the Quaternary geology was limited to the shallower stratigraphy: i.e. the

Christchurch and Springston formations, Riccarton Gravel, and Bromley Formation (Sug-

gate, 1958). However, advancements in recent decades have identified and documented

several deeper formations, referred to as the Linwood Gravel, Heathcote Formation, Bur-

wood Gravel, Shirley Formation and Wainoni Gravel (Talbot et al., 1986; Brown et al.,

1988; Brown and Weeber, 1992). Beneath the identified formations, there are also several

additional terrestrial and marine formations which are currently not well documented and

thus undifferentiated (Brown et al., 1988). Although the exact lithology of each formation

varies, the marine formations generally consist of gravel, sand, silt, clay, peat, shell and

other organic material, while the gravel formations are predominantly gravel with some

sand, silt, clay and lesser quantities of organic material (Brown and Weeber, 1992). As

a result of the lithological differences, the marine formations are typically less dense and

have lower seismic shear wave velocities than the gravel formations which produce complex

seismic wave propagation (and also a series of confined aquifers). Beneath Christchurch

city, the thickness of the marine and gravel layers usually vary between 10-30m, although

the Linwood Gravel thickness is generally over 30m (Brown and Weeber, 1992).

Talbot et al. (1986) first presented a comprehensive overview of the Christchurch arte-

sian aquifers, detailing the geology of the principal aquifers and presenting diagrammatic

cross sections of the subsurface geology and groundwater system across Christchurch city.

The results were primarily inferred from available water well logs, both public and private,

at the time of development. However, the physical model developed was a simplified 2.5D

fence model of the subsurface geology, from the inland plains to the eastern offshore, con-

sisting of several cross sections (three serial lines and one tie-line) that do not now translate

into a modern, spatially continuous, digital 3D environment. Efforts to characterise the

Canterbury Quaternary geological stratigraphic sequence through 3D modelling include

work conducted by Murray et al. (1998), Harfoot and White (2000), White (2007), Weeber

(2003) and Begg et al. (2015). Murray et al. (1998) and Harfoot and White (2000) pro-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic well log detailing the geological formations comprising the Canterbury
Quaternary stratigraphy in the vicinity of Christchurch city, which generally alternate between
terrestrial gravel and marine sedimentary deposits, and their respective ages. The undifferenti-
ated gravel (UG) is not explicitly modelled. Modified from Brown and Weeber (1992). Near the
Port Hills, the Quaternary formations onlap against the unconformity resulting from the Banks
Peninsula volcanics.

duced 3D lithological and formation models of the Christchurch city area which consisted

of several geological formations down to the Burwood Gravel (i.e. roughly 100m below

sea level). Over 1,244 water well logs containing lithological descriptions were used to de-

velop the models for hydrologic modelling applications. White (2007) followed up on the

previous work by producing revised lithological models of the near surface Christchurch

and Springston formations, which have a complex relationship of interfingering, that were

higher resolution and employed a larger well log dataset comprising 4,596 wells, although

the extent that the well logs were utilised and their quality were not well documented.

Weeber (2003) produced a stratigraphic model of the south Christchurch to Rakaia River

area utilising around 1750 well logs with the purpose of documenting recent geological

work in the study area. The model represented all of the Quaternary formations down
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to the Wainoni Gravel and presented the top of each formation as contour elevation sur-

faces and isopachs, and several cross sections across the study area. However, the model

was noted to have limitations relating to location and altitude inaccuracies, as well as

inherent well logging inaccuracies. Begg et al. (2015) developed a 3D model of the urban

Christchurch area for geotechnical applications using lithological definitions from water

well logs, and cone penetration test (CPT) data obtained following the 2010–2011 Canter-

bury earthquake sequence. The near-surface Christchurch and Springston formations are

modelled in high detail, utilising a small but homogeneous dataset of 198 water well logs,

and 1,340 CPT records. While these existing models were adequate for the purposes of

their initial development, the Canterbury Quaternary geological model presented subse-

quently aims to: (1) expand the scope of previous models beyond the urban Christchurch

city area; and (2) explicitly model all of the currently documented formations, while

utilising a more consistent, improved, high-quality dataset.

In this chapter, the details of a new 3D high-resolution interbedded Quaternary

stratigraphy model of the Canterbury region that characterises seven geological formation

boundaries based on over 500 high-quality water well logs and 370 CPT records are

presented. A detailed seismic site characterisation application for surface wave analysis

is also provided to highlight the practicality and capability of the developed model. In

this example, the developed Quaternary model is used to provide geological formation

boundaries to constrain the surface wave analysis to produce geologically feasible shear

wave velocity profiles which are important in such a geologically complex setting. The

shear wave velocities developed can be subsequently used with the developed Quaternary

model for further seismic applications.

3.3 Summary of adopted datasets

The adopted datasets for modelling the interbedded Canterbury Quaternary strati-

graphic sequence comprise a widespread, high-density network of hydrologic well logs and

near-surface CPT records which provide a previously unparalleled level of information on

the spatial variation of the Quaternary stratigraphic sequence in the region. The base of
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the Quaternary stratigraphic sequence is constrained by the top of the Pliocene unit or

Banks Peninsula volcanics from the CantVM inferred principally via seismic reflection in-

terpretations (Lee et al., 2017). The physical data sources are supplemented by additional

constraints (in the form of artificial data points for surface regularisation) in areas where

a lack of physical data can lead to a geologically-inconsistent model via the application of

Kriging alone. The following subsections present the details of the various data sources

which comprise the adopted datasets used to develop the model and the quality controls

undertaken to ensure the suitability of the data for the aims of this study.

3.3.1 Environment Canterbury water well logs

The principal data source for the interbedded Quaternary geological surfaces devel-

oped herein is a database consisting of 29,985 Environment Canterbury (ECan) water

well logs (http://canterburymaps.govt.nz/). The ECan water well logs are primarily

used to document and utilise groundwater in underground aquifers, and provide infor-

mation on the sediment colour, type (e.g. gravels, silts etc.), particle description (e.g.

grain size, roundness etc.) and fabric (e.g. fractured, weathered etc.) as a function of

log depth (Brown, 1990), hence allowing identification of specific geological formations.

A significant percentage of these ECan water well logs have geological strata codes al-

ready assigned in the metadata based on the soil descriptions, as interpreted by John

Weeber (Weeber, 2003), which were used to identify depths to the boundaries of signif-

icant geological formations at each respective well. This subset of interpreted well logs

provided good spatial coverage of the interbedded region, as shown in Figure 3.2 which il-

lustrates the spatial distribution of 1,505 water wells that encounter the Riccarton Gravel,

and Figure 3.3 which illustrates the spatial distribution of high-quality water wells which

encounter all the other modelled geological formations (where the number of wells that

intersect deeper layers reduces, as elaborated upon subsequently). It is also shown that

the well logs are also most spatially dense in urban areas. Therefore only this subset

of well logs was used to preserve consistency in the interpretations. The black outline

highlights the interbedded Quaternary stratigraphic sequence boundary which specifies
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Figure 3.2: The Canterbury, New Zealand region showing the boundary within which the in-
terbedded Quaternary stratigraphic sequence is considered and highlighting, as an example, the
distribution of 1,505 water wells and 377 CPT records which encounter the Riccarton Gravel.

the area where marine formations exist. The maximum depth of the ECan water well logs

vary significantly, the deepest being the Bexley bore (M35/6038) which is 433m deep.

Several filters were applied to the database of ECan water wells to obtain wells which

had information relevant to the development of the model. The first filter applied was

to remove wells which were not within, or near the border of the CantVM domain (Lee

et al., 2017), which encompasses the entire area shown in Figure 3.2. The well logs were

also filtered based on depth, only retaining well logs which had depths greater than 30m

as shallow wells were unlikely to contain useful information on the Quaternary formation

boundaries. Following these two steps, 7,196 well logs were retained.

A quality filter was applied to the remaining well logs. The water well logs have

several quality assurance rating (QAR) codes corresponding to various measurements.

Although none of the QAR codes specifically detail the accuracy of the well log strati-
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Figure 3.3: Spatial distribution of water well logs which encounter each of the Quaternary
formations.
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Table 3.1: Geographic location quality assurance rating (QAR) identification methods and ac-
curacy levels.

Geographic Location Quality Assurance Rating

QAR Code Indication Method Accuracy

1
Differential GPS (advanced) or geodetic land

survey
1–2m

2 Standard handheld GPS 2–15m

3
Site visit, driller’s GPS or checked location

sketch using GIS
10-50m

4
Old grid reference ±100m, no location sketch

or location not checked
50–300m

5
Proposed location, should be within 50m for a

well requiring water take consent
<50m

graphic assignments, the QAR code for the geographic location of the well was used as a

proxy based on the assumption that a more accurate location (often correlated with well

log investigation date and well logging quality procedures) will result in higher quality well

drilling and logging. It is recognised that the link between QAR location code and well

log quality may not be the strongest correlation, and quality is inherently better linked to

the procedures of the driller and logger, but in the absence of this direct information the

available information has been used to estimate the well log quality. The QAR values for

location vary from 1 to 5, with 1 being the most accurate. Table 3.1 details the identifi-

cation methods and corresponding accuracy levels. The assertion that newer wells were

expected to have a higher quality rating appears reasonable as the higher quality ratings,

1, 2 and 3, utilise more recent technology for location determination such as global po-

sitioning systems (GPS) compared to the lower quality ratings, 4 and 5, which use older

methods such as grid references (which were noted to be problematic by Weeber (2003)).

Newer interpretations also naturally draw on the greater understanding of the stratigra-

phy present, and therefore are more likely to correctly delineate different stratigraphic

units. Based on the identification methods provided, QAR codes 1–3 (high-quality wells),

which utilise GPS or digital locations were retained while wells with QAR code 4 or 5

(low-quality wells) were discarded (but are discussed in subsequent sections).
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The aforementioned filtering process, and variable maximum depth of each well,

produced datasets with a different number of wells for each geological formation boundary.

Figure 3.4 shows the number of high- and low-quality wells which encounter the top of each

modelled formation, and the mean depth and depth distribution at which the formations

are encountered. It can be seen that a large proportion of the low-quality wells are

shallow in nature relative to the high-quality wells. The reduction in the number of wells

penetrating deeper formations reflects both the distribution of maximum well depths, as

well as the fact that fewer existing data in the deeper formations can lead to difficulties in

their identification (i.e. it may be possible in several cases that the deeper formation may

have been physically encountered in the water well but remained un-interpreted because

scientific knowledge of such formations was lacking at the time). Both high- and low-

quality wells see a significant decrease in the number of well logs encountering formation

boundaries below the Linwood Gravel. This is likely due to the nature of gravel layers

being more difficult to drill through, as well as the Linwood Gravel being generally the

thickest Quaternary formation considered, as illustrated by the large difference between

the mean depths of the top of the Linwood Gravel and Heathcote Formation. It can

also be seen that for each formation the number of low-quality well logs are greater

than the number of high-quality well logs, as most well logs have a QAR code of 4.

Despite the decrease in number of well logs following the filtering processes, a reasonable

spatial distribution of wells is maintained over the considered area (as previously shown

in Figure 3.3).

3.3.2 Cone penetration test (CPT) data

The considered CPT dataset consists of 13,670 individual CPT records

extracted from the Canterbury Geotechnical Database (CGD, https://

canterburygeotechnicaldatabase.projectorbit.com) on 1st February 2014 from

sites located throughout Christchurch and the surrounding towns and suburbs (McGann

et al., 2017). Because the CPT is specifically utilised in the geotechnical characterisation

of sands and fine-grained soils, the CPT records generally characterise the surficial
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Figure 3.4: Depth and formation distribution of high- and low-quality well logs which encounter
the top of each geological formation. In the left panel, the box plots illustrate the depth dis-
tribution of each surface based on the high-quality logs for perspective. The boxes indicate the
mean ±1 standard deviation and the error bars indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles. In the
right panel the depicted depths are mean values for the high- and low-quality datasets.
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Christchurch Formation and cover a range of depths from the ground surface to the

upper surface of the Riccarton Gravel or Banks Peninsula volcanics (BPV), the latter

of which was expected to be the cause of CPT refusal near the BPV outcrop where the

Riccarton Gravel does not exist (McGann et al., 2017). A large percentage of the CPT

tests were terminated at a pre-defined target depth (typically 20m) or prematurely on

cobbles, boulders, or dense gravelly material that was not the Riccarton Gravel or BPV

(e.g. the Springston Formation), resulting in CPT records which were too shallow to

identify the Riccarton Gravel or BPV (McGann et al., 2017). Therefore, for the purposes

of this study, the raw CPT data were passed through several filters to obtain additional

data representing the top of the Riccarton Gravel to supplement those from ECan water

well logs, or the top of the BPV for the development of the BPV surface in Lee et al.

(2017). The ground surface elevations for the CPT are obtained from Light Detection

and Ranging (LiDAR) surface models where available and from the 25m Land Resource

Information Systems (LRIS) digital elevation model otherwise.

Initially, 10,550 CPT records from McGann et al. (2017), which were quality assured

based on the larger dataset of 13,670 CPT records, were considered. Additional filtering

steps were then required to determine which CPT records had encountered the Riccarton

Gravel or BPV. The process compared CPT refusal measurements against provisional

surfaces developed from water well log data alone. Two surfaces were considered, one

characterising the Riccarton Gravel and one characterising the BPV. CPT logs which

are inferred to have encountered either of these units were identified based on: (1) a

normalised tip resistance of qc1N > 200 and a soil behaviour type index of Ic <= 1.31;

and (2) refusal depths which are within 3m of the relevant provisional geological surface

based on water well log data only. The second criteria was based on the expected error

in the provisional water well log-based models in constrained areas. In areas with less

constraint from well logs, the automatic CPT evaluation criteria were superseded by

manual inspection of the available CPT records. The resultant filtered dataset contains

377 CPT records which were interpreted to have terminated on the top of the Riccarton

Gravel which were used to supplement the water wells in the development of the Riccarton

Gravel top surface, and whose spatial distribution is shown in Figure 3.2. Only five CPT
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records were found to have been refused on the BPV.

3.3.3 Constraints for base of the Quaternary stratigraphic se-

quence

The base of the Quaternary stratigraphic sequence delineates sediments deposited

in the Quaternary period (roughly <2.6Ma) with those in the Tertiary period (roughly

>2.6Ma) (Gibbard et al., 2010; Forsyth et al., 2008). Geologically, this delineation repre-

sents the top of the uppermost geological unit in the Tertiary sequence which corresponds

to the Pliocene unit, or the BPV where the Pliocene unit does not exist (e.g. in the vicinity

of BPV surface outcrops), as defined in the CantVM (Lee et al., 2017). Surfaces repre-

senting the elevation of the top of the Pliocene unit and BPV from the CantVM were used

to provide this constraint, where complete details of these surfaces can be found in Lee

et al. (2017). The CantVM Pliocene unit was primarily constrained by seismic reflection

lines (Lee et al., 2017) and almost exclusively consists of the Kowai Formation, a brown,

weathered, greywacke-clast conglomerate with interbedded sandstone, siltstone, mudstone

and carbonaceous layers (Forsyth et al., 2008). The BPV unit consists of high-velocity

basaltic and trachytic lava flows in the upper regions, and rhyolite and andesite lava flows

in the deeper regions (Forsyth et al., 2008). This delineation has seismological importance

as the seismic velocities, and hence impedance, of the Tertiary period deposits are often

much higher than those of the Quaternary period deposits. Large impedance contrasts

can lead to complex wave propagation through reflected and guided waves, resulting in

amplified and longer duration of long period ground motions (Bradley and Cubrinovski,

2011; Bradley et al., 2014; Frankel et al., 2009; Graves and Wald, 2004; Joyner, 2000).

The large stiffness contrast between the BPV and Quaternary formations can also lead

to significant basin edge effects where the earthquake induced shaking effectively results

in the stiffer volcanics pounding against the softer sedimentary deposits increasing the

intensity of ground shaking (Graves et al., 1998; Bradley, 2012b, 2016). In the 2010–2011

CES, for example, this effect was most apparent at the Heathcote Valley strong motion

station (HVSC), located adjacent to the BPV outcrop (Bradley, 2012b).
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3.3.4 Artificial data points for surface regularisation

In addition to the aforementioned well log and CPT data used for the interbedded

Canterbury Quaternary stratigraphic model development, several sets of artificial data

were also produced to constrain the model in areas that had either no physical data

constraint, or required additional interpolation or extrapolation constraint to adequately

represent the regional geology (i.e. to provide regularisation in the subsequent geostatis-

tical Kriging process).

Figure 3.5 illustrates the surface regularisation constraints used, as well as the water

wells and CPTs which encounter the Riccarton Gravel to highlight the need for surface

regularisation. These data points are primarily located near the perimeter of the interbed-

ded Quaternary boundary in order to guide the surface extrapolation to be geologically

consistent. The non-interbedded region points were introduced to enforce the marine for-

mations taper to zero thickness beyond the maximum inland extent while the maximum

inland extent buffer points, located roughly 1-2km on the coastal side of the perceived

maximum inland extent, guide the convergence of the top and base of marine formations

as they approach the maximum inland extent. The offshore points are included to reduce

boundary and edge effects at the shoreline which would occur in the absence of offshore

constraints. The Banks Peninsula points are located just inside Banks Peninsula and are

used to model the Quaternary formations onlapping against the BPV. Lastly, the Lake

Ellesmere points are produced to provide a smooth transition over the Lake Ellesmere

area, owing to the fact that water well drilling does not occur in lacustrine environments.

The elevation of the points were developed through different techniques, dependent on

the proximity and availability of surrounding data, such as neighbouring high-quality

well logs, linear spatial interpolation and extrapolation, and general understanding of the

regional geology.
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Figure 3.5: Artificial datasets employed to provide conditional constraints to the physical data
for Kriging interpolation, as well as water well and CPT data which encounter the Riccarton
Gravel, to highlight the need for artificial constraints.

3.4 Geological surface model methodology

The datasets discussed in the previous section were utilised in geostatistical Kriging

to develop 3D surface models which characterise the elevation of the top of each significant

Quaternary geological formation. Several novelties of Canterbury’s regional geology were

explicitly considered in the development of the surfaces to ensure the model adequately

represents the existing regional geology. The following two subsections discuss the salient

features of the regional geology and the Kriging interpolation method employed in the

model development, as well as some inherent model limitations.
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3.4.1 Considerations of regional geology and model limitations

Canterbury’s regional Quaternary geology is complex, consisting of interbedded ter-

restrial and marine formations with specific depositional patterns (Brown et al., 1988;

Brown and Weeber, 1992; Browne and Naish, 2003; Forsyth et al., 2008). The top of

the geological formations shown in Figure 3.1 are explicitly developed as the components

which comprise the Canterbury Quaternary geological model, the output of this particular

study, with the exception of the top of the surficial Christchurch and Springston forma-

tions, since this is simply equivalent to the ground surface and is obtained from a digital

elevation model (DEM). The depths between the Wainoni Gravel and base of Quaternary

stratigraphic sequence lacks documented data to provide adequately constrained charac-

terisation as deep wells which penetrate these depths are sparse and methods of exploring

deep stratigraphy (e.g. seismic reflection surveying) are generally of lower resolution in

these shallower areas. The depth between the Wainoni Gravel and base of Quaternary

stratigraphic sequence is therefore modelled as an undifferentiated gravel despite the ex-

pected presence of thin marine formations. As the primary purpose of the Quaternary

geological model is the analysis of seismic problems, such as surface wave analysis and

1D seismic site response analysis, as detailed in a subsequent section, the consequences

of this modelling assumption are reasonably minor as lithological differences become less

important with increasing confining stress. As confining stress increases, the differences

between velocities of terrestrial and marine formations, which are the important param-

eters required for the aforementioned seismic problems, diminish and therefore the errors

introduced from this assumption are less significant.

As previously discussed, Figure 3.2 shows the ‘interbedded Quaternary geology

boundary’ which encloses the area where modelling of the interbedded geological strati-

graphic sequence is considered. The northwest edge of the boundary is the maximum

inland extent of marine formations, and the southeast edge is the BPV outcrop. The

delineation of the maximum inland extent was produced considering previous research

on paleo-coastlines (Brown et al., 1988) and examination of the location and formation

depths of the furthest inland wells encountering the various marine formations. The
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southeast edge of the boundary, the BPV outcrop, limits the extent of the sedimentary

deposits which rest unconformably on the BPV. The non-interbedded area (also shown in

Figure 3.2) comprises a series of fluvial gravel units only and is therefore effectively mod-

elled as a single continuous undifferentiated gravel unit, again in the context of seismic

problems where seismic velocity variations are of principal concern.

As the Quaternary formations overlie the Tertiary geological sequence, the raised

elevation of the tertiary sediments as a result of the Pliocene-Miocene BPV leads to un-

conformities in the vicinity of Banks Peninsula (Brown and Weeber, 1994) which must

be explicitly considered. The unconformities are modelled using surfaces representing

the top of the Pliocene unit and BPV (where the Pliocene unit does not exist) from the

CantVM (Lee et al., 2017). The interaction between the Quaternary formation, Pliocene

unit and BPV surfaces naturally lead to onlapping of the Quaternary formations against

the unconformities. Therefore the modelled Quaternary geological surfaces abruptly tran-

sition from a relatively horizontal inclination, constrained by the well logs, CPT, and

surface regularisation constraints, into a steep slope, constrained by the top Pliocene unit

and BPV surfaces, as they approach the BPV outcrop (Brown and Weeber, 1994).

3.4.2 Interpolation method

Kriging, a generalised least squares regression algorithm for geostatistical inter-

polation, was utilised to develop the geological surfaces based on the aforementioned

data using the Move geological modelling software provided by Midland Valley (http:

//www.mve.com/). The Kriging method is linear, unbiased, and more conservative with

estimation of minima and maxima compared to other interpolation methods (Isaaks and

Srivastava, 1989; Olea, 1999). An exponential transition model, which determines the

Kriging algorithm’s spatial autocorrelation, was used for the theoretical variogram as it

was found to provide the best fit to the adopted datasets amongst considered transition

models. Variogram parameters (i.e. nugget, partial sill and range) were developed for each

surface based on the data used as constraints. The theoretical exponential variogram was

produced by visually adjusting parameters to provide a good fit to the empirical variogram
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Figure 3.6: Exponential transition model variograms for the Kriged surfaces. The theoretical
variograms were visually fitted to the empirical variograms for 0-20km lag distance. The Ric-
carton Gravel has a unique theoretical variogram while the other geologic formations utilize a
common theoretical variogram.

for 0-20km lag distance (with larger distances considered unimportant given the scope of

the interbedded Canterbury Quaternary geological stratigraphic sequence). Figure 3.6

presents the variograms for each of the geologic surfaces where the theoretical variograms

can be seen to fit the empirical variograms for the lag distances considered. The Riccarton

Gravel has a unique theoretical variogram while all other surfaces are fitted to a common

theoretical variogram as the spatial distribution of the data constraining all the surfaces

were similar with the exception of the Riccarton Gravel which was different as a result of

its transition into the surficial Springston Formation.

The modelled geological surfaces were Kriged onto a rasterised grid of 500m x 500m

spacing which was chosen to balance the resolution of the interpolation with the spa-

tial density of the underlying data. As the interpolation grid points do not necessarily

coincide with the water well or CPT locations, the exact elevations of the constraints

are not precisely honoured but a weighted average is assigned at the grid points instead.
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Therefore, a subsequent assessment of the surfaces is required to assess the integrity of

the model with respect to the underlying data. However, it is also important to note that

the aim of this study is to have a model that is region-specific and captures large-scale

variations but not necessarily localised fluctuations. Hence, the developed model is not

intended to replace the value in obtaining site-specific information.

3.5 Quaternary geological surface models

This section examines the resulting geological surfaces produced from Kriging, includ-

ing a comparison with the distribution of underlying well log and CPT data that they are

derived from. Figure 3.7 provides a 3D isometric view of the developed surfaces in the

interbedded area which highlights their interbedded nature and stratigraphic sequence. A

detailed examination of the surfaces is carried out by evaluating elevation contour maps

of each surface which include the locations of the physical data used as constraints, as

well as north–south and east–west oriented vertical geological cross sections through the

Christchurch city area, presented as cross sections 1 and 2 in Figure 3.7, respectively.

3.5.1 Geological surface elevation contour maps

Figure 3.8 to 3.14 present elevation contour maps (relative to mean sea level) of

each modelled Quaternary formation surface. The most apparent trend in all surfaces

is the general dip (downward slope) in the easterly direction, which is expected given

the dominant alluvial deposition of sediments in the Canterbury Plains from the inland

Southern Alps (principally from the Waimakariri River) (Brown and Weeber, 1992). One

feature which is apparent in each of the surfaces is the interaction of the Pliocene unit and

BPV edifice on the surface depths. Near the Pliocene and BPV surface outcrop (shown by

the dashed line), each surface onlaps on the unconformity shown by the cropped area with

deeper surfaces having larger area affected as the surfaces onlap further from the outcrop.

Several deeper surfaces (i.e. the Heathcote Formation and below) also onlap with the

Pliocene unit surface near its outcrop north of Kaiapoi in the Ashley Forest area leading
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Figure 3.7: Isometric view of the modelled interbedded Quaternary formation surfaces overlying
the Canterbury, New Zealand region highlighting their interbedded nature and stratigraphic
sequence.

to thin Quaternary deposit thicknesses (Lee et al., 2017). These deeper surfaces (below

the Heathcote Formation) also feature the saddle northwest of Banks Peninsula and the

Pegasus Basin southeast of Kaiapoi, which are also observed in the Tertiary geological

formations in the same area (Lee et al., 2017). These features become more prevalent

with increasing surface depth. Marine formations also appear more irregular than the

terrestrial formations near the eastern coastline, particularly the Bromley Formation,

which is a consequence of the corresponding marine depositional processes being less

uniform than the fluvial deposition of gravels.

The modelled Quaternary surfaces are smooth in areas with little well log or CPT data
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constraints, as expected considering the properties of Kriging and objectives of the surface

regularisation. However, areas which are highly constrained, such as the Christchurch city

area, are also reasonably smooth and regular, suggesting the level of smoothing in weakly

constrained areas based on the theoretical variogram is suitable. Small-scale features

which differ from the general trends generally occur in areas which are constrained by few

data or a single data point, such as the area south of Rolleston in the deeper surfaces,

as data which deviates from the general trends can have a large influence in these data

sparse areas.

3.5.2 Vertical geological cross sections

Two cross sections, whose locations are shown in Figure 3.7, of the Quaternary forma-

tions and their corresponding shear wave velocities (Vs) are presented here to highlight the

trends and thicknesses of the various formations simultaneously. Figures 3.15 and 3.16

show north–south (cross section 1) and east–west (cross section 2) oriented cross sec-

tions passing through the Christchurch city area, respectively. The Vs prescribed for each

unit are based on the depth-dependent shear wave velocity variations from surface wave

analyses by Teague et al. (2015). In short, all the resulting shear wave velocity profiles

from Teague et al. (2015) are firstly separated into gravel and marine formations. A math-

ematical correlation following the functional form of the Faust equation (Faust, 1951), is

then independently regressed against each respective subset, gravel or marine, produc-

ing depth-dependent velocity correlations for gravel and marine formations, respectively.

The two resulting depth-dependent velocity correlations are used in the cross sections

presented in this section. Both cross sections show that the marine formations are rela-

tively thick across the Christchurch city area as a consequence of being adjacent to the

coastline. The southern end of the Figure 3.15 onlaps with the BPV at a steep gradient,

possibly a result of weathering from prehistoric sea levels. The beginning of the basin

structure can also be seen in the deeper formations (Heathcote Formation and below)

at roughly -43.46° where the deeper formations begin to dip into a regional depression.

Figure 3.16 highlights the trend of thicker marine formations on the eastern, coastal end,
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Figure 3.8: Top of the Riccarton Gravel surface elevation contour map with high-quality well
log and CPT locations plotted.
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Figure 3.9: Top of the Bromley Formation surface elevation contour map with high-quality well
log locations plotted.
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Figure 3.10: Top of the Linwood Gravel surface elevation contour map with high-quality well
log locations plotted.
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Figure 3.11: Top of the Heathcote Formation surface elevation contour map with high-quality
well log locations plotted.
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Figure 3.12: Top of the Burwood Gravel surface elevation contour map with high-quality well
log locations plotted.
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Figure 3.13: Top of the Shirley Gravel surface elevation contour map with high-quality well log
locations plotted.
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Figure 3.14: Top of the Wainoni Gravel surface elevation contour map with high-quality well
log locations plotted.
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Figure 3.15: North-South oriented Cross Section 1 (CS1) of the Canterbury Quaternary geolog-
ical model and corresponding shear wave velocities, through the Christchurch CBD. 47x vertical
exaggeration.

and thinner marine formations on the western, inland end. Conversely, the the gravel

formations are thick on the western, inland end and thinner on the eastern, coastal end.

The reduced thickness of Quaternary deposits on the western end of Cross Section 2 is a

consequence of the elevated structural saddle of the Pliocene unit (Lee et al., 2017). The

eastern end of Figure 3.16 has a protrusion producing a reduced thickness of Quaternary

deposits resulting from the Pliocene unit resting on the BPV edifice (Lee et al., 2017). A

complete set of cross sections which highlight different areas of the model can be found

in Appendix C.

3.6 Assessment of surfaces via residual analysis

In this section, a residual analysis of the water wells (both high- and low-quality)

and CPT data is performed to assess the integrity of the Quaternary geological model.
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Figure 3.16: East-West oriented Cross Section 2 (CS2) of the Canterbury Quaternary geological
model and corresponding shear wave velocities, through the Christchurch CBD. 45x vertical
exaggeration.

Such an analysis is necessary because the use of geostatistical Kriging in developing the

geological surfaces does not explicitly enforce that the surface elevations honour the un-

derlying data, instead yielding a conservative estimate of minima and maxima to provide

a surface without excessive extrema (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989). As a result, it is in-

sightful to understand the discrepancy between the Kriged surfaces and the underlying

data points they are based on. The residuals are calculated by subtracting the Kriged

surface value from the measured depth at each respective data point location for each

surface encountered.

δi = zi,Data − zi,Surface (3.1)

Where δi is the residual at the ith location, zi,Data is the data elevation at the ith

location, and zi,Surface is the surface elevation at the ith location. Well log depth interfaces

are also plotted along cross sections 1 and 2, the north–south and east–west oriented
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cross sections through the Christchurch CBD, respectively, to schematically assess the

agreement between the well data and model.

3.6.1 Water well log data residuals

Figure 3.17 illustrates the histograms for the high-quality well log data residuals. It

can be seen that the histograms of the residuals for the high-quality wells have a mean bias

of approximately zero, with the vast majority of residuals within ±1m, for both shallow

surfaces, which have more data constraints, as well as deeper surfaces which have less data

constraints. The standard deviation for the high-quality well residuals vary between 1.4m

and 0.9m, which is small compared to the range of surface elevation values, indicating that

the spread of residuals from the mean is relatively small. The minimum and maximum

residuals, -7.59m and 8.26m, respectively, are likely caused by localised variations which

are unable to be captured by the developed model. Overall, the standard deviations,

maximum, and minimum residuals are considered to be acceptable for the high-quality

well logs given that the objective of this study was to develop a regionally-consistent

model which is not intended to replace the value in obtaining site-specific information.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the histograms for the low-quality well log data residuals which

provide a different prospect from those of the high-quality wells in which the standard

deviation of the residuals is significantly larger, ranging from 3.5m to 5.5m. This result

was expected as the low-quality well logs were not used as constraints in the Kriging. The

residuals shown in the histograms were limited to ±20m in order to highlight the essential

features, however there are also a few outliers outside this range which are discussed in

a subsequent paragraph. The result of larger residuals suggest that the low-quality well

log elevations differ from the Kriged surface and consequently the high-quality well logs

(which have small residuals). Therefore the omission of the low-quality well logs from the

Kriging process remains valid provided the high-quality well logs alone have good spatial

distribution across the modelled interbedded area and provide more accurate information

on the subsurface geometry.

Figure 3.19 illustrates a box plot detailing the mean, standard deviation, 2nd and 98th
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Figure 3.17: Histograms of high-quality well log residuals illustrating the difference between the
Kriged surfaces and the underlying data utilised in their development. The relevant geological
surface is noted in the top left of each figure panel.
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Figure 3.18: Histograms of low-quality well log residuals illustrating the difference between the
Kriged surfaces and the data that were omitted as constraints as a result of the quality filter.
The relevant geological surface is noted in the top left of each figure panel.
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percentiles, minimum and maximum for both the high- and low-quality wells residuals for

each surface. The mean values for the high-quality wells are close to zero for all surfaces

which shows that the Kriging method used was unbiased. The mean values for the low-

quality wells vary between surfaces but are also generally small. In general, the larger

high-quality well residuals are a result of the discrete representation of the Kriging grid

with points spaced 500m apart. In many cases, Kriging grid points are overconstrained

by neighbouring data which can have relatively different depths producing an averaged

prediction which may not necessarily follow any of the surrounding well values. When the

surface elevation is retrieved from the Kriged grid by interpolation at the well location

the resulting elevation may be appreciably different to the elevation of the well log data

itself. The conservative nature of Kriging can also contribute to this prediction error. The

range of high-quality residuals also decreases with increasing surface age; the Riccarton

Gravel has the largest range, while the Wainoni Gravel has the smallest range. This is

likely attributed to the fact that younger surfaces have a higher spatial density of well

log constraints (the Riccarton Gravel in particular has CPT constraints in addition to

the well constraints), thus causing more instances of overconstrained discrete grid points.

The range of the low-quality well residuals are very large, however it was determined that

several of the low-quality well maxima were outliers. The outliers are likely a result of

misinterpretation of the well data, once again validating the omission of low-quality well

data from the Kriging. It should be noted that even disregarding the outliers, the low-

quality maxima observed are still significantly larger than the high-quality well maxima.

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 present stratigraphic cross sections from the Quaternary model

with well log depth interfaces corresponding to the top 150m of cross sections 9 and 10,

respectively, which were previously detailed. High-quality well logs located within 500m

of the cross section transects are plotted, although many wells were omitted to prevent

congestion in areas with high well density. Under these circumstances, deeper wells were

prioritised in the plot. The comparison between wells and modelled formations mostly

show good agreement with generally small residuals for all formations. Figure 3.21 shows

that both wells and the model illustrate the dominant trend of thick gravel and thin

marine formations in the west, and thin gravel and thick marine formations in the east.
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Figure 3.19: Box plot of the high- and low-quality residuals for the top of each Quaternary
formation. Boxes show mean ±1 standard deviation, error bars show the 2nd and 98th percentiles,
and circles show the minima and maxima.

It should be noted that some (but not all) of the errors evident between the wells and

model result from lateral offsets up to 500m from the cross section transects (as is reflected

by the top of the wells not exactly matching the model’s ground surface).
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3.6.2 CPT data residuals

Figures 3.22 (a) and (b) illustrate the histograms for the CPT-based elevation data

residuals compared with: (a) the final Kriged surface of the Riccarton Gravel with CPT

data explicitly utilised; and (b) a Kriged Riccarton Gravel surface constrained by well

logs but not CPT data. The residuals for the Riccarton Gravel surface with CPT data

constraint have a mean value of 0.06m indicating there is no bias, and a standard deviation

of 0.69m indicating the spread of residuals from the mean is small. The small mean and

standard deviation are expected as the CPT data is used directly as a constraint in

this case. When comparing the same CPT data with the Riccarton Gravel surface not

constrained by CPT data, the residual histogram is negatively skewed and has a mean

value 0.56m and standard deviation of 1.34m, almost double the standard deviation of

the Riccarton Gravel surface with CPT constraint. The negatively skewed distribution of

residuals is a result of CPTs terminating upon refusal on the upper surface of, or possibly

prematurely above, the Riccarton Gravel and not being able to penetrate into the gravel.

On the other hand, well logging is capable of drilling through the Riccarton Gravel and

therefore has less bias towards shallower interpretations. The minimum and maximum

have been explicitly limited by the CPT filtering process which required CPT refusal

to be within 3m of the Riccarton Gravel surface without CPT constraint. A comparison

between the two histograms show that the Riccarton Gravel surfaces with and without the

CPT data constraint are distinctly different at the CPT data locations thus emphasising

the importance of implementing the CPT data to supplement the water wells in producing

a high-resolution Riccarton Gravel surface.

3.7 Comparison with previous models

A comparison of the Kriged surfaces against previous geological models (available in

their respective references) specifically highlights improvements of the model developed in

this study, as well as similarities and differences between them. In this section, the model

developed in this study is specifically compared against the Weeber (2003) Quaternary
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Figure 3.22: Histograms of CPT-based elevation residuals illustrating the difference between
the CPT data with a: (a) Kriged Riccarton Gravel surface with CPT data constraint; and (b)
Kriged Riccarton Gravel surface without CPT data constraint.

stratigraphic model and the White (2008) top and bottom of Riccarton Gravel surface

models through a qualitative comparison of their elevation contour plots. Other models

were either superseded by those analysed here, presented in a way which is difficult to carry

out an accurate comparison, or not directly comparable (i.e. Christchurch and Springston

formation models which are not explicitly characterised in the model developed in this

study).

The Weeber (2003) model was developed using an earlier version of the water well log

database utilised in this study and the modelled domain of each surface was dependent

on the spatial extent of the well log constraints used. As a result, areas of the model

developed in this study and the Weeber (2003) model which are constrained by similar

data have a strong resemblance. Generally, large-scale, regional trends and elevations are

consistent between the models but small-scale, local differences between the models arise

as a result of differences in the adopted Kriging methodology, well quality filters and pro-

cessing, and where new data is included in the model developed in this study (i.e. recent

well logs and CPT). A dataset exclusively comprised of high-quality data with corrected

wellhead elevations used in the model developed in this study has ubiquitously resulted in

small-scale differences and corrections to anomalies in the Weeber (2003) model. In par-

ticular, the top of Riccarton Gravel surface developed in this study also utilises numerous

CPT records in the Christchurch city area contributing to small-scale differences. The
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Wainoni Gravel surface developed in this study has some noticeable regional differences,

firstly the saddle structure northwest of Banks Peninsula is more narrow and elongated,

and secondly the eastern coastline is approximately 5 metres shallower. These differ-

ences are also attributed to more deep well logs being available since the development of

the Weeber (2003) model in addition to the other aforementioned factors. Overall, the

model developed in this study improves on the Weeber (2003) model by utilising a higher

quality and more consistent dataset with greater scope resulting in smoother surfaces with

less anomalies from inconsistencies.

The White (2008) top and bottom of Riccarton Gravel surfaces utilised lithological

codes in the well logs, as the purpose of the model was hydrologic applications such

as identifying distributions of hydraulic conductivity, and are compared to the top of

the Riccarton Gravel and Bromley Formation surfaces of the model developed in this

study, respectively. Although both models have the dominant inland to offshore dip, the

model developed in this study has steeper slopes and deeper elevations across both the

Christchurch and Kaiapoi areas. Both models are relatively smooth, suggesting there

are no significant inconsistencies within the models. Differences between the models are

primarily attributed to the different interpretations of the subsurface geology in addition

to differences in interpolation methods and datasets employed.

3.8 Application of the developed Quaternary geolog-

ical model for surface wave analysis-based site

characterisation

As alluded to previously, the developed Quaternary geological model has several

applications for seismic and hydrologic problems. Here, attention is given to a seismic

problem for which the model was specifically developed, which is the characterisation of

the seismic velocities of the Quaternary formations.

Surface wave testing is a non-intrusive field method which utilises the dispersive na-
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ture of surface waves to determine local shear wave velocity profiles (Park et al., 1999).

The Vs profiles are obtained from solving an inverse problem which is inherently non-

unique by minimising the misfit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves

related to the measured surface waves. To circumvent the non-uniqueness of the problem,

it is possible to define several independent constraints (with their corresponding uncer-

tainties) for the solution, such as estimated velocities and/or depths of significant veloc-

ity changes corresponding to geological formation boundaries (Roberts and Asten, 2004;

Wood et al., 2014). The resulting inversion thus finds solutions which not only reproduce

the recorded surface wave dispersion data but also satisfies a priori information (Wood

et al., 2014).

In early 2013, surface wave testing was carried out at 14 sites across the Christchurch

area in a collaborative effort between the University of Canterbury, University of Texas at

Austin, and University of Auckland, as shown in Figure 3.23 (Wood et al., 2014). Based

on the geographic coordinates of the surface wave testing sites, the developed Canter-

bury Quaternary geological model was utilised to independently provide the stratigraphic

depths to constrain the surface wave analysis by interpolating depths for each surface so

geologically plausible velocity profiles can be produced. Uncertainties in the stratigraphic

boundary depths were also determined for use in the surface wave inversion analysis and

were based on the number and consistency of neighbouring water wells logs which were

used in the development of the surfaces with depth uncertainties generally being assigned

values in the range of 2–7m. The development of Vs profiles for the Ilam Fields (IF) and

Hagley Park (HP) sites are presented here as an example.

Figures 3.24 (a) and (b) illustrate the experimental dispersion data (and uncertainty)

and the median theoretical dispersion curves resulting from the surface wave analyses at

the IF and HP sites, respectively (Teague et al., 2015). Three solutions are provided here:

(1) unconstrained, (2) constrained by formation depths without velocity reversals allowed,

and (3) constrained by formation depths with velocity reversals allowed, which highlights

the logical progression from a blind analysis to one which is well constrained and geo-

logically feasible. The theoretical dispersion curves for the fundamental and 1st higher

modes fitted to the experimental dispersion data are shown. The fundamental and 1st
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Figure 3.23: 14 sites across the Christchurch area where surface wave testing was carried out in
March 2013 (Wood et al. 2013).

higher modes are the Rayleigh wave modes of vibration corresponding to the lowest and

second lowest natural frequencies of the site, respectively, and are generally the largest

contributors to the surface ground motion amplitudes (Tokimatsu et al., 1992; Kramer,

1996). All theoretical dispersion curves fit the experimental dispersion data relatively well

and are therefore all considered acceptable solutions based on misfit alone. However, it is

important to note that a lower dispersion misfit was achieved with the ‘unconstrained’ so-

lution which does not realistically match the expected subsurface conditions and geology,

shown subsequently. On the other hand, the constrained solutions have larger misfit as

the solutions are local minima of constrained parameter domains as opposed to global

minima (Teague et al., 2015).

Figures 3.25 (a) and (b) illustrate the Vs profiles resulting from the surface wave

analyses carried out at the IF and HP sites, respectively, corresponding to the theoretical

dispersion curves presented in Figure 3.24 (Teague et al., 2015). The Vs profiles shown

are the median profiles selected from over 1,000 solutions based on the neighbourhood

algorithm (Teague et al., 2015). Plotted alongside the profiles are the depths of the

stratigraphic boundaries, showing alternating high-velocity gravel formations followed by

low-velocity marine formations corresponding to the interbedded Quaternary geological
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stratigraphic sequence of the Canterbury region. The ‘unconstrained’ Vs profile is nor-

mally dispersive (monotonically increasing with depth) and does not have layer depths

and velocity changes consistent with the Quaternary formation boundaries, thus incor-

rectly representing the local geology. The two Vs profiles constrained by the stratigraphic

boundaries have velocity changes at depths consistent with the Quaternary formation

boundaries, where the profile without reversals is also normally dispersive while the profile

with reversals allowed comprises lower velocity marine layers interbedded with higher ve-

locity gravel layers. The shallowest high-velocity formation is the Riccarton Gravel which

underlies the lower-velocity Christchurch Formation for the majority of Christchurch city.

Proper characterisation of these two formations to produce representative velocities is very

important for near-surface seismic site response (Wood et al., 2011). As demonstrated,

the absence of stratigraphic information does not explicitly allow for velocity reversals

in the inversion and the resulting Vs profiles exhibit a normally dispersive nature which

would be expected when the lithology does not change unexpectedly with depth. This

suggests that the data obtained from surface wave testing, Quaternary surface depths,

and other preferred characteristics/a priori information are consistent. Despite the the-

oretical dispersion curves of the ‘unconstrained’ solution displaying the best fit to the

experimental dispersion data, and the ‘constrained without reversals’ dispersion curves

showing acceptable misfit, the corresponding Vs profiles does not resemble the regional

Quaternary geology, thus providing the stratigraphic constraints is imperative in obtain-

ing geologically correct solutions.

In order to quantify the effect of the interbedded Quaternary geology on seismic

waves, transfer functions are derived for the IF and HP sites, shown in Figures 3.26 (a)

and (b), respectively. Transfer functions represent the extent of amplification or deampli-

fication of waveforms which propagate through multilayered stratified media. The transfer

functions shown here are calculated using the Thomson-Haskell matrix method (Thom-

son, 1950; Haskell, 1953). For the purpose of illustrating the effect of the interbedded

Quaternary geology, only the strata above the top of the Wainoni Gravel is considered

in the calculation of these transfer functions and a damping ratio of 5% is prescribed to

all layers. For the Ilam Fields site, the three solutions are significantly different. The
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Figure 3.24: Experimental and theoretical dispersion curves resulting from surface wave analyses
at the: (a) Ilam Fields; and (b) Hagley Park sites.
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‘unconstrained’ and ‘constrained with reversals’ transfer functions both have relatively

pronounced amplification at several frequencies, although the frequencies at which they

occur and degrees of amplification differ. The largest peaks of the ‘unconstrained’ and

‘constrained with reversals’ transfer functions occur at 4.10Hz with 1.50x amplification

and 4.72Hz with 1.90x amplification, respectively, a 13% difference in frequency and

21% difference in amplification. The bandwidth of the peak in the ‘constrained with

reversals’ transfer function is also narrower than the bandwidth of the peak in the ‘un-

constrained’ transfer function. The ‘constrained with reversals’ transfer function also

has several more peaks than the ‘unconstrained’ transfer function at higher frequencies.

The ‘constrained without reversals’ transfer function is the simplest solution with no dis-

tinguishable amplification of specific site vibration modes. For the Hagley Park site, the

three solutions are more similar. The largest peaks of the ‘unconstrained’ and ‘constrained

with reversals’ transfer functions occur at 2.19Hz with 2.25x amplification and 2.15Hz with

2.42x amplification, respectively, a 2% difference in frequency and 7% difference in ampli-

fication. In this case, the ‘unconstrained’ and ‘constrained with reversals’ solutions have

very similar transfer functions despite significant differences in geology thus highlighting

the issue of non-unique solutions in optimisation problems with and without physical

constraints. The ‘constrained without reversals’ transfer function is also much simpler at

the Hagley Park site which is attributed to the absence of strong impedance contrasts.

3.9 Discussion and conclusions

A 3D high-resolution model of the interbedded Quaternary stratigraphic sequence

that characterises seven geological formation boundaries was developed for the Canter-

bury, New Zealand region utilising datasets consisting of over 500 high-quality water wells

and over 370 CPT records, a previously unparalleled high-quality dataset. The formation

surfaces were presented as elevation contour maps, to highlight the essential features of

the surfaces where the most prevalent trend observed was the downward dip from inland

to the eastern coastline as a result of the dominant fluvial depositional environment of

the terrestrial gravel formations. A residual analysis of the Kriged surfaces to the under-
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Figure 3.25: Shear wave profiles of the: (a) Ilam Fields; and (b) Hagley Park sites produced
from forward modelling of surface wave analyses, including stratigraphic boundaries provided
by the Canterbury Quaternary model.
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Figure 3.26: Transfer functions of the: (a) Ilam Fields; and (b) Hagley Park sites for ‘uncon-
strained’, ‘constrained without reversals’ and ‘constrained with reversals’ shear wave profiles.
The transfer functions are calculated for the sediments above the Wainoni Gravel.
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lying physical data validated the adequacy of the model as the high-quality water wells

and CPT records displayed small residuals. The developed Quaternary model has several

applications due to the broad extent of the model and high level of characterisation. A

surface wave analysis application was specifically examined, where the Quaternary model

provided depths to significant geological formations at 14 sites across the Christchurch

urban area to constrain the forward modelling of seismic shear wave velocity profiles to

explicitly capture seismic velocity reversals which are important in seismic wave propa-

gation. Subsequently, transfer functions were calculated for the profiles to highlight the

effect of the interbedded Quaternary geology on seismic wave propagation.

The Canterbury Quaternary model developed in this study has several key limitations

which have been briefly mentioned previously. These include the depths below the Wain-

oni Gravel being modelled as an undifferentiated gravel despite the expected presence of

thin marine formations, the decreasing level of constraint for the surfaces with increasing

depth, and not explicitly modelling the Christchurch and Springston formations. The re-

sult of these limitations is a reduction in the accuracy of the model representation of the

real geological stratigraphic sequence in the relevant subregions. For seismic site response

analyses, the appropriate lithological representation of the shallow stratigraphic sequence

(i.e. Christchurch and Springston formations, Riccarton Gravel, and Bromley Formation)

has the most importance and is mostly well-constrained in the Canterbury Quaternary

model. Properties of deeper sediments are also less lithologically-dependent and more de-

pendent on the increasing confining pressure, mitigating the consequences of the assumed

undifferentiated gravel below the Wainoni Gravel. The Springston and Christchurch for-

mations have a complex relationship of interfingering beneath Christchurch city with

significant variations in lateral facies (White, 2007; White et al., 2007). At the eastern,

coastal side of Christchurch there are no significant interbedded gravels above the Riccar-

ton Gravel as the area is dominated by the Christchurch Formation comprised of marine

fine sediments with some alluvial silts and peats. At the western side of Christchurch, the

Springston Formation is vertically adjacent and continuous with the Riccarton Gravel as

the Christchurch Formation does not exist. Beyond the maximum inland extent of ma-

rine formations, only gravels overlie gravels (without marine formations) often resulting
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in difficulties interpreting marker beds in well logs to accurately determine the forma-

tion boundaries. In the central region of Christchurch, a complex zone of interfingering

between the Springston and Christchurch formations exist, including significant gravel

lobes (Weeber, 2008). The Springston Formation is also often distinguished between

upper and lower Springston formations, predominantly separated by the Christchurch

Formation, in the complex central Christchurch zone (Weeber, 2008). However, the in-

tention of the model developed is to provide a regional representation of the Canterbury

Quaternary stratigraphic sequence which is widely applicable to Christchurch. Hence the

model does not attempt to explicitly capture these localized subsurface features although

it is an area of potential future research. Ultimately, an adequate level of accuracy and

characterisation is provided by the Canterbury Quaternary model in constraining surface

wave analyses to obtain geologically realistic velocity reversals which are consistent with

observed dispersion data.

3.10 Data and resources

Water well data was provided by Environment Canterbury (http:

//canterburymaps.govt.nz/). The Canterbury QMap can be obtained through

GNS Science (http://www.gns.cri.nz/). The CPT data was obtained from the

Canterbury Geotechnical Database (now known as the New Zealand Geotech-

nical Database: https://www.nzgd.org.nz/). Topography digital elevation mod-

els were obtained from the Land Research Information Systems, LRIS, portal

(https://lris.scinfo.org.nz/).

Figures were prepared using Generic Mapping Tools (http://

gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/) and the geological surface development was carried out

using the Move geological modelling software suite (http://www.mve.com/).
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Chapter 4

Investigation of systematic effects

through ground motion simulation of

small-to-moderate magnitude

earthquakes

4.1 Abstract

Many recent studies have seeked to quantify, implement, and utilise the reduction in

standard deviation of empirical ground motion models by removing the ergodic assump-

tion with the goal of developing a non-ergodic probabilistic seismic hazard analysis frame-

work. However, the non-ergodic analysis framework can also be applied to earthquake-

induced ground motion simulations to identify the prediction biases in the adopted sim-

ulation methodology and specific inputs. This chapter focusses on the validation of the

commonly used Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015) hybrid broadband ground motion simu-

lation methodology with the recently developed 3D Canterbury Velocity Model through

simulation of 144 small-to-moderate magnitude earthquake events in the Canterbury, New

Zealand region. By decomposing the prediction residuals, the biases in source, path and

site effects, and their causes, can be determined. The simulations are also benchmarked
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against empirical ground motion models, ultimately resulting in recommendations which

could improve the predictive capabilities of the simulation methodology.

4.2 Introduction

The Canterbury, New Zealand region is a seismically active region where the 2010–

2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (CES) occurred (Bannister and Gledhill, 2012;

Kaiser et al., 2012). The sequence was initiated by the 4th September 2010 Mw 7.1

Darfield earthquake and thousands of aftershocks have since been recorded (Gledhill

et al., 2011; Ristau et al., 2013). Large magnitude earthquakes from the 2010–2011

CES, most notably the 4 September 2010 Mw 7.1 Darfield and 22 February 2011 Mw 6.2

Christchurch earthquakes, have been thoroughly investigated through analysis of ground

motion and seismic source aspects (Kaiser et al., 2012; Bradley and Cubrinovski, 2011;

Bradley, 2012a; Bradley et al., 2014), and comparisons with empirical ground motion

models (GMMs) (Bradley, 2012b, 2016) and ground motion simulations (Razafindrakoto

et al., 2017), as they have the greatest tendency to cause structural, infrastructural and

geotechnical damage. However, large magnitudes earthquakes (e.g. Mw>5.0) occur rel-

atively infrequently within one region thus limiting their applications in analyses involv-

ing repeatable, systematic effects. Comparatively, small-to-moderate magnitude (SMM)

earthquakes (3.5≤ Mw ≤5.0) occur at a much higher frequency and can therefore offer a

wealth of information about systematic source, path and site effects as large number of

recordings can be made at the same locations.

Systematic ground motion phenomena can be examined through a non-ergodic anal-

ysis framework, where the ergodic assumption, which assumes that the variability in

ground motion at a single site-source pairing is the same as the variability across the

global dataset (Anderson and Brune, 1999), is relaxed. The result is a reduction in

aleatory uncertainty and an increase in epistemic uncertainty related to the variability at

a single site that is repeatable. Recently, a considerable number of studies have employed

a non-ergodic framework to investigate the bias and variability of empirical GMMs in

order to quantify and account for their uncertainty toward the development of partially
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non-ergodic probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) where systematic site effects

on ground motion parameters are removed from their total standard deviation. Several

studies quantifying the uncertainty in ground motion prediction have been conducted in-

ternationally (e.g. Lin et al. (2011), Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011)) and also specifically

for the Christchurch region (e.g. Bradley (2015)). Lin et al. (2011) and Rodriguez-Marek

et al. (2011) aimed to quantify the reduction in standard deviation by removing the er-

godic assumption using large datasets (from the Taiwan Strong Motion Instrumentation

Program, TSMIP, and a subset of the KiK-net database, respectively). Both studies

concluded that, on average, the single-station standard deviation was lower than the er-

godic standard deviation. Bradley (2015) applied the non-ergodic framework to examine

region-specific systematic effects in the Canterbury region. Utilising a smaller dataset,

consisting of moderate-to-large magnitudes earthquakes between Mw 4.7–7.1, conclusions

similar to the previous studies were found. Several methods have been developed to

appropriately implement the reduction in uncertainty. (Dawood and Rodriguez-Marek,

2013) investigated the Tohoku earthquake and its corresponding aftershocks, and de-

veloped an approach to include path effects in empirical GMMs by accounting for the

attenuation of subregions which waves propagated through while Rodriguez-Marek et al.

(2013) developed parametric models for single-station standard deviation using data from

various tectonic regions through maximum likelihood regression. Furthermore, (Stafford,

2014) proposed that the ergodic assumption could be removed in ground motion model

development using established approaches in mixed effects regression analysis.

While previous work considered the bias and variability of prediction via empiri-

cal GMMs and the reduction of uncertainty by removing the ergodic assumption, this

study primarily focusses on the application of the non-ergodic analysis framework to

earthquake-induced ground motion simulations and subsequently comparing against em-

pirical GMMs. By applying the same analytical framework of residual decomposition

to ground motion simulations, the prediction biases in the simulation methodology and

specific inputs, and their causes can be inferred. Subsequently, the validation results for

ground motion simulations and empirical GMMs can also be compared to provide further

insight into similarities and differences in their predictive capabilities. Ultimately, rec-
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ommendations can be made to improve their predictive capabilities for use in predicting

future earthquake-induced ground motions as a part of seismic hazard analysis.

This chapter presents a comprehensive investigation of systematic source, path and

site effects in the Canterbury, New Zealand region occurring from ground motion simula-

tion of SMM earthquakes using the Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015) methodology. Firstly,

the earthquake sources and strong motion stations considered are presented, along with

the ground motion processing details. Next, the input models are detailed, followed by

the ground motion simulation validation analysis methodology. Lastly, the results of the

validation are presented.

4.3 Earthquake sources and strong motion stations

considered

The Canterbury region has a wealth of ground motion data, primarily as a result of

the recent 2010–2011 CES and dense array of strong motion recording instrumentation.

Despite the overwhelming attention given to the large magnitude earthquakes which tran-

spired, the quantity of SMM earthquakes which have occurred provides an opportunity

to rigorously investigate systematic source, path and site effects. Due to the inherent

characteristics of SMM earthquakes and the resulting smaller-amplitude ground motions,

a rational selection process of which earthquakes and observed ground motions to consider

is imperative. In this section, the selection criteria and details of the earthquake sources,

strong motion stations and resulting recorded ground motions considered are presented.

4.3.1 Event and station information

Earthquake source descriptions used in this study were obtained from the GeoNet

New Zealand earthquake catalogue (http://info.geonet.org.nz/display/appdata/

Earthquake+Catalogue, Ristau (2008)). Figure 4.1 presents the earthquakes considered,

highlighting their spatial distribution across the region. Also shown are the location of
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strong motion recording stations and raypaths of ground motions considered. The den-

sity of raypaths provides a qualitative illustration of the spatial domain being robustly

assessed in the simulations. The earthquakes are densely located around the Christchurch

city, Rolleston and Darfield areas as most were aftershocks from the 4 September 2010

Mw 7.1 Darfield, and 22 February 2011 Mw 6.2, 13 June 2011 Mw 6.0, and 23 December

2011 Mw 5.9 Christchurch earthquakes. Earthquakes with Mw = 3.5–5.0 were considered

for this study. The minimum Mw 3.5 was chosen to ensure there is good constraint on the

earthquake source parameters and adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the recorded

ground motion records. The maximum Mw 5.0 was chosen to ensure that the point source

approximation is valid (which significantly simplifies the source modelling and consequent

uncertainties) and that there is no appreciable off-fault nonlinear behaviour in order to

reduce uncertainties associated with modelling nonlinear site response. In total, 362

earthquakes in the catalogue met this magnitude requirement in the Canterbury region,

however, many earthquakes did not have ground motions available from the GeoNet file

transfer protocol and/or had only a few high-quality ground motions recorded. After

enforcing a minimum requirement of 5 high-quality ground motions (for reasons discussed

subsequently), 144 earthquakes remained in the final dataset.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the Mw, source-to-site distance (Rrup), and centroid depth (CD)

of the considered events and recorded ground motions. Figure 4.2a shows the Mw–Rrup

distribution of the recordings from which it is illustrated that the database of recorded

ground motions sufficiently covers all magnitude-distance ranges, although the density

of low magnitude, large distance records is lower. Figures 4.2b and 4.2d present the

distribution of Mw and CD of the 144 earthquake sources, respectively. The majority

of sources are Mw ≥ 4.0 and CD ≤ 10km. The distribution of Rrup for the ground

motion recordings considered is shown in Figure 4.2c which illustrate that the majority

of recordings have Rrup ≤ 60km as the amplitudes of the SMM earthquakes are often not

large enough to trigger recording instruments at large Rrup. This limited Rrup range also

means that anelastic attenuation effects in the observations (and subsequently presented

predictions) which become important beyond approximately 70km (Chiou and Youngs,

2008) are not significant. Overall, the ray paths provide relatively wide coverage of the
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Figure 4.1: 144 Earthquake sources and 53 strong motion stations considered within the ground
motion simulation domain. Ray paths of observed ground motions are also shown as black lines.
A total of 1819 ground motions satisfy the quality criteria and are used for simulation validation.
8 strong motion stations without any high-quality recordings are shown as unfilled markers.

Canterbury region and are significantly denser in the Christchurch city area such that

some sites are better represented than others.

Figure 4.3a shows the distribution of the number of sites, NSe, which have recorded

high-quality ground motions (elaborated upon subsequently), for each earthquake e. Fig-

ure 4.3b illustrates the dependence of NSe on event Mw, evidently showing a positive

correlation between the two, as expected. As Mw has been determined in increments

of 0.1, leading to overlapping data points, a darker colour implies more points at that

coordinate.

A total of 45 strong motion stations, whose locations are shown in Figure 4.1, recorded
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Figure 4.2: Earthquake source and ground motion distributions: (a) source-to-site distance
against magnitude plot; (b) magnitude distribution; (c) source-to-site distance distribution; (d)
centroid depth distribution.
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Figure 4.3: Number of ground motion records for each earthquake as: (a) a histogram; and (b)
a plot against source magnitude illustrating the increase in NSe with magnitude. As Mw has
been determined in increments of 0.1, leading to overlapping data points, a darker colour implies
more points at that coordinate.

high-quality ground motions and were considered for the purpose of examining the pre-

dictive capabilities of ground motion simulation. Table D.1 in Appendix D provides the

list of stations along with their geographic coordinates, 30m time-averaged shear-wave

velocity (Vs30), and number of earthquakes observed at the station (NEs). Vs30 values

are taken from Wood et al. (2011), Van Houtte et al. (2014), and Wotherspoon et al.

(2014, 2015, 2016) who collectively characterized the sites through various geotechnical

and geophysical techniques. The range of NEs is large with some stations recording only

a small number of events while several stations have recorded a large number of events.

4.3.2 Processing of observed ground motions

Volume 1 ground motion records were obtained from the GeoNet file transfer protocol

and processed on a record-by-record basis. All ground motions were baseline corrected,

detrended and processed with a low-pass causal butterworth filter of 50 Hz and a high-

pass frequency of 0.08 Hz (Boore and Bommer, 2005) to retain the Fourier amplitudes at

0.1 Hz (Ancheta et al., 2014). As ground motions from SMM events have relatively small

amplitudes, they are often dominated by noise such that the ground motion signal cannot
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be adequately resolved from the recording. In the suite of ground motions corresponding

to the earthquake sources considered, a large percentage of records were considered low-

quality as a result of low signal-to-noise ratio or other factors (e.g. premature ending of

records). In order to produce a database of high-quality ground motion recordings, the

records were passed through a screening process to evaluate their usability. Figure 4.4

illustrates the percentage of records with signal-to-noise ratios which exceed a minimum

ratio for each frequency. For all records, their respective signal-to-noise ratios were deter-

mined by dividing the Fourier spectra of the signal (windowed with a Hanning Taper (Op-

penheim et al., 1999) in the time domain) by the Fourier spectra of the pre-event trace

and then taking the geometric mean of the horizontal components. The pre-event trace

was determined using the ‘ar_pick’ software from the ObsPy python toolbox (Beyreuther

et al., 2010), which calculates the P-wave arrival time based on short-term averages and

long-term averages. The Fourier spectra were smoothed using the Konno-Ohmachi win-

dowing function (Konno and Ohmachi, 1998) with b = 20, as stronger smoothing was

required for the small amplitude ground motions (as opposed to the conventionally-used

b = 40) (Oth et al., 2011). Based on the percentage of usable records shown, a minimum

signal-to-noise ratio of 2.0 was chosen which retains roughly 60% of records above 0.1Hz,

and 80% above 0.2Hz. Additional semi-automated screening criteria required: (1) the av-

erage absolute acceleration of the tail end of the record (defined as the greater of the last

5 seconds or 10% of the record duration) to be less than 5% of the record’s peak ground

acceleration (PGA) to remove ground motions which ended prematurely, (2) the P-wave

arrival must not occur before 0.5 seconds to remove records which are nonsensical and

partially to remove records without a sufficiently long pre-event trace, and (3) the P-wave

arrival must occur before 5% of the cumulative Arias intensity is reached. The values used

in these criteria were determined from preliminary analysis of the ground motion dataset.

The ground motion records were subsequently manually screened to ensure the integrity

of the resultant high-quality dataset. The final ground motion dataset considered consists

of 1819 ground motion recordings from an initial set of 4272.
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Figure 4.4: Percentage of usable ground motions at each frequency for a given minimum signal-
to-noise ratio. A minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 2.0 was selected for use in subsequent simu-
lation validation.

4.4 Ground motion modelling methodologies and in-

puts

4.4.1 Broadband ground motion simulation methodology

This study adopts the hybrid broadband ground motion simulation methodology

developed by Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015). This method uses two different approaches

for simulating the low- and high-frequency components (LF and HF, respectively) of the

ground motion which are then combined in the time domain using a 4th order butterworth

filter to produce a single broadband time series.

The LF simulation component uses a comprehensive representation of source and

wave propagation physics by solving the 3D viscoelastic wave equation using a staggered-

grid finite difference scheme with fourth-order spatial and second-order temporal accu-

racies. For the SMM earthquake events considered, the earthquake source is modelled
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as a double-couple point source. Anelastic attenuation is incorporated using the coarse-

grained approach by Day and Bradley (2001), with quality factors given by the relations

Qs = 50Vs and Qp = 2Qs. Lee and Bradley (2016) compared the relations with regional

travel-time tomography and Qp models in the Canterbury region developed by Eberhart-

Phillips et al. (2010, 2015) and found the relations match the data well down to 12km

below mean sea level.

The HF simulation component is computed using a simplified physics-based simula-

tion which considers a stochastic source radiation pattern and simplified wave propagation

through a simple 1D layered velocity model. The simulation considers two types of rays

propagating from the source to the site, a direct ray and a Moho-reflected ray. Attenua-

tion is incorporated using a travel-time weighted average of the Q values for each of the

1D velocity model layers and a HF attenuation factor of κ = 0.045. A mean Brune stress

parameter of ∆σ=5MPa was also used. These are typical values for active shallow crustal

regions (Graves and Pitarka, 2010) and the suitability of the values were demonstrated by

source-specific studies of the Canterbury earthquake sequence (Oth and Kaiser, 2014), and

other ground motion simulations of the Canterbury earthquakes (Razafindrakoto et al.,

2017)).

As the modelled near-surface velocity structure is a coarse representation of the real

site conditions, as a result of the velocity model discretisation, enforced minimum ve-

locities (discussed subsequently), and lack of sufficient knowledge regarding the detailed

near-surface structure, site-specific amplification is applied. Graves and Pitarka (2010,

2015) utilises the period-dependent Vs30-based site-specific amplification factor of Camp-

bell and Bozorgnia (2014). The amplification is modified to be applied in full up to

a period of T = 1s to account for the aforementioned small-scale limitations, but only

partially for T > 1s as some longer period effects are explicitly accounted for in the sim-

ulations. For T > 1s, the amplification is limited to be no greater than the value at T =

1s and the amplification also tapers to unity between 2 to 5s.

The ground motion simulations were performed within a computational domain of

140 km x 120 km x 46km (whose surface projection is shown in Figure 4.1), with a
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finite difference grid spacing of 0.1 km. As the maximum resolvable frequency in the

LF simulations is dependent on the grid resolution and minimum shear wave velocity,

a minimum shear wave velocity of 500m/s is enforced in the Canterbury basin to yield

a maximum frequency of 1.0 Hz, which is subsequently the transition frequency where

the LF and HF components are merged. The simulation domain adopts the bulldozed

topography approach such that topography is not modelled. Preliminary simulations

tested the squashed tapered topography approach which accounts for topography but

found differences to be insignificant for the Canterbury region, which is mostly a flat

alluvial plain. A time increment of ∆t = 0.005s was utilised, matching the timestep

of strong motion station recordings, for 20,000 time steps to produce simulated ground

motions of 100s duration.

4.4.2 Seismic velocity models of the region

To simulate LF ground motions the recently developed 3D Canterbury Velocity Model

(CantVM; Lee et al. (2017)) is used in this study to provide the P-wave and S-wave veloci-

ties, and density required. The CantVM was developed using various datasets such as seis-

mic reflection, petroleum and hydrologic well logs, cone penetration tests, geologic cross

sections, and travel-time tomography. Figure 4.5 presents a fence diagram of five cross

sections of the CantVM through the Canterbury region which highlights the dominant

regional geologic features. The CantVM explicitly models the Canterbury sedimentary

basin with high spatial resolution via five distinct geologic layers. The shallowest layer,

the Quaternary unit, is prescribed velocities from the 1D velocity model discussed subse-

quently, while the other three layers are prescribed constant velocities. The depth of the

sedimentary basin (e.g. depth to geologic Basement) generally ranges from around 1500m

to 2500m in the Canterbury Basin (Lee et al., 2017). The Basement structure utilizes

velocities from the regional-scale Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010) seismic velocity model

which varies smoothly with location and depth. Additionally, the high velocity Banks

Peninsula volcanics (BPV), located beneath and adjacent to the Christchurch city, is also

explicitly modelled. The geologic features modelled have been noted in validated simula-
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Figure 4.5: Fence diagram of five shear wave velocity, Vs, cross sections through the 3D Can-
terbury Velocity Model across the Canterbury region, highlighting the velocity variations and
modelled geologic features.

tions of historical and future prospective events (e.g. Bradley et al. (2017), Bradley et al.

(2017), Razafindrakoto et al. (2017)) to strongly influence earthquake ground motions

through phenomena such as basin wave guide effects, basin edge effects, and nonlinear

soil response at frequencies of engineering interest.

For the HF portion of the ground motion simulations, a regional 1D velocity model

is used. Figure 4.6 presents the P-wave and S-wave velocity, and density profiles which

comprise the 1D velocity model. The profiles have several low velocity and density layers

in the top 5km which effectively represents the Canterbury sedimentary basin, while

deeper layers represent geologic Basement rock. Only the top 40km of the model is shown

here as the model takes on constant values below 38km. In the simulations, this interface

at 38km is considered to be the Moho.
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Figure 4.6: 1D velocity model used for the HF ground motion simulations, (a) P-wave and
S-wave velocities, and (b) density.

4.4.3 Empirical ground motion intensity measure models

The results from the ground motion simulations of SMM earthquakes are presented

and investigated through a comprehensive comparison between observed and simulated

ground motions, as well as empirical predictions of ground motion intensity measures

(IMs), specifically, peak ground acceleration, PGA; pseudo-spectral accelerations, pSA;

peak ground velocity, PGV; Arias intensity, AI; and 5-75% and 5-95% significant dura-

tions, Ds575 and Ds595, respectively. The empirical prediction models considered in this

study are the Bradley (2013) New Zealand-specific ground motion model for PGA, pSA

and PGV; Campbell and Bozorgnia (2012) for AI; and Afshari and Stewart (2016) for

Ds575 and Ds595.

The aim of using empirical prediction models is to provide insight into the relative

predictive capability of the simulations, and hence no attempt is made to utilise an ex-

haustive ensemble of empirical models. Despite this, the basic rationale for the considered

models is as follows. The Bradley (2013) PGA/pSA/PGV model was developed from a

robust database of New Zealand recordings through modifications of the Chiou et al.

(2010) model, in particular, with attention to the explicit consideration of SMM earth-
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quakes. The Campbell and Bozorgnia (2012) model was developed using the NGA-West

dataset and utilises a functional form identical to many other accepted empirical ground

motion models (e.g. Campbell and Bozorgnia (2010)). Although the model is only valid

for shallow crustal earthquakes in active tectonic regions between Mw 5.0 and 7.5–8.5

(depending on the fault mechanism), it is still used as there is currently no AI model

that has been extensively validated for the magnitude range considered in this study.

The Afshari and Stewart (2016) model was considered the most appropriate model for

significant duration prediction, being developed from the NGA-West2 dataset for active

crustal regions with explicit consideration for earthquakes with Mw between 3.0 and 7.9,

as opposed to other significant duration models which are not developed for such small

magnitude events (e.g. Kempton and Stewart (2006), Bommer et al. (2009)). Note that

while neither Afshari and Stewart (2016) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2012) are New

Zealand-specific empirical models, the consistency of the Chiou et al. (2010) model with

New Zealand ground motion observations (Bradley, 2013) implies that such models are

likely reasonable.

4.5 Ground motion simulation validation analysis

methodology

Due to the large number of earthquake events considered, results are presented in

two phases to highlight the essential characteristics. Firstly, detailed comparisons of two

events are presented through comparisons with ground motion waveforms and intensity

measures. Subsequently, results from the entire dataset of ground motions are examined

in the form of prediction residuals which are partitioned into between-event and within-

event residuals, δBe and δWes, respectively. Trends in δBe and δWes are used to infer

systematic source, path and site effects.

Here we outline the framework with which any systematic biases can be determined,

following the notation of Al Atik et al. (2010). The general form of a ground motion

model (GMM) for an event, e, and station location, s, pairing can be written as:
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ln IMes = fes + δBe + δWes (4.1)

where ln IMes is the natural logarithm of the observed intensity measure; fes is the me-

dian of the predicted logarithmic intensity measure (given by either the ground motion

simulation or an empirical GMM) which is a function of the earthquake rupture, e, and

site location, s; δBe is the between-event residual with zero mean and variance τ 2; and

δWes is the within-event residual with zero mean and variance ϕ2. Therefore the ground

motion models can provide the following normally distributed prediction:

ln IMes ∼ N(fes, τ 2 + ϕ2) (4.2)

The between-event residual represents the fixed-effect bias between observation and

the median prediction for an individual earthquake, e, which is computed approximately

as:

δBe = 1
NSe

NSe∑
s=1

(ln IMes − fes) (4.3)

where NSe is the number of stations which recorded ground motions from earthquake e

(Figure 4.3). We note that this approximation is valid as we limit the minimum number

of NSe ≥ 5.0 (Abrahamson and Youngs, 1992; Stafford, 2012). The so-called systematic

location-to-location residual, δL2L, which is used here to represent the average bias in

the Canterbury region as a whole, can be computed as the mean value of δBe from all

the events considered:

δL2Ll = 1
NE

NE∑
e=1

δBe (4.4)

where NE = 144 for this study. The ‘remaining’ portion of the between-event residual,

or event-corrected residual, δB0
el, for each event, can then be computed from:

δB0
el = δBe − δL2Ll (4.5)
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The within-event residual, δWes, then follows from Equation 4.1 as the misfit between

observation and the event-corrected median prediction:

δWes = ln IMes − (fes + δBe) (4.6)

The systematic site-to-site residual, δS2Ss, which represents the systematic site ef-

fects, can be computed for each station as the mean value of δWes:

δS2Ss = 1
NEs

NEs∑
e=1

δWes (4.7)

where NEs is the number of ground motions recorded at a given site, s, as previously

shown in Table 1. Finally, the ‘remaining’ within-event residual, or event- and site-

corrected residual, can then be computed as:

δW 0
es = δWes − δS2Ss (4.8)

4.6 Representative results for individual earthquake

events

4.6.1 23 December 2011 Mw 4.9

The first event examined in detail is the 23rd December 2011 Mw 4.9 earthquake

located at CD = 4km, under Banks Peninsula. The focal mechanism of the event was

a right lateral strike slip fault (strike ϕ = 254°, δ = dip 80°, λ = rake 163°). NSe

= 43 strong motion stations recorded high-quality ground motions for this event. For

several sites located in the vicinity of the Christchurch city area, recorded waves will have

propagated through the high-velocity BPV (Lee et al., 2017).

Figure 4.7 provides a comparison of the observed and simulated velocity time series at

10 stations of interest chosen because of their location, and quantity and quality of record-
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ings across multiple earthquakes. The CACS, CBGS, NNBS and REHS sites are located

on soft sedimentary deposits underlain by the sloped BPV edifice in the Christchurch

city area, the ASHS, DSLC and SWNC sites are located in the wider Canterbury Plains

region (herein referred to simply as the Canterbury Plains) where the stratigraphy is pre-

dominantly gravels, and the D14C, PARS, and STKS sites are rock sites located on the

BPV outcrop (Van Houtte et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017). Figure 4.7 illustrates that the

simulated ground motions capture many of the general features of the observed ground

motions. Amplitudes and arrival times, in particular, appear visually to be well predicted

for many of the stations presented. As expected, the sites located in the Canterbury

Plains have the smallest peak ground velocity (shown to the right of each ground motion)

due to their large Rrup, while the sites located in the Christchurch city and atop the BPV

have comparable peak values. The rock site records are dominated by HF motion while

the Christchurch city and Canterbury Plains sites have noticeable LF acceleration ampli-

tudes as well. The Canterbury Plains sites also have significant late-arriving basin-guided

waveforms. The duration of simulated ground motions appear to match the observed

ground motions relatively well for the records shown in Figure 4.7 for this event, however

in general this is not the case as elaborated on subsequently.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the considered ground-motion IMs as a function of Rrup for the

43 observed and simulated motions. The median and ±1 standard deviation of the rel-

evant empirical prediction model is shown in these figures as the solid and dashed lines,

respectively. Note that to show the empirical model as a single line with Rrup on Fig-

ure 9 a reference Vs30 of 250m/s is used, corresponding to an NZS1170.5 (New Zealand

Standards, 2004) site class of D which the majority of strong motion stations in Can-

terbury are classified as (while site-specific prediction bias comparisons use the value of

each individual station). Both simulation and empirical model provide a generally good

comparison with observed amplitudes for the PGA, pSA and PGV IMs. In particular, the

PGA and pSA(0.2s) are predicted well at all Rrup; in contrast the simulation appears to

overpredict for pSA(1.0s) and pSA(3.0s) between 20 and 50km, while the empirical model

underpredicts in this range. The simulated PGV values also appear to be overpredicted

at this distance range but to a lesser degree. The simulated AI values compare relatively
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of observed (black) and simulated (red) broadband velocity time series
at ten strong-motion stations of interest for the 23rd December 2011 Mw 4.9 event. Maximum
observed PGV values are provided to the right of each waveform in cm/s. The three columns
represent the 000 (north-south), 090 (east-west), and vertical components.
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well against observations up to 60km, above which it begins to underpredict. Meanwhile

the empirical model appears to adequately predict the attenuation of AI. For the signif-

icant duration intensity measures, the empirical models provide values which are largely

consistent with the observations while the simulated values are often significantly under-

predicting. As discussed subsequently in detail, the cause of underprediction manifests

from the HF simulation path duration being too short. Boore and Thompson (2014, 2015)

found that current path duration models used in stochastic simulations don’t appropri-

ately account for all factors which increase duration with distance (e.g. different arrival

times for waves of varying speed, scattering, reflected and basin waves). The significant

durations of many simulated ground motions, shown in Figure 4.8, are dominated by

the HF acceleration amplitudes and hence demonstrate this underprediction, especially

for Ds575. However, ground motions which have significant LF acceleration amplitudes,

such as those with significant basin-induced waves, actually produce significant durations

which are largely consistent with the observations.

Figure 4.9 provides a summary of the pSA bias over all vibration periods. Both

empirical and simulated predictions have no practical bias at vibration periods T<0.3s.

However, the empirical prediction then steadily increases to just over 1 natural log unit at

a period of T = 10s implying that the model is increasingly underpredicting with longer

periods. Bradley (2015) investigated the bias of large amplitude ground motions from the

2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence and found a similar trend was evident. On

the other hand, the simulated results show relatively smaller residuals with the largest

mean residual in size, -0.5 natural log units, occurring at roughly T = 2.0 seconds but

having practically no bias at periods T>4s. Overall, the empirical model appears to

predict well at short periods, up to roughly T = 0.6s while the simulation predicts well

across the periods investigated except around T = 2.0s.

4.6.2 21 July 2011 Mw 4.7

The second event examined in detail is the 21 July 2011 Mw 4.7 earthquake located

near Dunsandel at CD = 6km depth. The focal mechanism of the event was also a right
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Figure 4.8: Observed, simulated and empirically predicted geometric mean ground-motion in-
tensities as a function of source-to-site distance, Rrup, for the 23rd December 2011 Mw 4.9 event:
(a) PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of residuals between observed and that predicted by either empirical
or simulated predictions of pSA as a function of vibration period for all stations with ground
motion recordings from the 23rd December 2011 Mw 4.9 event. Solid lines indicate the mean
residual and the shaded regions indicate plus or minus one standard deviation.

lateral strike slip fault (ϕ = 47°, δ = 83°, λ = -158°). NSe = 22 strong motion stations

recorded high-quality ground motions for this event.

Figure 4.10 provides a comparison of the observed and simulated velocity time series

at another 10 stations, some of which are common to the previous event presented. The

CACS, CBGS, and PPHS sites are located in the Christchurch city area, the ADCS,

ASHS, DSLC, EYRS and SLRC sites are located in the Canterbury Plains, and the D14C

and D15C sites are rock sites located on Banks Peninsula. As the earthquake source

is located in the Canterbury Plains, a larger proportion of Canterbury Plains sites are

shown for this event. Once again, most simulated ground motions appear to capture

the amplitudes and arrival times well for the Christchurch and Canterbury Plains sites,

although not for the rock sites where the arrival time is evidently late. The late arrival

is caused by the generic 1D velocity model representing a sedimentary basin for the top

5km where velocties are low compared to to volcanic rock in reality. As noted in the

previous example, the rock site records are dominated by HF acceleration amplitudes

while the other sites have noticeable LF acceleration amplitudes as well. Several sites

also exhibit late-arriving long period basin-guided waves (e.g. ADCS and ASHS), but
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of observed (black) and simulated (red) broadband velocity time series
at ten strong-motion stations of interest for the 21st July 2011 Mw 4.7 event. Maximum observed
values are provided to the right of each waveform in cm/s. The three columns represent the 000
(north-south), 090 (east-west), and vertical components.

the amplitude of these waveforms are smaller than those of the previous event because

of the deeper event depth. The short duration of simulations is even more apparent than

the previously presented Mw 4.9 event (subsequent discussions highlight this magnitude-

dependence). The HF ground motion resulting from Moho reflections are also visible in

several records shown (most noticeable in the D14C and D15C sites) as the isolated HF

waveforms arriving after the HF ground motion from the direct ray.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the considered ground-motion IMs as a function of Rrup for
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the 22 observed and simulated motions. Both simulation and empirical model provides

a generally good comparison with observed amplitudes for the PGA, pSA and PGV at

all Rrup, except for pSA(3.0s) which is slightly overpredicted. The simulated AI values

appear to slightly underpredict between 30 and 60km which is where the majority of the

stations are located. For the significant duration intensity measures, the empirical models

once again provide values which are mostly consistent with the observations. Almost all

simulated Ds575 values are governed by the HF acceleration amplitudes from the direct ray

and therefore consistently underpredict. However, most simulated Ds595 values provide

what appears to be reasonable predictions, although with a slight negative trend with

increasing Rrup. These Ds595 values are essentially governed by the duration between the

direct and Moho-reflected HF waveforms.

Figure 4.12 provides a summary of the pSA bias over all vibration periods. The

simulation has no practical bias across all vibration periods considered while the empirical

model has no practical bias up to T = 0.5s, with increasing underprediction for T >0.5s,

similar to the previous event presented.

4.7 Observed systematic effects in ground motion

modelling

4.7.1 Between-event residual, δBe

4.7.1.1 Comparison for entire dataset

The between-event residuals, δBe, which represent the fixed-effect bias from each in-

dividual earthquake, are inherently associated with the location and source characteristics

of each event. The present stress field of the Canterbury region typically favours inland

strike-slip faulting and reverse faulting in the coastal areas (Sibson et al., 2011), hence

most sources considered in this study are strike-slip or reverse faults. In the ground mo-

tion simulations, the between-event bias can arise from the various factors associated with
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Figure 4.11: Observed, simulated and empirically predicted geometric mean ground-motion
intensities as a function of source-to-site distance, Rrup, for the 21st July 2011 Mw 4.7 event:
(a) PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of residuals between observed and either empirical or simulated pre-
dictions of pseudospecetral accelerations as a function of vibration period for all stations with
ground motion recordings from the 21st July 2011 Mw 4.7 event. Solid lines indicate the mean
residual and the shaded regions indicate plus or minus one standard deviation.

the location of the earthquake source and kinematic source parameters which describe the

fault’s slip evolution. As the source models are simplified as point sources for this study,

the primary factors which characterise the source model are the magnitude, HF stress pa-

rameters, location in the Earth’s crust and faulting mechanism. It should be noted here

that the source rupture velocity is determined from the 1D velocity model, which effec-

tively models a sedimentary basin above 5km. As a result, the earthquake sources located

shallower than 5km have substantially lower rupture velocity than deeper sources. The

empirical GMMs considered in this study represent the source effects through magnitude

scaling, depth-to-rupture measures (e.g. ZT OR), and faulting mechanism modifications.

Figure 4.13a and b present the computed values for δBe as a function of pSA vi-

bration period for the 144 events considered for the simulated and empirical predictions,

respectively. The mean of each subset, also known as the systematic location-to-location

residual, δL2L (Equation 4.4), is also shown along with the ±1 standard deviation values

of the δBe values as the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The simulation δL2L has

negative bias at all periods considered, ranging from -0.5 – -0.3 natural log units suggest-

ing the simulated pSA are systematically overpredicted. The empirical δL2L also exhibits
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negative bias at short periods, up to roughly T = 0.3s but is practically unbiased between

T = 0.3–3.0s. For T>3.0s, the empirical δL2L increases to one natural log unit at T =

10s.

Figure 4.13c and d present the computed values of δBe for the other considered

intensity measures; PGA, AI, PGV, Ds575, and Ds595, for the 144 events considered for

the simulated and empirical predictions, respectively. The δL2L and corresponding ±1

standard deviation are plotted as the large points and horizontal lines, respectively. The

δL2L for simulated PGA and PGV are negative, which is an expected result as the δL2L

for simulated pSA are also negative at all periods considered. However, δL2L for simulated

AI is zero suggesting that the energy released from the sources are unbiased across the 144

earthquakes. The δL2L for both simulated Ds575 and Ds595 are severely underpredicted,

with essentially every earthquake event having a positive δBe. The δL2L for empirical

PGA and AI are negative, while the δL2L for empirical PGV is approximately zero. As

PGA and AI are short period intensity measures, and PGV is a moderate period intensity

measure, these results are consistent with the results shown by the pSA δL2L. The δL2L

for both empirical Ds575 and Ds595 are small and are therefore considered unbiased.

4.7.1.2 Dependence on source parameters

The results presented in Figure 4.13 illustrate the overall characteristics of δBe. To

further determine the causes of the biases, the δBe values are plotted against several pre-

dictor variables; Mw, CD and focal mechanism. Here, only a subset of selected plots are

shown to highlight particular trends while an exhaustive set of plots is provided in Ap-

pendix E. Figures 4.14a–d provide comparisons between δBe and Mw for PGA, pSA(3.0s),

Ds595 and AI, respectively. The comparison with PGA highlights the dependence of δBe on

Mw where smaller Mw events have simulated values which increasingly overpredict PGA.

The comparison with Ds595 highlights that δBe decreases with increasing Mw. These two

trends are inherently linked by the HF path duration. With increasing magnitude, the

source duration increases such that the path duration comprises an increasingly smaller

percentage of the total duration. An increase in the total duration independently of the
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Figure 4.13: Computed between-event residuals for the 144 earthquakes (grey lines and points)
and the location-to-location residual for: (a) simulated vs observed pSA; (b) empirical vs ob-
served pSA; (c) other simulated vs observed IMs; and (d) other empirical vs observed IMs. δL2L
and the ±1 standard deviation values of the δBe values are shown as the solid and dashed lines,
respectively, for pSA plots and the large points and horizontal lines, respectively, for the IM
plots.
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path duration, decreases the underprediction of significant durations and overprediction

of PGA and short period pSA. The comparison with AI shows there is no statistically

significant dependence between δBe and Mw for AI which reinforces that the total energy

in the simulated waveform is unbiased for all Mw considered.

Figure 4.15 provides comparisons of δBe with CD and faulting mechanism for PGA

and pSA(3.0s). Firstly, δBe shows no dependence on CD for PGA. However, the posi-

tive trend observed in the comparison of δBe with CD for pSA(3.0s) occurs as a feature

of the Canterbury Basin. Shallower earthquakes naturally have shallower incidence an-

gles upon the basin boundary which results in more basin-induced waves. Additionally,

4km deep earthquakes had larger overprediction due to lower rupture velocities. The

comparison between δBe and fault mechanism for both PGA and pSA(3.0s) shows an

apparent bias for reverse faulting to overpredict more than other fault mechnisms. This

result was also established from observation of global databases (e.g. NGA-West2, An-

cheta et al. (2014)) and also from regression analysis for empirical ground motion models

(e.g. Bradley (2013)). However, it should be noted that reverse faults were also mostly

shallow and located in the Pegasus Bay area while other fault mechanisms included deeper

earthquakes.

4.7.1.3 Spatial dependence

In order to assess the spatial variation of δBe, geostatistical Kriging (with an expo-

nential variogram determined from a least squares optimisation approach) was used to

develop surfaces which predict δB0
e, the variation of δBe from δL2L, across the Canter-

bury region. Figure 4.16a–b and 4.17a–b present the surfaces, along with the constraining

data, for the PGA, pSA(0.2s), pSA(1.0s) and pSA(3.0s) for the simulations, respectively.

The spatial distribution of δB0
e for the empirical predictions are included in Appendix G.

Across the region, there doesn’t appear to be any significant trends except in the Pegasus

bay area (roughly longitude 172.8°and latitude -43.5°) where most earthquakes appear to

systematically overpredict observations relative to the mean. However, it should be noted

that the earthquakes which occurred in this region are generally shallow, which have sys-
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of simulated between-event residual against Mw for: (a) PGA; (b)
pSA(3.0s); (c) Ds595; and (d) AI.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of simulated between-event residual against: (a) CD for PGA; (b)
faulting mechanism for PGA; (c) CD for pSA(3.0s); (d) faulting mechanism for pSA(3.0s).
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tematically overpredicted PGA and pSA amplitudes (as elaborated upon subsequently).

Earthquakes which are located on Banks Peninsula tend to underpredict observations

relative to the mean. The spatial distribution of bias appears to be relatively consistent

between vibration periods. Note that since the correlation of spatial bias of δB0
e across

periods is similar, then this indicates source properties such as the Brune stress parameter

could be considered regionally variable.

Figure 4.18a–b and 4.19a–b present the spatial variation plots of δB0
e for PGV, AI,

Ds575 and Ds595 δB0
e from simulations, respectively. The PGV and AI appear to demon-

strate trends similar to the PGA and pSA surfaces. The significant duration intensity

measures generally appear to be underpredicted everywhere except in Christchurch city.

4.7.2 Within-event residual, δWes

The Canterbury region has a complex geology which results in strong motion sta-

tions being located on a diverse range of site conditions. Broadly speaking, the Canter-

bury region can be loosely categorised into three geographic regions with distinct geologic

character; Banks Peninsula, Christchurch city, and the Canterbury Plains. Stations lo-

cated on Banks Peninsula are generally volcanic rock sites with high velocity and stiff-

ness (Van Houtte et al., 2012). Stations located in Christchurch city are generally un-

derlain by a sequence of interbedded marine and gravel formations, as well as the Banks

Peninsula volcanics at depth, all of which can lead to complex wave propagation (Wother-

spoon et al., 2014, 2015; Lee et al., 2017). Stations located on the Canterbury Plains are

mostly characterised as deep soil sites corresponding to the sedimentary deposits of the

Canterbury Basin (with the exception of sites located near the Basement outcrop at the

Canterbury foothills), and are predominantly gravel near-surface (Wotherspoon et al.,

2016). The analyses presented here will loosely evaluate each of these categories as well

as investigate specific sites where novel features are observed. In subsequent figures, the

average of δWes, δS2Ss, and ±1 standard deviation are shown as solid and dashed lines,

respectively, for pSA plots and large points and horizontal lines, respectively, for plots of

other intensity measures.
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Figure 4.16: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residual, δB0
e , for simulated: (a)

PGA; and (b) pSA(0.2s), for all 144 earthquake events.
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Figure 4.17: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residual, δB0
e , for simulated: (a)

pSA(1.0s); and (b) pSA(3.0s), for all 144 earthquake events.
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Figure 4.18: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e , for simulated

intensity measures: (a) PGV; and (b) AI, for all 144 earthquake events.
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Figure 4.19: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e , for simulated

intensity measures: (a) Ds575; and (b) Ds595, for all 144 earthquake events.
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As within-event residuals are inherently associated with the path and site effects,

the components of the prediction which account for these effects are the cause of any

bias present. For simulated ground motions, the path effect is dependent on the wave

propagation through the specific velocity model (3D CantVM for LF and 1D velocity

model for HF, as shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, respectively). Site effects are also dependent

on the velocity model, however, the resolution of the velocity models used are usually

unable to accurately capture the near-surface site effects. Therefore site amplification is

also applied via the Vs30-based shallow site response term developed by Campbell and

Bozorgnia (2014). The Bradley (2013), Campbell and Bozorgnia (2012) and Afshari and

Stewart (2016) empirical GMMs, used for the considered IMs, all treat path effects through

various source-to-site distance parameters, and site effects through Vs30 and depth-to-

rock parameters (e.g. Z1.0 and Z2.5, although these values have been calculated using

the Abrahamson and Silva (2008) correlations with Vs30 for this study).

4.7.2.1 Systematic site residuals for all stations

Figure 4.20 presents all δS2Ss for the 45 strong motion stations considered for both

simulated and empirical predictions, as well as the standard deviation. As expected, the

average of δS2Ss values are effectively zero for both simulated and empirical predictions (as

this is the effect of the between-event residual). Figure 4.20 serves to clearly illustrate that

a significant amount of the variability between observation and prediction is the result of

systematic site effects. The standard deviations are relatively similar between simulation

and empirical prediction, likely because both consider site amplification through Vs30.

Figure 4.21 presents plots of the correlation between simulated and empirical δS2Ss

for PGA and pSA(0.2s), pSA(1.0s) and pSA(3.0s). The correlation coefficient is large as

the HF simulation uses a simplified physics-based methodology, which is similar to that

used in empirical models (with the exception that the HF simulation is via Fourier spectra,

while the empirical model predicts response spectra directly). Both also use a similar Vs30-

based site amplification, hence it is not surprising that they produce similar predictions,

and hence have similar site-specific residuals. For pSA(3.0s), the correlation coefficient is
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Figure 4.20: Computed δS2Ss for all 45 stations considered for: (a) simulated pSA; (b) empirical
pSA; (c) other simulated IMs; and (d) other empirically predicted IMs.
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Figure 4.21: Correlation between simulated and empirical δS2Ss for all 45 stations considered
for: (a) PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s).

smaller and the trend also suggests that simulated δS2Ss are generally larger when both

are positive. This is also likely caused by the use of Vs30-based site amplification in both

simulated and empirical methods. As small-scale site effects are not explicitly accounted

for in HF simulations, the use of Vs30-based site amplification accounts for this in the same

manner as empirical GMMs, as noted above. However, for LF simulations, moderate- and

large-scale features are more explicitly accounted for, but site effects are also partially

accounted for with Vs30-based site amplification as well. This can effectively lead to

‘double counting’ of site effects resulting in greater over-amplification (as elaborated upon

in the discussion section).

Figure 4.22a and b summarises the correlation coefficients between simulated and

empirical prediction δS2Ss for pSA and other intensity measures considered, respectively.

Figure 4.22a reinforces the previous notion suggesting that short periods were strongly

correlated while long periods were not. All other intensity measures considered also show
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Figure 4.22: Correlation coefficients between simulated and empirical δS2Ss for: (a) pSA; (b)
other IMs.

strong correlation except for Ds595. The weak correlation for Ds595 arises due to the direct

and Moho-reflected HF acceleration amplitudes, where some Ds595 values are governed by

the direct arrival alone, while others are governed by the duration between the two, or by

the LF acceleration amplitudes.

4.7.2.2 Dependence on path and site parameters

In order to broadly evaluate the biases resulting from path and site parameters, the

within-event residuals are compared against common predictor variables, specifically Rrup

and Vs30. As with the δBe, only a subset of comparisons with simulation are presented

here while an exhaustive set of plots for both simulation and empirical prediction are

included in the Appendix E. In these plots, a linear regression and moving average with

±1 standard deviation are also plotted. Figure 4.23a and c illustrate the comparisons

of within-event residual against Rrup for PGA and Ds595, respectively. The comparison

for PGA shows that the linear regression suggests that there is a statistically significant

trend, however the moving average suggests that the trend only exists at distances beyond

roughly 50km. The comparison for Ds595 shows no trend below 20km, a steep negative

trend between 20 and 30, and a slight positive trend above 30km. The most likely cause of

these trends is once again the path duration, in particular its simplistic approach towards

accounting for geometric spreading, and also the poor representation of the Moho in the
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of simulated within-event residual against: (a) Rrup for PGA; (b) Vs30
for PGA; (c) Rrup for Ds595; and (d) Vs30 for Ds595. The dashed orange line represents the linear
trend of the data while the red solid line represents the moving average. Red dashed lines are
the ±1 standard deviation of the moving average.

Canterbury region by the velocity models. The comparison with Vs30 for PGA shown

in 4.23b suggests that there is a positive but weak trend, such that lower Vs30 sites

overpredict more. This is likely a cause of overamplification via the period-dependent

Vs30-based site amplification which is applied at periods including those which have site

effects already explicitly modelled (i.e. above 1.0s). The comparison with Vs30 for Ds595

presented in 4.23d shows no significant trend.

4.7.2.3 Spatial dependence

Similar to the between-event residual, the spatial variation of δS2Ss across the Can-

terbury region can be assessed by plotting the spatial distribution of δS2Ss (as the mean

of δS2Ss is small). The δS2Ss values from the 45 strong motion stations are used to de-
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velop surfaces which predict δS2Ss through geostatistical Kriging (with an exponential

variogram determined from a least squares optimisation approach) for various intensity

measures. Figure 4.24a–b and 4.25a–b presents surfaces, along with the constraining data,

of the PGA, pSA(0.2s), pSA(1.0s) and pSA(3.0s) for the simulations, respectively. Sur-

faces predicting δS2Ss for the empirical predictions are included in Appendix G. There are

many similar trends which are common between the PGA and pSA maps. The Canter-

bury Plains immediately west of Christchurch City have positive δS2Ss while areas near

or on the Canterbury foothills, where the geologic Basement is shallow or outcropped, are

negative. Negative δS2Ss are also present for the rock sites located on Banks Peninsula

or near the BPV outcrop. The rock site HF ground motions are underpredicted as a

result of the generic 1D velocity model not modelling the rock, hence resulting in smaller

HF motions. Additionally, at short periods where small-scale features are significant, the

Christchurch City region can be roughly separated into two areas, the western side which

overpredicts and the eastern side which underpredicts. This segregation is mostly a result

of the different surface geology where the Christchurch Formation, which mainly consists

of marine sediments, is prevalent in the east and the Springston Formation, which is pre-

dominantly gravel, is prevalent in the west. The discrepancies between velocity models

and reality, particularly near-surface, suggest that explicit site response is needed.

Figure 4.26a–b and 4.27a–b presents maps of the spatial variation of other inten-

sity measures considered in this study for the simulations. AI and PGV, as short and

moderate period intensity measures, respectively, show similar spatial variation to the

PGA, pSA(0.2s) and pSA(1.0s). The Ds575 and Ds595 appear to have a few characteristic

areas where strong trends are present. Ds575 and Ds595 in the Christchurch city area are

underpredicted. However, in the Banks Peninsula area, Ds575 is overpredicted while Ds595

is underpredicted.
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Figure 4.24: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for simulated: (a) PGA; and (b) pSA(0.2s), for all 45
strong motion stations.
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Figure 4.25: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for simulated: (a) pSA(1.0s); and (b) pSA(3.0s), for
all 45 strong motion stations.
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Figure 4.26: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for simulated intensity measures: (a) PGV; and (b)
AI, for all 45 strong motion stations.
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Figure 4.27: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for simulated intensity measures: (a) Ds575; and (b)
Ds595, for all 45 strong motion stations.
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4.7.2.4 Location specific

4.7.2.4.1 Banks Peninsula volcanic sites

Firstly, the spectral response at Banks Peninsula rock sites is investigated. It is im-

portant to note that rock sites are often used as references for site response investigations

as they are unlikely to be affected by nonlinear effects during large amplitude ground shak-

ing and often have ‘flat’ site response. Figure 4.28 presents the pSA within-event residuals

for the simulated and empirical ground motion predictions at the D14C and STKS sites

which both have a modelled Vs30 of 600m/s. Both sites are located on the northern edge

of Banks Peninsula, commonly referred to as the Port Hills. For both simulated and em-

pirical predictions, on average, both sites display positive δS2Ss at short periods with a

peak at around T = 0.04–0.05s. The results also show some slightly negative δS2Ss values

at T >0.3s for all cases shown here except the simulated D14C case which has δS2Ss ≈

0. The positive short period δS2Ss residuals shown here can be attributed to the adopted

1D velocity model used in the HF simulation, which is representative of a sedimentary

basin (which is relevant for the majority of sites in Canterbury) in the upper 5km which

is of lower velocity than the high-velocity BPV.

Figure 4.29 presents the pSA within-event residuals for the simulated and empirical

ground motion predictions at the GODS and PARS sites which both have a modelled Vs30

of 500m/s. Both strong motion stations are located on the Port Hills on crests of basaltic

lava flow ridges approximately 2km apart above the coastal Sumner suburb. Both sites

have δS2Ss which exhibit a broad peak at roughly 1Hz for both simulated and empirical

predictions. Van Houtte et al. (2014) determined that the fundamental frequency of the

GODS station was around 1Hz through horizontal to vertical spectral ratios (HVSR).

Although the fundamental period is low for a rock site, Kaiser et al. (2014) investigated

the site and attributed this feature to topographic effects from being located on a hill-

crest. As the simulations and empirical models have not considered such topographic

effects, the bias is likely attributed to this effect. The PARS site has another peak at T

= 0.05s, which is similar to the other rock sites (D14C and STKS) previously presented.
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Figure 4.28: Computed pSA within-event residuals for the: (a) simulated D14C; (b) empirical
D14C; (c) simulated STKS; and (d) empirical STKS predictions.
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Figure 4.29: Computed pSA within-event residuals for the: (a) simulated GODS; (b) empirical
GODS; (c) simulated PARS; and (d) empirical PARS predictions.
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Figure 4.30: Computed pSA within-event residuals for the: (a) simulated HVSC; and (b) em-
pirical HVSC predictions.

Figure 4.30 presents the pSA within-event residuals for the simulated and empiri-

cal predictions at the HVSC site, which has a modelled Vs30 of 350m/s. During many

large magnitude events of the 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence, the HVSC site

was noted to have produced some of the largest PGA values ever recorded (Bradley and

Cubrinovski, 2011; Jeong and Bradley, 2017a). The δS2Ss for both simulated and em-

pirical predictions show large positive residuals at low periods, T<0.6s. The large δS2Ss

observed is attributed to the large impedance contrast resulting from the shallow soft soils

overlying the competent Banks Peninsula volcanic edifice which is not explicitly modelled

in the HF component of the simulation or the empirical prediction. There also appears to

be some systematic overprediction occurring at moderate–long periods, between T = 1–2s

for simulation and T = 0.6–7s for empirical prediction. This overprediction is attributed

to the deamplification caused by topographic effects as investigated by Jeong and Bradley

(2017b).

4.7.2.4.2 Christchurch city sites

Figure 4.31 presents the pSA within-event residuals for the simulated and empiri-

cal ground motion predictions at the CACS, CBGS, NNBS and REHS sites which have

modelled Vs30 of 435, 197, 212 and 154m/s, respectively. The CBGS, NNBS and REHS

sites are located in the central and eastern suburbs of Christchurch where the surficial

Christchurch Formation, consisting of marine sediments, is present resulting in low Vs30
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values. The CACS site is located in the western suburbs of Christchurch where the sur-

ficial Springston Formation, consisting of stiff alluvial gravels, is present resulting in a

higher Vs30 value. Despite differences in surficial geology, interbedded marine and gravel

formations are expected at all sites shown here. For the CACS, CBGS and NNBS sites,

the δS2Ss for both the simulation and empirical model typically has values in the range

of -0.4 to 0.2, -0.7 to 0.0, and -0.1 to 0.5, respectively. A notable feature of the systematic

site effects at these sites is the period dependence of δS2Ss between periods of T = 0.05

and 1.0s. These variations are caused by the site-specific wave propagation effects which

are not explicitly included in either the simulation or empirical model, which adopt a

Vs30-based site effect model as opposed to the inherent complexity of the interbedded

terrestrial gravel and fine-grained marine formations, which also extend well beyond 30m

depth, and small-scale near-surface heterogeneities. REHS has a significant positive peak

at roughly T = 0.5–0.6s which is consistent with the site period down to the Riccar-

ton Gravel, which is located just over 20m below the ground surface, determined from

numerous studies (Wood et al., 2011; Wotherspoon et al., 2014, 2015). The bias mani-

fests here as the Riccarton Gravel is not explicitly modelled in either prediction method.

The amplification at this period is particularly strong as very soft surface deposits (a

mix of sands, silts, clayey silts and organic material) overlie the Riccarton Gravel at this

site (Wotherspoon et al., 2014).

4.7.2.4.3 Canterbury Plains sites

Figure 4.32 presents the pSA within-event residuals for the simulated and empirical

ground motion predictions at the ASHS, DFHS, DSLC and SWNC sites which have

modelled Vs30 of 300, 515, 350 and 545m/s, respectively. All sites are located on the

Canterbury Plains where the near-surface geology is dominated by fluvial gravel deposits.

The ASHS site, in particular, is located near the outcrop of the Pliocene-aged Kowai

Formation in the Ashley Forest area (Forsyth et al., 2008). For both the simulation

and empirical model, the ASHS site has zero δS2Ss up to T = 0.2s but has negative

residuals above this period. The simulation exhibits stronger overprediction of site effects

at roughly T = 0.7s. The DFHS and SWNC sites have small systematic bias for all
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Figure 4.31: Computed pSA within-event residuals for the: (a) simulated CACS; (b) empirical
CACS; (c) simulated CBGS; (d) empirical CBGS; (e) simulated NNBS; (f) empirical NNBS; (g)
simulated REHS; and (h) empirical REHS predictions.
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periods considered, except at long periods for the empirical prediction of SWNC where

there is systematic underprediction of site effects. The DSLC site has zero mean up to T

= 0.1s and negative mean above T = 0.3s. Between T = 0.1 and 0.3s, both the simulation

and empirical prediction underpredict the site effect. The long period negative δS2Ss is

likely attributed to overly strong basin waves in the simulation (Imperatori and Gallovič,

2017).

4.8 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter presented an investigation of systematic biases present in the ground

motion simulation methodology of Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015) and the specific inputs

used for the Canterbury region. 144 SMM earthquake events with high-quality ground

motions recordings across 45 strong motion stations were considered. Ground motion

simulations of these earthquakes, represented as point sources, were carried out utilising

regional 1D and 3D velocity models for the HF and LF ground motion components,

respectively. Representative results for individual earthquake sources were first presented

to highlight the characteristics of the SMM earthquake simulations through waveforms,

intensity measure scaling with source-to-site distance, and spectral bias of the individual

events. Subsequently, a residual decomposition was performed to examine the between-

and within-event residuals. The between-event residuals, which represent the source and

location bias, suggested that simulations in general were overpredicting observed spectral

amplitudes but underpredicting significant durations. The dependence of between-event

residual on source predictor variables, Mw, CD, and fault mechanism were examined.

Trends identified included less overprediction of short period spectral amplitudes with

increasing Mw, less underprediction of significant duration with increasing Mw, larger

overprediction of long period spectral amplitudes at CD = 4km, and, on average, larger

overprediction for reverse faults. The within-event residuals, which represent path and site

effects, and specifically the site-to-site residuals, were found to vary significantly across the

Canterbury region depending on the site conditions present. Importantly, the site-to-site

residuals obtained from simulations and empirical predictions were seen to be strongly
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Figure 4.32: Computed pSA within-event residuals for the: (a) simulated ASHS; (b) empirical
ASHS; (c) simulated DFHS; (d) empirical DFHS; (e) simulated DSLC; (f) empirical DSLC; (g)
simulated SWNC; and (h) empirical SWNC predictions.
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correlated, particularly at short vibration periods. This indicates that site-specific salient

ground motion phenomena are presently missing to a similar degree in both simulation and

empirical models. The size of the site-to-site standard deviation indicates that significant

improvements in ground motion prediction are possible through being able to capture this

systematic phenomena (Lin et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011; Wang and Jordan,

2014).

The results from this study highlighted several limitations in the simulations and

suggest some recommendations can be made to the ground motion simulation methodol-

ogy utilised for the Canterbury region to improve its predictive capability, in particular:

(i) underprediction of significant durations; (ii) overprediction of HF ground motion IMs;

(iii) underprediction of HF ground motion IMs on rock sites; and (iv) overprediction of

LF ground motion IMs. Firstly, the significant duration of the simulated ground motions

was appreciably underpredicted. The underprediction was seen to reduce with increasing

magnitude, over the Mw 3.5–5.0 range considered. Such large biases in Ds595 have not been

observed in past simulations using the Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015) method for valida-

tion over the Mw 6.0–7.5 range (Razafindrakoto et al., 2017; Afshari and Stewart, 2016).

These trends indicate that the issue is the result of the path component of the duration

model, because for larger events the ground motion duration is dominated by the source

corner frequency and rupture propagation over the subfaults. Figure 4.33a–c illustrates

this by presenting the Husid plots of the observed and simulated CMHS 000 (north-south)

ground motions from the 23 December 2011 Mw 4.9 event for BB, HF and LF compo-

nents, respectively. The simulated Ds575 and Ds595 of the BB and HF component ground

motions are both governed solely by the direct arrival HF ray, at around 10s where the

Husid plots have a steep gradient, which is significantly shorter than the observed Ds575.

Conversely, the simulated and observed LF ground motions have relatively similar Ds575

and Ds595. Figure 4.33d presents the between-event residuals for Ds575 and Ds595 for the

BB, HF and LF component ground motions. The BB and HF ground motions can be seen

to significantly underpredict while the LF ground motions only slightly underpredict. The

slight underprediction is likely caused by the simplicity of the 3D CantVM, specifically

the constant velocities prescribed to each sedimentary layer, which would not adequately
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Figure 4.33: Husid plots for observed and simulated CMHS 000 ground motions from the 23
December Mw 4.9 event: (a) broadband; (b) high-frequency; (c) low-frequency; and (d) Ds575
and Ds595 between-event residuals for each component.

model the scattering of waves. Alternative formulations for the path duration from that

in Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015) are easily usable. For example, Boore and Thompson

(2014, 2015) highlighted this problem and developed a new path duration model for active

crustal regions based on the NGA-West2 database which more appropriately represents

factors which increase duration with distance. Implementation of such a model would

likely reduce the bias observed in significant durations. The empirical model of Afshari

and Stewart (2016) used in this paper was seen to be consistent with observations, and

hence the ‘path’ component of that empirical model could also be used.

The overprediction of HF amplitudes (e.g. pSA(T <1s) can also be partly attributed

to the underprediction of significant duration, because the HF simulation is based on the

definition of the Fourier spectrum, and it is well acknowledged that power spectral density

amplitudes will decrease as duration increases for a constant Fourier spectrum (Boore,

2003). Other factors that may also affect HF simulation bias include the assumed stress

parameter, near-surface attenuation κ, and anelastic attenuation.

The underprediction of HF amplitudes specifically on rock sites (e.g. on the Canter-

bury foothills or Banks Peninsula) can be attributed to the use of a generic 1D velocity

model which effectively models a sedimentary basin for the top 5km (which is relevant
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for the majority of sites in Canterbury. Utilising site-specific 1D velocity profiles, which

better represent the soil structure will reduce this underprediction.

The overprediction of LF amplitudes (e.g. pSA(T >1s) can be partly attributed

to the Vs30-based site amplification model applied at low frequencies. de la Torre et al.

(2017) has recently shown, by comparing simulations using the same Vs30-based site re-

sponse factors or using 1D site response wave propagation analyses, that the Vs30-based

amplification suggested in GP10 tends to over-amplify the long period ground motions.

The overamplification demonstrated by de la Torre et al. (2017) was most significant over

the pSA(T = 2–5s) range, which is also the range of largest overprediction in the simula-

tions in this study. Finally, the adopted 3D velocity model, has constant velocities within

discrete sedimentary layers (Lee et al., 2017) and, as a result, larger impedance contrasts

may also be resulting in minor over-amplification.

The above four factors are likely to result in appreciable improvements to the sim-

ulations, all of which can be justified physically. Following this, additional, less obvious,

modifications may further improve the simulation predictions.

4.9 Data and resources

Earthquake source descriptions used in this study were obtained from the GeoNet

New Zealand earthquake catalogue (http://info.geonet.org.nz/display/appdata/

Earthquake+Catalogue, recorded ground motions were obtained from the GeoNet file

transfer protocol (ftp://ftp.geonet.org.nz/strong/) and Vs30 values were provided by

Liam Wotherspoon.

Figures were prepared using Generic Mapping Tools (http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/)

and Python (https://www.python.org/).
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Conclusions

In this dissertation, several aspects pertaining to ground motion simulation in the

Canterbury, New Zealand region are addressed. The objectives achieved enable hybrid

broadband ground motion simulations to be carried out for the Canterbury region, iden-

tify and model near-surface features which influence seismic wave propagation and site

response, and investigate the biases in the framework currently used for Canterbury

ground motion simulations. Given the quality of data used in the model development

and simulation validation, these contributions also provide significant insight into ground

motion simulation capabilities in New Zealand and internationally. The following sections

summarise the key contributions of this dissertation, their limitations, implications, and

recommendations for potential future work.
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5.1 Key contributions

5.1.1 Development of a 3D velocity model for the Canterbury,

New Zealand region for broadband ground motion simu-

lation

Chapter Two presented the details of a new 3D Canterbury seismic velocity model

which explicitly characterises five geologic units with contrasting lithology deposited

through time from the Late Cretaceous to the Quaternary. The model, developed through

geostatistical Kriging, utilised a high-quality dataset consisting of several dense networks

of seismic reflection lines, well logs, and geologic contour maps and cross sections, which

were aggregated in a regionally-consistent manner. Seismic reflection lines, which iden-

tify impedance contrasts between the geologic layers of interest, were the primary con-

straint for the model. The large set of seismic reflection lines were interpreted and depth-

converted to provide depths to marker horizons of the significant lithological boundaries.

The surfaces which comprise the model are the top of the Pliocene, Banks Peninsula

volcanics, Miocene, Paleogene and Basement units. The surfaces, which adhere to their de-

positional hierarchy, display several geologic features such as regional basins (e.g. Pegasus

and Rakaia basins), structural saddles and highs as a result of prehistoric Miocene-aged

volcanism, and outcrop at the Canterbury foothills. The Basement surface, in partic-

ular, represents the base of the Canterbury Basin, the primary cause of basin-induced

seismic waves, hence explicit modelling of these surfaces will allow the wave phenomena

to be modelled in ground motion simulations. Seismic velocities for the modelled units

were developed from well logs, seismic reflection surveys and empirical correlations, and

benchmarked against a regional crustal model. Only a single characteristic velocity was

determined for each geologic unit for the wider Canterbury region by averaging velocities

calculated across the dataset due to the sparsity of data relative to variations in regional

velocity. The exceptions are the Pliocene unit which utilises a regional 1D velocity model

and the Basement structure which utilises velocities from a regional crustal model.
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The 3D CantVM developed in this study has several limitations relating to modelling

simplifications. These include, but are not limited to, the exclusion of explicit modelling

of several significant geologic units, the smoothing of localised changes in faulting, and

the simplified attribution of average interval velocities across the modelled region. The

result of these limitations is a reduction in the accuracy of the model representation of the

real geologic structure and geophysical properties, and consequently a reduction in the

quality of seismic wave propagation in the relevant subregions. However, it is important

to note that the developed model is intended to be a version 1 model and improvements

are expected through progressive modifications and/or formal tomographic inversion.

5.1.2 3D models of Quaternary-aged sedimentary successions

within the Canterbury, New Zealand region

Chapter Three presented the details of a new 3D high-resolution model of the Canter-

bury interbedded Quaternary stratigraphic sequence that characterises seven geological

formation boundaries. The interbedded nature of alternating terrestrial gravels and fine-

grained marine sediments were a notable cause of complex wave propagation and large

amplitude ground motions. The model was developed using geostatistical Kriging util-

ising datasets of 527 water well logs and 377 near-surface cone penetration test records

which were quality-assured through rigorous screening processes, a previously unparal-

leled high-quality dataset. The datasets were quality assured based on maximum depths,

quality assurance ratings, properties of soils encountered, and consistency between the

datasets.

The developed surfaces are the top of the Riccarton Gravel, Bromley Formation,

Linwood Gravel, Heathcote Formation, Burwood Gravel, Shirley Formation and Wainoni

Gravel. The depth below the Wainoni gravel is simply modelled as an undifferentiated

gravel despite the presence of thin marine formations. The most prevalent trend observed

was the downward dip from inland to the eastern coastline as a result of the dominant

fluvial depositional environment of the terrestrial gravel formations. It is noted that

beyond the maximum inland extent of the interbedded formations, the Quaternary geology
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is predominantly gravel, and is therefore also modelled as an undifferentiated gravel.

A limitation of the Canterbury Quaternary model is the lack of explicit modelling

of the Christchurch and Springston formations. However, the model developed here is

intended to provide a regional representation of the Canterbury Quaternary stratigraphic

sequence which is widely applicable to Christchurch. Hence, at this time, the model

does not attempt to explicitly capture localized subsurface features, such as the complex

relationship between the Christchurch and Springston formations.

5.1.3 Investigation of systematic biases through ground motion

simulations of small-to-moderate magnitude earthquakes

Chapter Four presented an investigation of systematic biases present in the ground

motion simulation methodology of Graves and Pitarka (2010, 2015) and the specific in-

puts used for the Canterbury region. 144 small-to-moderate magnitude earthquakes were

considered due to the large quantity of strong motion stations with multiple recordings

allowing for repeatable, systematic effects to be observed. Ground motion simulations

of these earthquakes, with sources represented as point sources, were carried out utilis-

ing the 3D Canterbury Velocity Model, developed as part of this dissertation, for low-

frequency simulations and a regional 1D velocity model for high-frequency simulations.

The high-quality ground motions were selected using a semi-automated screening process

which considered signal-to-noise ratio, premature record ending and appropriate P-wave

arrivals, followed by manual screening resulting in a final dataset of 1819 records.

The results of the ground motion simulations were compared to observed ground

motions using a nonergodic analysis framework which decomposed the total residual into

between- and within-event residuals to quantify the bias and variability associated with

the location and source, and path and site effects, respectively. Overall, the simulations

were found to overpredict pseudo spectral acceleration, pSA, at all vibration periods and

underpredict significant durations. The between-event residuals were found to be de-

pendent on Mw for short period pSA and significant durations, the two being inherently

linked by the HF simulation path duration. Shallow earthquakes and reverse faults were
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also found to be systematically overpredicting as well. The within-event residuals were

found to vary significantly across the Canterbury region depending on the site conditions

present. A comparison between systematic site-to-site residuals obtained from simula-

tions and empirical predictions showed strong correlation for short period pSA and weak

correlation at longer periods, which indicates that Vs30-based site amplification employed

by both methods is inadequate in capturing the site-specific effects. Ultimately, several

modifications to the simulation methodology were recommended to improve its predictive

capability: (i) implementation of a more appropriate path duration model; (ii) utilisation

of site-specific 1D velocity models; and (iii) modifications to the Vs30-based site amplifi-

cation to reduce overamplification at long periods.

5.2 Recommendations for future work

5.2.1 Improvements to the 3D Canterbury Velocity Model

The 3D Canterbury velocity model developed is a version 1 model and has several

limitations as a result of modelling assumptions. As a result, there are many improvements

which can be made which will improve the performance of the model with respect to

ground motion simulations. One improvement would be to implement depth-dependent

velocities within each geologic unit. However, this would likely require additional data

to supplement what is currently available. Another improvement would be to apply

smoothing across geologic boundaries to reduce the overly strong basin effect which has

been observed. Lastly, the model could also be improved through formal tomographic

waveform inversion, where observed waveforms, an independent data source, can be used

to iteratively modify the velocity model to minimise the waveform misfits.

5.2.2 Developing 3D velocity models of other regions

Although Canterbury has recently been the primary focus of ground motion simu-

lation efforts in New Zealand, there are several other regions which would benefit from
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having 3D velocity models. As the extent of New Zealand ground motion simulations

broadens, areas such as Nelson and Wellington, which have complex geology and consid-

erable seismic risk are likely candidates for 3D velocity model development. Although the

quantity of subsurface data in these areas are less than that of Christchurch, additional

data acquisition is underway which makes this work a natural extension for future ground

motion simulations.

5.2.3 Explicit modelling of the surficial Springston and

Christchurch formations

In the development of the 3D models of interbedded Quaternary formations, the sur-

ficial Springston and Christchurch formations were simplified into one formation despite

differences in their geology. The relationship between the two formations is extremely

complex, both at the surface level and at depth, with interfingering and significant vari-

ations in lateral facies. The Springston Formation, in particular, is also noted to have

significant presence at the boundary between the Christchurch Formations and Riccarton

Gravel beneath part of Christchurch city. Explicit modelling of the Christchurch and

Springston formations will naturally lead to greater understanding of the near-surface

geology resulting in improved site characterisation and site response analyses.

5.2.4 Improvements to the Graves and Pitarka (2010,2015)

ground motion simulation methodology and specific input

models

Several sources of bias in the commonly used Graves and Pitarka (2010,2015) ground

motion simulation framework and the adopted input models and parameters for the Can-

terbury region were identified through investigation of ground motion simulation of 144

small-to-moderate magnitude earthquake events. In particular, the path duration, use of

a generic 1D velocity model for high-frequency simulations, and Vs30-based site amplifica-

tion were identified as significant factors. Modifications to these factors will likely result
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in improved ground motion predictions. The path duration can be improved with the

implementation of a longer path duration model, such as the Boore and Thomson (2014)

model. The HF simulations can also be improved by using site-specific 1D velocity models

in place of the generic 1D velocity model. Lastly, modification to the period-dependent

site-specific amplification at longer periods should also improve the predictive capability

of the ground motion simulations.

5.3 Concluding remarks

The summaries presented in this chapter reflect the outcomes of this dissertation’s

objectives. Additionally, the practicality and performance of the products developed from

these objectives were comprehensively demonstrated in ground motion simulation and site

characterisation applications. However, the field of ground motion simulation is one which

is continuously developing, as demonstrated by the recommended future work suggested,

and the results here serve as ‘stepping stones’ towards formally establishing ground motion

simulation as a mainstay in seismic hazard analysis.
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Appendix A

Seismic reflection lines and

petroleum well logs

A.1 Summary

Tables A.1 and A.2 provide the information regarding seismic reflection lines and

petroleum exploration well logs utilised in the development of the Canterbury Velocity

Model. The corresponding petroleum reports can be accessed via the online New Zealand

Petroleum and Minerals (NZPAM) website (https://data.nzpam.govt.nz/GOLD/system/

mainframe.asp).
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Appendix B

Canterbury Velocity Model cross

sections

B.1 Summary

Presented here are the exhaustive set of cross sections which detail the features and

trends in the Canterbury Velocity Model (CantVM). Firstly, the location of the cross

sections are shown in Figure B.1. It should be noted that cross sections Lon5, Lon6,

Lat2 and Lat5 were previously presented in Chapter 2 but are presented here again for

completeness. The cross sections of constant longitude are subsequently presented in

Figures B.2–B.8 and the cross sections of constant latitude are presented in Figures B.9–

B.13. The vertical exaggeration is noted in each respective figure caption.
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Figure B.1: Location of the 12 transects across the Canterbury region where cross sections of
the Canterbury Velocity Model structure are illustrated.

Figure B.2: Cross section Lon1 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 171.2°. 20x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure B.3: Cross section Lon2 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 171.5°. 20x vertical exaggeration.

Figure B.4: Cross section Lon3 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 171.8°. 20x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure B.5: Cross section Lon4 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 172.1°. 20x vertical exaggeration.

Figure B.6: Cross section Lon5 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 172.4°. 20x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure B.7: Cross section Lon6 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 172.7°. 20x vertical exaggeration.

Figure B.8: Cross section Lon7 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant longitude of 173.0°. 20x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX B. CANTVM CROSS SECTIONS

Figure B.9: Cross section Lat1 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant latitude of -44.0°. 45x vertical exaggeration.

Figure B.10: Cross section Lat2 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant latitude of -43.8°. 45x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX B. CANTVM CROSS SECTIONS

Figure B.11: Cross section Lat3 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant latitude of -43.6°. 45x vertical exaggeration.

Figure B.12: Cross section Lat4 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant latitude of -43.4°. 45x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX B. CANTVM CROSS SECTIONS

Figure B.13: Cross section Lat5 of the Canterbury Velocity Model and corresponding shear wave
velocities taken at a constant latitude of -43.2°. 45x vertical exaggeration.
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Appendix C

Additional Canterbury Quaternary

model cross sections

C.1 Summary

Presented here are the exhaustive set of cross sections which detail the features and

trends in the Canterbury Quaternary model. Firstly, the location of the cross sections

are shown in Figure C.1, which shows that the cross sections cover the majority of the

interbedded area. It should be noted that cross sections 1 and 2 were previously pre-

sented in Chapter 3 but are presented here again for completeness. The cross sections

are subsequently presented in Figures C.2–C.11. The vertical exaggeration for each cross

section, detailed in their respective figure captions, are chosen in order to maximize the

level of detail presented.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure C.1: Location of the 10 transects across the Canterbury region where cross sections of
the Quaternary structure are examined.

Figure C.2: North-South oriented Cross Section 1 of the Canterbury Quaternary geological
model and corresponding shear wave velocities, through the Christchurch CBD. 47x vertical
exaggeration.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure C.3: East-West oriented Cross Section 2 of the Canterbury Quaternary geological model
and corresponding shear wave velocities, through the Christchurch CBD. 45x vertical exagger-
ation.

Figure C.4: Cross section 3 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from Rangiora to Woodend. 18x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure C.5: Cross section 4 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from Ohoka to Kaiapoi. 20x vertical exaggeration.

Figure C.6: Cross section 5 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model model and corre-
sponding shear wave velocities, from McLeans Island through Burnside and the Christchurch
CBD ending in Heathcote Valley. 40x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure C.7: Cross section 6 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from Rolleston through Lincoln. 54x vertical exaggeration

Figure C.8: Cross section 7 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from Selwyn River through Lake Ellesmere. 48x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure C.9: Cross section 8 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from the Rakaia River to Kaiapoi passing through Rolleston. 85x vertical
exaggeration.

Figure C.10: Cross section 9 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from Prebbleton to Papanui. 28x vertical exaggeration.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure C.11: Cross section 10 of the Canterbury Quaternary geologic model and corresponding
shear wave velocities, from Hoon Hay to QEII passing through the CBD. 31x vertical exagger-
ation.
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APPENDIX C. CANTERBURY QUATERNARY MODEL CROSS SECTIONS
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Appendix D

Strong motion stations

D.1 Summary

Presented here are details of the 45 strong motion stations considered in the analysis

presented in Chapter 4. Table D.1 provides the strong motion station code, geographic

location, modelled Vs30 and number of earthquakes observed NSe.
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APPENDIX D. EARTHQUAKE SOURCES AND STRONG MOTION STATIONS
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Appendix E

Dependence of residuals on source,

path and site parameters

E.1 Summary

In this appendix, the complete set of plots illustrating the dependence of between-

and within-event residuals on source, path and site parameters are provided, including

plots which were included in the main text, for completeness. The salient trends and

features of the dependencies were elaborated upon in the main text and therefore no

further discussion is presented here.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.1: Comparison of simulated prediction between-event residual against Mw for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.2: Comparison of empirical prediction between-event residual against Mw for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.3: Comparison of simulated prediction between-event residual against CD for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.4: Comparison of empirical prediction between-event residual against CD for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.5: Comparison of simulated prediction between-event residual against fault mechanism
for: (a) PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h)
Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.6: Comparison of empirical prediction between-event residual against fault mechanism
for: (a) PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h)
Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.7: Comparison of simulated prediction between-event residual against Rrup for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.8: Comparison of empirical prediction between-event residual against Rrup for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.9: Comparison of simulated prediction between-event residual against Vs30 for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS

Figure E.10: Comparison of empirical prediction between-event residual against Vs30 for: (a)
PGA; (b) pSA(0.2s); (c) pSA(1.0s); (d) pSA(3.0s); (e) PGV; (f) AI; (g) Ds575; and (h) Ds595.
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE, PATH AND SITE PARAMETERS
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Appendix F

Correlation between simulation and

empirical prediction site-to-site

residuals

F.1 Summary

Figure F.1 presents plots comparing systematic site-to-site residual, δS2Ss, for both

simulated and empirical prediction, for the intensity measures which were omitted in

the main text: PGV, AI, Ds575; and Ds595. A summary of the coefficient of correlation

was presented in the main text. Figures F.1a–c show that there is a strong correlation

between simulated and empirical prediction for PGV, AI and Ds575, while Figure F.1d

shows weak correlation between the two for Ds595. The weak correlation for Ds595 is a

result of the distinct separation between simulated Ds595 values governed by the direct

HF waveform arrival, and the LF or Moho-reflected HF waveforms, while the empirical

prediction generally provides estimates of Ds595 consistent with observed values.
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APPENDIX F. CORRELATION BETWEEN SIMULATION AND EMPIRICAL
PREDICTION

Figure F.1: Correlation between simulated and empirical prediction δS2Ss: (a) PGV; (b) AI;
(c) Ds575; and (d) Ds595.
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Appendix G

Spatial distribution of empirical

prediction residuals

G.1 Summary

Presented here are the spatial plots of the ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e ,

and systematic site-to-site residuals, δS2Ss, for empirical prediction. Figures G.1 and G.4

present the δB0
e plots for pSA and other IMs, respectively, and Figures G.5 and G.8

present the δS2Ss plots for pSA and other IMs, respectively.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.1: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e , for empirical pre-

diction: (a) PGA; and (b) pSA(0.2s), for all 144 earthquake events.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.2: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e , for empirical pre-

diction: (a) pSA(1.0s); and (b) pSA(3.0s), for all 144 earthquake events.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.3: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e , for empirical in-

tensity measures: (a) PGV; and (b) AI, for all 144 earthquake events.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.4: Spatial distribution of ‘remaining’ between-event residuals, δB0
e , for empirical in-

tensity measures: (a) Ds575; and (b) Ds595, for all 144 earthquake events.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.5: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for empirical prediction: (a) PGA; and (b) pSA(0.2s),
for all 45 strong motion stations.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.6: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for empirical prediction: (a) pSA(1.0s); and (b)
pSA(3.0s), for all 45 strong motion stations.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.7: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for empirical intensity measures: (a) PGV; and (b)
AI, for all 45 strong motion stations.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS

Figure G.8: Spatial distribution of δS2Ss for empirical intensity measures: (a) Ds575; and (b)
Ds595, for all 45 strong motion stations.
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APPENDIX G. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
RESIDUALS
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Appendix H

Single station within-event residuals

H.1 Summary

Included in this appendix is the complete set of within-event residuals for each of the

strong motion stations considered for both simulated and empirical prediction. Stations

which were included in the main text are also included here for completeness. The addi-

tional stations shown here, which were not presented in the main text, generally follow

trends and features identified by the stations in the main text based on their geographical

region. Hence, there is no further elaboration is made on the figures presented.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.1: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated ADCS pSA; (b) simulated
ADCS IMs; (c) empirical ADCS pSA; (d) empirical ADCS IMs; (e) simulated ASHS pSA; (f)
simulated ASHS IMs; (g) empirical ASHS pSA; and (h) empirical ASHS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.2: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated CACS pSA; (b) simulated
CACS IMs; (c) empirical CACS pSA; (d) empirical CACS IMs; (e) simulated CBGS pSA; (f)
simulated CBGS IMs; (g) empirical CBGS pSA; and (h) empirical CBGS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.3: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated CCCC pSA; (b) simulated
CCCC IMs; (c) empirical CCCC pSA; (d) empirical CCCC IMs; (e) simulated CHHC pSA; (f)
simulated CHHC IMs; (g) empirical CHHC pSA; and (h) empirical CHHC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.4: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated CMHS pSA; (b) simulated
CMHS IMs; (c) empirical CMHS pSA; (d) empirical CMHS IMs; (e) simulated CRLZ pSA; (f)
simulated CRLZ IMs; (g) empirical CRLZ pSA; and (h) empirical CRLZ IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.5: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated CSHS pSA; (b) simulated
CSHS IMs; (c) empirical CSHS pSA; (d) empirical CSHS IMs; (e) simulated CSTC pSA; (f)
simulated CSTC IMs; (g) empirical CSTC pSA; and (h) empirical CSTC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.6: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated D09C pSA; (b) simulated
D09C IMs; (c) empirical D09C pSA; (d) empirical D09C IMs; (e) simulated D14C pSA; (f)
simulated D14C IMs; (g) empirical D14C pSA; and (h) empirical D14C IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.7: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated D15C pSA; (b) simulated
D15C IMs; (c) empirical D15C pSA; (d) empirical D15C IMs; (e) simulated DFHS pSA; (f)
simulated DFHS IMs; (g) empirical DFHS pSA; and (h) empirical DFHS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.8: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated DSLC pSA; (b) simulated
DSLC IMs; (c) empirical DSLC pSA; (d) empirical DSLC IMs; (e) simulated EYRS pSA; (f)
simulated EYRS IMs; (g) empirical EYRS pSA; and (h) empirical EYRS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.9: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated GDLC pSA; (b) simulated
GDLC IMs; (c) empirical GDLC pSA; (d) empirical GDLC IMs; (e) simulated GODS pSA; (f)
simulated GODS IMs; (g) empirical GODS pSA; and (h) empirical GODS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.10: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated HALS pSA; (b) simulated
HALS IMs; (c) empirical HALS pSA; (d) empirical HALS IMs; (e) simulated HHSS pSA; (f)
simulated HHSS IMs; (g) empirical HHSS pSA; and (h) empirical HHSS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.11: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated HPSC pSA; (b) simulated
HPSC IMs; (c) empirical HPSC pSA; (d) empirical HPSC IMs; (e) simulated HVSC pSA; (f)
simulated HVSC IMs; (g) empirical HVSC pSA; and (h) empirical HVSC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.12: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated KOWC pSA; (b) simulated
KOWC IMs; (c) empirical KOWC pSA; (d) empirical KOWC IMs; (e) simulated KPOC pSA;
(f) simulated KPOC IMs; (g) empirical KPOC pSA; and (h) empirical KPOC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.13: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated LINC pSA; (b) simulated
LINC IMs; (c) empirical LINC pSA; (d) empirical LINC IMs; (e) simulated LPCC pSA; (f)
simulated LPCC IMs; (g) empirical LPCC pSA; and (h) empirical LPCC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.14: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated MTHS pSA; (b) simulated
MTHS IMs; (c) empirical MTHS pSA; (d) empirical MTHS IMs; (e) simulated NBLC pSA; (f)
simulated NBLC IMs; (g) empirical NBLC pSA; and (h) empirical NBLC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.15: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated NNBS pSA; (b) simulated
NNBS IMs; (c) empirical NNBS pSA; (d) empirical NNBS IMs; (e) simulated PARS pSA; (f)
simulated PARS IMs; (g) empirical PARS pSA; and (h) empirical PARS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.16: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated PPHS pSA; (b) simulated
PPHS IMs; (c) empirical PPHS pSA; (d) empirical PPHS IMs; (e) simulated PRPC pSA; (f)
simulated PRPC IMs; (g) empirical PRPC pSA; and (h) empirical PRPC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.17: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated REHS pSA; (b) simulated
REHS IMs; (c) empirical REHS pSA; (d) empirical REHS IMs; (e) simulated RHSC pSA; (f)
simulated RHSC IMs; (g) empirical RHSC pSA; and (h) empirical RHSC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.18: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated ROLC pSA; (b) simulated
ROLC IMs; (c) empirical ROLC pSA; (d) empirical ROLC IMs; (e) simulated SHFC pSA; (f)
simulated SHFC IMs; (g) empirical SHFC pSA; and (h) empirical SHFC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.19: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated SHLC pSA; (b) simulated
SHLC IMs; (c) empirical SHLC pSA; (d) empirical SHLC IMs; (e) simulated SLRC pSA; (f)
simulated SLRC IMs; (g) empirical SLRC pSA; and (h) empirical SLRC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.20: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated SMTC pSA; (b) simulated
SMTC IMs; (c) empirical SMTC pSA; (d) empirical SMTC IMs; (e) simulated SPFS pSA; (f)
simulated SPFS IMs; (g) empirical SPFS pSA; and (h) empirical SPFS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.21: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated SPRS pSA; (b) simulated
SPRS IMs; (c) empirical SPRS pSA; (d) empirical SPRS IMs; (e) simulated STKS pSA; (f)
simulated STKS IMs; (g) empirical STKS pSA; and (h) empirical STKS IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.22: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated SWNC pSA; (b) simulated
SWNC IMs; (c) empirical SWNC pSA; (d) empirical SWNC IMs; (e) simulated TPLC pSA; (f)
simulated TPLC IMs; (g) empirical TPLC pSA; and (h) empirical TPLC IMs predictions.
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APPENDIX H. SINGLE STATION WITHIN-EVENT RESIDUALS

Figure H.23: Computed within-event residuals for the : (a) simulated WCSS pSA; (b) simulated
WCSS IMs; (c) empirical WCSS pSA; and (d) empirical WCSS IMs predictions
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